


The Ultimate In Motion Pictures
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MARY P1CKFORD
The incomparable
Mary, “ The World's
Sweetheart.” in “Re-
becca of Sunnybrook
Farm,” ‘‘The Little
American,” “The Little

Princess.”

GEORGE M. COHAN
chose Artcraft for his

screen appearance in

the big successes,
“Broadway Jones” and
“Seven Keys to Bald
pate.”

GERALDINE FAKKAK
reaches millions with
the splendorof her
screen acting. Direc-

tion, Cecil B. De Mille

in “The Woman God
Forgot.”

is what Artcraft exacts. And the greatest

of all motion picture stars and directors come
to this organization

—

instinctively.

Artcratt reflects their own high ideals—that

is why. It realizes their need of a uniform

standard in photoplays, which means to

the public something better and finer.

Just as the painter recognizes his final attain-

ment in the acceptance of his picture by the

Louvre or Metropolitan Museum of Art, so

the artist of the screen reaches his or her

finest triumph when allied with the Artcraft

name.

ARTCRAFT
PICTURES

And just as there is one Louvre in Paris

—

one Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York—so there is in almost every communi-

ty one theatre of highest artistic standards

where is visualized the best in fiction on the

screen. These pictures bear the Artcraft

signature.

Have you found the Home of Artcraft Pictures?

It is easy to find for it shines forth like a flawless

gem in the night life of your city.

DAVID WARK GRIFFITH

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in the Artcraft suc-
cesses: “In Again, Out
Again,” “Wild and
Woolly,” “Down to

Earth.” A corking new
one coming.

v
ELSIE FERGUSON

The screen “find” of

the year, in the Artcraft

play, “Barbary Sheep,”
from the novel by Rob-
ert Hichens.

WILLIAM S. HART
Greatest screen West-
erner of all. See “Bill”
Hart in the thrilling

photodrama, “The Nar-
row Trail,” directed by
Thomas H. Ince.

CECIL B. DE MILLE
For years with David Belasco, Cecil

B. De Mille reflects that master’s
great technique - plus his own ad-

vanced ideas. “Joan the Woman/'
that masterpiece production, showed
him at his best.

The whole world knows him as the creator

of “The Birth of a Nation” and “Intoler-

ance.” Mr. Griffith is now at the European
battlefront, engaged upon the greatest of

all war pictures, under the auspices of

British War Office.

THOMAS H. INCE
has "built up a producing organiza-
tion which long has been regarded
as exceptionally efficient. Mr. Ince
will personally supervise the William
S. Hart productions for Artcraft Pic-
tures Corporation.

Write for Portfolio containing handsome Rotogravure portraits of all the Artcraft Stars— suitable for framing.

We shall gladly send you a copy if you will send us your name and address on the accompanying coupon
with ten cents in stamps for postage.
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NOTHER Christmas time has rolled around, but this time the usual pleasure of
it will be marred by the murderous machinations of one despicable man—the
Kaiser of Germany. He and he alone has deprived the world of its just oppor-
tunities and freedom to enjoy the wonderful spirit which is supposed to per-
meate the whole Christian atmosphere at this season of the year. Therefore,

it is natural that many millions of people should have naught but bitter hatred for him. Why
must he be in the way of universal happiness now? Why should any nation opposing him
desist its warring activities until this vilest of men is completely eliminated? Justice demands
that a man be put to death for the slaying of one other human being. Why not then decree
that Wilhelm be executed, since he is to blame for the wanton murder of millions of people ?

And why not let it be widely and unmistakably known that the world will not be content to
return to its wonted tranquil state until this monumental murderer has expiated his countless
crimes ? Why be diplomatic, polite or considerate in any reference whatsoever to him ? Would
we be diplomatic, polite or considerate in our attitude towards a man who had been proven
guilty of taking a single life ?

It is regrettable and it is to the everlasting shame of Germany that this Christmas of
1917 finds scarcely no quarter where unrestrained joy prevails. The celebration in its entirety
is alloyed with a sadness born of the full realization of the terrible tragedy which hovers so
low and clings all around our daily life. It is almost difficult to utter that time-honored greet-
ing: Merry Christmas. It seems like an empty shell and it is asking a great deal of any one
nowadays to bid them be merry. It is asking next to the impossible.

However, despite all the trials and tribulations we are enduring and all the obstacles we
are encountering, every one of us must of our own volition endeavor with all our might to

preserve as much of the Yuletide spirit as we can. We must strive with even greater energy
to lighten the burdens of others and we must give as a gift to all a courageous good will to

all excepting Kaiser Wilhelm, for whom we cannot have more than contempt. With him we
wish to have nothing in common—-his fate we leave wholly with the Creator, well knowing
that the Supreme Being stands for ultimate supreme justice, a justice which will inevitably
obliterate war lords who seek to plunder at the expense of innocent lives.

The glory of cheerful giving must not diminish. With it must go our fulsome well-wishing.
We must cheer up while we suffer and sustain. We cannot afford to permit the least lethargy
or hopelessness to enter into even this tragic Christmas. Somehow we must rejoice over what
blessings are still ours. We must share our advantages with those brave men who are fighting
for our great cause across the seas. We must divert a great deal of our spirit into the channel
of doing our bit to help win the war, which must be won by us if the world is to ever be safe
for democracy.

Verily, to thus write about Christmas strikes us as extraordinary, but the extraordinary
conditions warrant it. Not this time can we pour forth the usual peace-be-to-all-the-world
sentiments. No sane human being could want peace with Germany triumphant or still powerful
in the least. It would be like a lamb making peace with a lion—the lamb would always be in
danger. Nevertheless, we do extend Christmas greetings to all, excepting (yes, we must
say it once more)—excepting that autocratic murderer of Potsdam.
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NORMA TALMADGE
(OUR LADY OF WINTER ON THE COVER )

Norma is a potential part of the famous Talmadge
family, but she has a sister, Constance, who is just

about as constantly at it winning neiv laurels as any of
those active in the histrionic field. Therefore Norma
has a lively pace set for her, and it serves to keep her
thoroughly abreast with the times in the matter of pro-
gressive improvement. She is one of the select few
motion picture stars zvho actually gets better with every
characterization she offers. Since becoming the head
of her own company—the Norma Talmadge Film

Corporation—under the astute direction of Joseph
Schenck, Norma has achieved her most notable cinema
triumphs. One of the best photoplay features of the
whole year of 1917 has been “The Moth,” in which she
starred to splendid advantage. Miss Talmadge is an
actress of destiny, and she will undoubtedly attain suc-
cesses which will eclipse all her former brilliant ones
in the coming year, as she has mapped out a very
strenuous campaign. She is sincere in her desire to

uplift the cinema art.
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“MERRY CHRISTMAS”
Say Merry Photoplayers to You, Merry Fans : By merry i

HIS Christmas of 1917 finds

the world more devoid of mer-
riment than ever before in the

annals of man, but, just the

same, the photoplayers—your
favorites and other people’s favorites

—

are bravely and courageously doing yeo-
man service to permeate a stubborn at-

mosphere, surcharged with world-wide
tragedy, with the old-time spirit of cheer-

’em-all-up with a whoop. Yours truly

—

Merry I, the writer “hereof”—has made
a pretty thorough canvass of the moving
picture studios and the domiciles of cine-

ma celebrities and everywhere we found
the tendency to make the best of hu-
manity’s adversities—to give enthusiastic

voice to the perpetuation of the time-
honored salutation of noble sentiments

:

Merry Christmas.

Sidney Drew was engrossed in arrang-
ing some silk American flags in his dress-

ing-room when I walked in, for instance.

It was easy to understand that ninety-

nine per cent, of his thoughts were on sub-

jects appertaining to the war. “I had
almost forgot there was going to be a

Christmas this year,” he said upon being

reminded that the gift season approached.

“But, since it is still with us despite all,

tell them all that Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew jointly and earnestly wish them a

Merry Christmas. I don’t know whether
wishing it will do any good or not, but

we’ll all have to buck up and choke off a

few tears for the sake of preserving the

noblest of celebrations.”

Thus spoke Mr. Drew, a comedian who
has furnished the world with his full

quota of laughs via the screen route, and,

similarly spoke scores of other notable

exponents of the art.

Douglas Fairbanks, like Mr. Drew,
thinks it’s a tough situation to do much
rejoicing in, but he believes in putting

forth an effort with a veritable bang.

“We’ve got to be merry, because if we
once get depressed, we’d lose our nerve

and hence lose the war,” said this athletic

king of the clan that acts. “See all the

moving picture comedies you can, force

yourself to laugh for the relief it will give

you, and be sure to do your bit for Uncle
Sam. Moreover, gather consolation from
the fact that there’s another Christmas
coming after this one. Perhaps there

won’t be so much Kaiserism then, and
therefore more merriment will be able to

obtain.”

Pauline Frederick betrayed thoughtful

seriousness when she was broached for a

greeting appropriate to the season. “Yes,
Merry Christmas, of course, and I am
going to try awfully hard to be really

merry, but, oh, what a terror the slight-

est semblance of a thought of the war
does strike in one’s heart. Instead of

!mT
—

*

there being good will among all men,
there is little of it among very few men.”

Miss Frederick is justly regarded as the

most remarkable emotional actress the

screen has ever developed, and, it must
be said, she attained this distinction as a

result of unceasing hard work and deep
study. The necessity for this has left an
imprint upon her general demeanor and
she is almost invariably of serious mien.
Nevertheless she has enlisted in the cause
of doing all in her power to pass around
plenty of the Xmas cheer.

One of the most consistent optimists

Marguerite Clark
doing her Xmas
shopping early

we met in the realm of photoplay is Earle
Williams. He simply insists that we
have an abundance of blessings to be
thankful for, although he admits there are

plenty of causes for keen regret.

“Social circumstances simply demand
the populace lay aside worries of the hour
long enough to properly observe Christ-

mas, in as much of the old style as possi-

ble,” he said. “Be merry if you’ve got
to force the issue. Optimism must rule

the part of the world that we and our Al-
lies rule at least.”

“Eat less, drink none and be merry as

ever,” was the sage-like paraphrase which
emanated from the lips of Vernon Steele,

who did such splendid work as leading
man in support of Mae Marsh in “Polly
of the Circus.” His reference to drink
included all intoxicants, but was meant
to exclude the pure elixir water which Na-
ture grants so copiously.

“I’ve seen the unspeakable results of

this great battle for democracy first-hand,

but still I say, Merry Christmas,” were
the words Mary Garden, the famous diva
who is destined to be just as famous as a

cinema star. Miss Garden has returned
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from France only recently and she knows
more of the actual conditions over there

than most people, because she made it

her business to find out things in the no-

ble charitable work she performed during
her sojourn near the scene of the con-

flagration which is rocking the globe.

One of the best ladies and one of the

most charming companions in the whole
world of make-believe is Fannie Ward,
long a leading light with Lasky, but now
being starred under the Pathe banner.

We esteem Miss Ward to the maximum,
and you would too if you knew her as

well as the writer. To her must go un-

limited credit for elevating dramatic art,

both on the spoken stage and the shadow
stage. She has done this as a result of

being actuated by edifying motives—she
sincerely aspires to be of some distinct

value to the world and she is never suf-

fering from lethargy when there is good
work to be accomplished. It is no won-
der she is so immensely popular with

the fans and that her fame is constantly

growing to larger proportions. There is

the splendid reason: Fannie Ward is a

sterling artist, with an admirable char-

acter of her own.
As is her want, this favorite of legions

opened her heart when she was asked for

a few words on Christmas, and, here is

what she said

:

“Throughout the Christian world this

coming Christmas will be less merry than

any within the memory of living man.
More than one-half the world is plunged
in sorrow over this dreadful war, and to

the superficial thinker it would seem that

the Spirit of Christ is crushed to earth

forevermore. But He had to suffer and

die to prove His teachings. So let us pray

that the brave boys who are fighting for

the principles that He taught will be home
by next Christmas and the world a better

place to live in because of the success of

their arms.”
And now we will let many others

greet you in their own ways

:

From “America’s Sweet”

Merry Christmas—Mary Pickford.

From Charlie Chaplin

Here’s another “Merry Christmas," but of

course it isn’t much that way. The adjective is

rather far-fetched with so many of our brothers

bleeding and dying in Europe. However, here’s

to praying most earnestly that ere another Yule-
tide rolls around, world-wide peace will have
become a reality, and that we will all be laughing
heartily over the blessings of a new era of

genuine and universal good will.

From Wallace Reid

It’s an old-fashioned Christmas for me. While
the other unfortunate studio folks are down in

the City of the Angels looking longingly back
into the past when they tobogganed down their

native hills “back home,” I’m on snowshoes in

Bear Valley—which is one place in California

where the snow is seven feet deep, and you
wear ear-muffs and mackinaws to keep out the

genuine chill of winter. While the log fire is

crackling in our cabin by Bear Lake, I’ll say

Merry Christmas to you all.

From Vivian Martin

After we have eaten our Christmas dinners

in our safe and comfortable homes in America

—

or rather before we can do this with a clear

conscience—let’s all gather up our bundles of
socks and mufflers, and sweaters and candy and
cigarettes to usher in a Happy New Year to

the boys “Over There.” And for any single

person in the United States who has not done
several bits by December Twenty-fifth—may his

plum pudding give him indigestion and a turkey
bone stick in his throat. That’s my Christmas
toast for 1917.

From Louise Huff

No sweeter message has ever been given the
world than this : “Peace on earth, good will

towards men.” It is full of meaning, particularly

at this time of the year. So, while wishing you
Merry Christmas, I can only add that to my
message—“Peace on earth, good will to men.”

From Helen Holmes

Merry Christmas—and may Old Father Time
come riding in on Train No. 1918, bringing you
many carloads of happiness, prosperity—and the
finest one of all—Peace on earth.

From George Beban

Christmas, in the days which we have all read
about from Sir Henry Irving, used to carry with
it thoughts of a big open fireplace, snappitv
chestnuts, a yule log, candle-light, roast young
pig and old wine. Now it is an apartment and a

kitchenette or dinner at a modern hotel. Wher-
ever it is, though, and whatever the longings for
those who are away and the thoughts of the
times, we can still make it a merry one. That is

my wish to you.

From Jack Pickford

The biggest toast which the boys who are left

in America can drink on December Twenty-fifth
this year is a long and hearty toast to our
boys in France. I’ll join with seven million others
who are still left behind to wish them all happily
back—victorious—on Christmas, 1918.

From Clara Kimball YouNft

I wish to extend the compliments of the
season and my heartfelt wishes for success
and happiness throughout the coming year.

This has been a wonderful year for many rea-

sons. The holiday time, marking as it does,

the first anniversary of the establishment of my
own producing organization in the motion picture

industry, I take this opportunity to thank my
public, the press, and all those in and out of
the photoplay field who have helped me to

make my first year so remarkably happy and
successful.

During the past months I have been enabled
to choose my own company, my own director,

the kind of plays I like best, and to hold con-
stantly to my ideal that we must continually grow
bigger and better; bigger in our outlook and
production, and better in art, appeal and presen-
tation. For all these things I am extremely
happy.
But the advent of this Christmas 1917, for me

and for thousands of others, cannot be ac-

complished with the unrestrained joy of other
years while the spirit of war treads rampant on
our hearts and lives. Out of the nobility and
sacrifice of our boys “Over There,” and the
support of those who are left behind, shall come
a future yet filled with the joy, goodwill and the
peace of the Yueltide.
And so it is that with all my thanks and a full

heart I wish you A MERRY CHRISTMAS.

From Julian Eltinge

My first Christmas in the land of the photoplay,
and my first in California for many years will

find me writing post-cards to my friends “back
east,” with pictures of California oranges and
snow-capped mountains. Most likely the pro-
phesies of the oldest resident who vouches for the

information that it never rains in California till

January will fall down, and we’ll be skidding
and carrying umbrellas to our Christmas din-

ners. But that’s no detriment to jollity, and I

can happily shake hands by mail and wish a
Merry Christmas to the Photo-Play Journal
and the loyal fans who read it.

From Jackie Saunders

Just an old-fashioned wish, on a little

Christmas card

—

Just a simple “Merry Christmas”

—

But I wish it awful hard.

From Beverly Bayne
In the words of cheery, lovable Tiny Tim,

“God bless us, everyone 1” But I particularly
want, at this time of the year, to send my earne ,i

thanks and deepest, heartiest Christmas greet-
ing to those splendid women who have heji

me so much in my efforts to supply “soldier com-
forts” to the Red Cross. “Thank you” seems
such a little thing to say—but it comes from the
warmest corner of my heart. “God bless you,
everyone 1”

From Valentine Grant1

Our President says that we should celebrate
Christmas with even fuller hearts, this year
than ever before. But let us keep always in

mind “our boys” “Over There” and here al

home, as well. Let’s make this a Merry Christ-
mas indeed for all of them—and if you do your
share towards it, you won’t need any Christma;
wishes from me—you’ll have Christmas happiness
in full measure, pressed down and running over.

From Peggy Hyland
Dear Movie Friends:

How happy we are to welcome the dear, old

holiday season once more—holly berries, mistletoe

and all the other Christmas tokens hold full

sway.
The air is filled with the happy, festive spirit

and people are singing the pretty Christm '

carols, unconsciously sometimes, no matter where
we go.

And the slogan of Christmas, “Peace on earth,

good will towards men,” is nearer realization

than it has been in years. Surely the foe must
surrender now that glorious America, “the land
of the free and the home of the brave,” has
shouldered the musket.

All of us are hoping, praying for the same
Christmas gift, I’m sure. Oh, what a wonder-
fully happy day it would be if the dove of peace
might enfold the bleeding world in its wings and
brush away the strife and hatred.

And to you, kind friends, at this beautiful sea-

son, I send my holiday greeting. Merry, merry
Christmas to you, one and all. May good, old

Santa fill your stockings with blessings galore.

( Continued on page 53)
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When Mary Pickford was asked to write her

handed in the above pictures.

got to say," she

Christmas message to the fans, sne
“ Here's all I've

said.

By PETER GRIDLEY SMITH
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

ET a breezy Christmas story about Mary Pickford,”
says ye editor to humble me, and with a flourish
of his regal hand plus an air of extreme confidence,
he dismissed me.

Get it, indeed ! Likewise, yea verily. Not so
easy when one considers the fact that there are three thousand
miles of Uncle Sam’s wide territory between “Little Mary” and
yours truly.

Now, how to go about this? Long-distance ’phone? Not
on my salary.

Make the trip personally? Ditto, plus some more in the
way of time.

A letter? T. t. m. t. (Takes too much time.)
Well then, what? Ah, wait. Mary Pickford has a press

agent. Yes indeedy. But then, will he make an exception in

this case and in view of the holy occasion, tell the truth? Well,
we’ll try and see.

Supposing you, my dear reader, accompany me. Yes?
Fine

!

First we take the subway to Fiftieth street. Oh, that’s all

right, Pve got the fare—you can pay coming back. Yes, this
is our station. We got here quickly ? But then that’s the way
it goes in a story. Some breeze, say you? Well, that’s what
the editor ordered.

Look out ! Oh, that’s nothing, you can brush it off when
it dries. Those taxi drivers are under contract to hit every
mud hole on Broadway. The more bump the more careless
is the meter in robbing the w. k. public. Here we are. God-
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Mary Pickford collecting cigarettes from Marshall Neilan. Theodore Roberts and Norman Kerry for "Our Boys

in France Tobacco Fund." One trip around the Artcraft studio of “America's Sweetheart" cleaned out every smoke

old couple living on Seventh avenue with
a Victrola and a hundred records. On
the level. You see, Mary lived in the

same boarding house with this couple
several years before she became a star,

and now when prosperity comes her way,
she still remembers them. Now, you see,

in Mary’s new picture, ‘The Little Prin-

cess,’ to be released by Artcraft Pictures,

of which Walter E. Greene is president,

there is
—

”

Well, what’s that got to do with Mary
and Merry Christmas?

“Oh, yes, this year Mary is gathering
presents from all the screen actors and
actresses, toys, y’know, which she is going
to send over to the kids in Belgium.
Douglas Fairbanks is helping Mary
gather these toys, and so far has received

gifts from Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Mother
Pickford, Julian Eltinge, Bill Hart—he’s

an Artcraft star now, too; George Beban,
Thomas H. Ince, Cecil B. De Mille, Mar-
guerite Clark, George M. Cohan, Jack
Pickford and a lot of other luminaries in

the m. p. firmament. Now there’s a big

surprise in ‘The Little Princess.’ You
see, this is undoubtedly Mary’s greatest

characterization. Really Miss Pickford

never had a greater part. In a stupendous
scene of elaborate settings and masterful

lighting she
—

”

Come, come, some more about Mary’s
Christmas.

“Oh, indeed, pardon me. Mary is the

god-mother to six hundred soldiers.

You’ve heard about ‘Mary Pickford’s

Fighting Six Hundred.’ Well, Mary is

keeping those boys supplied with tobacco,

chewing gum and candy. You know a

couple of months ago she gave each one

a locket with her miniature. Well, for

Christmas—oh, yes, there’s some charm-
ing little Christmas scenes in ‘The Little

Princess.’ You know Mary plays the

part of a little kiddie

who was once rich and
becomes very, very

poor. Well, it’s

Christmas night
and—”

frey Building. Don’t be impatient, don’t

you know this is the worst elevator serv-

ice in New York? That’s why all the

film people are in this building. How’s
that, you say? Well, it’s this way. The
exhibitors come into book a picture from
a certain company—but they are com-
pelled to wait long for an elevator. By
the time the elevator does reach the

ground floor a salesman from another

company has the exhibitor’s name on the

contract for a different picture. The hall

swarms with salesmen, and when an ex-

hibitor enters he gets no further. He has

booked enough for a season from com-
panies which are competitors to the con-

cern he intended to see. That’s why this

film building is a success. The waits be-

tween elevators encourages competition,

and competition is good even for the film

business.

Once an exhibitor, after a salesman had
been talking to him for an hour, finally

succeeded in getting in a few words to

the effect that he had returned to get a

forgotten umbrella and that he had just

booked his program. No the salesman
did not faint, he sold him a diamond ring

for which his mother-in-law had placed

an ad. in the “Lost and Found” columns
the day before. Film salesmen can sell

anything, from hairless Mexican jumping
beans to waterless fountain pens.

Ah, here we are. An elevator life as I

live—and only three men have grown
beards since the last one ! Really, this

must be discouraging to the budding
salesman. If the service continues to

improve the poor sellers will have to use
stenography in order to get their argu-
ments over quicker. Someone standing
on your foot you say? Push ’em off.

Don’t tolerate that. Insist upon stand-

ing on your own feet. Here we are. Art-
craft Pictures Corporation. Yes, they
have a fine office suite. Boy, tell Mr.
Charlie Fuier that Peter Gridley waits
without. Go! Don’t you dast pull that

ancient line. Come right in? See, that’s

the way they treat me. Never too busy
to see ME.

Hello, Charlie, meet my friend, Reader.
Yes, I’ll have a cigar. How do I know

you have them? Well, you’d better close

your lower drawer all the way so they
don’t show. Thanks. Now then, Reader
and I came out to get some stuff—breezy
stuff, about Mary Pickford and Merry
Christmas. Both nice girls, you say?
Stop it, I’m serious.

“So you’ve come to get some dope on
Mary Pickford and Merry Christmas.
Well, in the first place, Mary Pickford’s

next picture, to be released by Artcraft, is

‘The Little Princess,’ produced under the

personal direction of that famous young
genius, Marshall Neilan and adapted
from—

”

Oh, cut it out
;
tell us something about

how Mary will spend
Christmas.
“Oh, yes, last

year Mary sur-

prised a n

Saying good-
bye to Miss
Pickford,offi-

cers of Battery
A,before leav-
ing for France

*

%
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“Our BoysinPrancseTobaccoFund”

“Come on with the Tobacco
And we’ll Smoke the Kaiser out”

E*eh Soldi® Who
• £***»• Promne, to > Mnu,

to the Penon Who Bought H for Him.
'

Yob Get Your TTunlt. by Mail from the Men in the Trtnchtr

• Zv*y DolUf rougir. buy, 1 1JO worth of Tohocco for Our f wf.tin-

Here the poster tells the story

Please, tell us some more about real Mary
and real Christmas.

“My, my, that’s right. And you wanted
something breezy, didn’t you? Well, last
winter Mary was in a department store
buying some presents for some little kid-
die friends. She had just purchased a few
dozen dolls, about fifty well-filled stock-
ings and about a hundred toy balloons
when she noticed that on blowing up one
of the balloons there seemed to be some-
thing in it beside air. It felt like a piece
of paper, and upon breaking open the
balloon there appeared a legal-looking
document. Just as she was about to read
it the lights went out. Something seemed
to have happened to the power. After a
few minutes’ wait the lights went on
again. As Miss Pickford bent over to
read the paper a careless cash girl brushed
up against her and the paper fell to the
floor. Upon finally recovering it, Mary
was just about to read when he blew in.

Who? Breese—of course—Edmund
Breese, the actor. See—Christmas stuff,
Mary Pickford and Breese—just what
your editor wanted.”

That’s all right, Reader, he’ll come
around; I didn’t break any bones. I just
stunned him. Let’s go away from here.
I won’t give Mary another line in our
magazine, nor will I ever again mention
Artcraft in my stories. I’ll just take these
pictures anyway. (Curtain.)

And now a start all over again in a
different direction.

Since Uncle Sam started measuring his
sons for uniforms and set in motion his
gigantic fighting machine, various per-
sons prominent in the public eye have
devoted much of their own time to help
brighten up the lives of the boys in khaki

who have set about the job of “banning
the Kaiser.” Conspicuous among those
whose activities in behalf of the soldier
boys have attracted considerable atten-
tion is none other than our own Mary
Pickford, known throughout the land as

“America’s Sweetheart.”

Many of the boys now in

France have a vision of

“Little Mary” back home
in Yankee Land, as they in-

hale the blue smoke of an
American cigarette which
has come many miles as a
result of the tireless energy
of the beloved darling of

the screen. When,
some few weeks ago,
Miss Pickford spied

a billposter tacking
up a sign which ap-
pealed to the natives
of Los Angeles for

“smokees,” she im-
mediately ap-

pointed herself

a committee of

one to help the

good cause
along. In less

time than it

takes to tell

about it,

Mary had ob-

t a i n e d a

few post-

ers from
the aston-
i s h e d
young

man whose work had
been vigorously inter-

rupted by the famous
Mary Pickford tugging at

his coat and requesting
some copies of the litho-

graph.

At the studio that glori-

ous and patriotic after-

noon, after personally
supervising the posting
of these placards, “Our
Mary,” not yet satis-

fied with what she had
done and realizing that
many people “did not
believe in signs,” set

about thinking up an
idea to see that the ap-
peal was answered by
every male at the plant.
There was no better way
than personally making the
rounds and extracting the
“smokes” herself. What if the
director was waiting for her to
film some scenes for “The Lit-
tle Princess,” her new Artcraft
picture? The delay could eas-
ily be made up by staying
a little later that night, but the
boys at the front would have
to wait many weeks for their
cigarettes and every minute
counted. With the as-
sistance of Marshall Nei-
lan, her director, “Our
Mary” made the rounds.
There was no putting
her off. If an individual had no cigar-
ettes, well, her office boy would get any
quantity—as much as their monetary do-
nation would buy. And so, in short order

a packing case was filled, nailed and
shipped to “the first to fight.” One day
each week Mary makes the rounds, and
once a week a case of tobacco is sent on
its mission of joy to the fighters of Uncle
Sam.
When the boys of Battery “A” dropped

in at the studio to pay Mary their respects
they were afforded a most pleasant sur-
prise by their hostess. Would they like to
have her make the rounds with them in
their effort to enroll new members for
their fighting unit? Well, rather! Mary
Pickford will stop traffic in any public
place in the country—as to Los Angeles’
busy streets in the middle of the day-
well, the boys had crowds around their
machine before they had a chance to stop
and make their appeal for recruits. It
was a memorable day and no further re-
cruiting tours were necessary for Bat-
tery “A.”

activities of “America’s
Sweetheart” in behalf of
the boys in khaki is her
adoption of an entire bat-
talion. “The Little Mother
of the Second Battalion”
is her newest title, for she
has taken every “Sammy”
in the Second Battalion of

(Continued on page 50)

The latest

Mary Pick-
lord pinning
locket around

the neck of Sargeant Fulwuder, one of the
600 soldiers of which she is god-mother
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her that she was going to make up for the

last Christmas she had lost. You see Miss

Hyland was a stranger in America last year

and quite alone, for her mother who arrived

soon after the holidays was on her way from

their English home and dear, little Peggy
anxiously awaiting her arrival.

“This is going to be a wonderful Christ-

mas,” she murmured as she began to pin her

chestnut locks upon the crown of her head

and dab a bit of black on her eyebrows,

“We’re going to be a happy family—just as

happy, as happy can be. Papa has just come
over from England too, you know, and both

he, ‘Mommie’ and myself are already trans-

forming our living-room into a bower of

greens with pine branches, holly and mistle-

toe. Even ‘jackpots’ has caught the Christ-

mas spirit,” she said laughingly as she patted

her adoring fox-terrier on his head, “for he

tears about like a monkey the minute any

holiday parcels come into the room.”

“But tell me,” I asked, “just how you

are going to spend the day itself. Outline

your plans as nearly as possible.”

“Oh, I should love to if it won’t bore

you,” she answered enthusiastically, “for we
are going to make it the most Christmasy

Christmas imaginable, provided Mother

Nature will heip and cover the good old

earth in a downy white blanket, give the

trees and hedges a coat of ermine and

stud the branches with all sorts of glistening

jewels. Somehow I’m always disappointed

if I can’t look from my window at a snow-

covered world on Christmas morning. It

doesn’t seem just right somehow does it, to

have a holiday season without snow ?

“We’ll all get up as early as our heavy

eyelids permit and hasten into our clothes

in the hopes that we’ll be dressed first and

therefore the first to wish the other the

season’s greeting. Then, after that, comes

the unwrapping of the parcels, which will

be stacked under the branches of our tree.

I have already made one specification about

the tree, and it is that it must be just low

enough above the ceiling to permit the

golden star I have known ever since I was a

tiny tot at home to glisten

from the topmost peak. I do

love a tall tree—one with

wide-spreading branches and
plenty of room for candy
canes and other goodies.

“Oh, already I can feel my
fingers tingle as I wade

through the tissue-

paper wrappings— I

never act a bit lady-

like mother says, for

I am so anxious that

I can’t just undo
bows properly and
keep the tags with
the gifts. However,
I’m afraid I’ll be
something of a scat-

ter-brain even when
I’m a grandmother.

“Then, after this,

Dainty Peggy Hyland and her dream house of matrimonial happiness which she there W i ll be t
\

^

e

builds in “Persuasive Peggy* Walk tO' church. If I

EVEN, eight, nine, struck the

studio clock as I approached the

boy at the entrance desk of the

Mayfair Film Studios and in-

quired if Miss Hyland, the

dainty, little star had yet arrived.

“Yes, Miss Hyland’s in—she left word
for you to go right up to her room,” he

answered : and I turned towards the stairs

which lead from the busy studio floor to

pretty Peggy’s bower in filmland.

Somehow I hadn’t expected to find her al-

ready at the studios, for I had some sort of

hazy notion that motion picture stars arrived

at the studios shortly before the luncheon

hour. And here was Miss Hyland, settled

in her dressing-room before most business

men and women in the lower section of the

city had even arrived at their offices.

“Come right in,” invited Miss Hyland.

“You’ll forgive me for making-up as I talk,

won’t you?
“I am late this morning you see,” she con-

tinued, after drawing up a large wicker arm-

chair heaped with attractive shaped cushions

near her dressing-table so I might chat with

her comfortably as she completed the mir-

acle of make-up.
“Late, late !” I exclaimed in a questioning

tone.

“Yes, indeed
;
very late,” she answered

smilingly. “You see the holiday spirit is in

my veins and I forgot that I am a very busy

woman, earning my own living. I have been

beautifying my gift parcels when I should

be wielding the make-up stick,” and she

waved the pink stick in her hand majestic-

ally.

“See,” she went on, her eyes beaming as

she pointed to a chest at the far end of the

room fairly overflowing with parcels of all

shapes and sizes, “Most of my gifts are all

ready, and those I have not fixed I’ll take

home with me tonight, for when they are

here I can’t put my mind on my work. All

I can' see are the attractive cards, with their

loving inscriptions and pretty pasters. I

feel like a child in kindergarten when I ar-

range them in their places.”

One rather divined

Peggy Hyland

didn’t go to church another day in the

year I would have to go on Christmas.

I love the soft lights which steal through
the colored windows, the voices raised

in song and the preacher’s soft voice as

he reads the passages or pronounces the

benediction. Somehow it seems to smooth
all the tangles from my mind, and I leave

the chapel at peace with the world.

“Next we plan to return home for the

baskets we have prepared with roasted

turkey, cranberry sauce, potatoes, plum pud-

ding, raisins and all sorts of goodies which

we take to some families who perhaps would
be unhappy on this wonderful day of days.

“Of course the Christmas dinner has a

little niche in our plans all its own. How
hungry we’ll be after our morning’s walk,

and how our faces will light up when the big,

juicy bird is brought into the room. ‘Jack-

pots’ will be sure to bark outrageously, and
I know papa will wear the same dear smile

he has worn as far back as I can remember,
while ‘mommie’s’ face will beam her hap-

piness. When we rise from the table, I’m

sure to feel a bit stuffy and wonder if I

resemble Santa himself, but even a hint of

drowsiness will not be sufficient to keep me
from the next treat of the day, and I’ll fly to

my room to wrap up warm in my furs for a

jolly sleigh-ride. Papa has arranged for a

regular, old-fashioned sleigh which will take

us out into the country—one with as many
bells as the owner can attach without having

it sound like a carnival as we race along.

If Mother Nature fails us, why, of course,

we’ll have to be satisfied with a demure,

conventional motor through the park in-

stead, but I’m hoping for snow myself.

“Cold turkey will do nicely for tea—oh

yes, we’ll be hungry again after our brisk

ride. You see we’re three perfectly healthy

people, and eat ail alarming amount on
Christmas. We started this as far back as

I can remember, for I always knew papa
could fix me up. Papa’s a doctor you know.
“Then in the evening we’ll sit before the

fireplace roasting apples and popping corn

while we talk and dream of the things dear

to our hearts. Bedtime will come around al-

most before we know it, and then the dearest

of all days will be past.”

She looked up brightly as she completed

her plans and was soon slipping on a beau-

tiful frock she was to wear in the scenes in

a few minutes.
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THESE ARE CHRISTMAS SCENES TOO
IN CALIFORNIA Courtesy of Paramount-Mack Sennett

JHUJ.L.

The Maud Muller quartet. ^Vho
,

ll be the judge ? How they turned a cat boat into a full rigged chicken sloop

mam

Charlie Yakahoola Hikidoola Murray, when the temperature was high Holding the mirror up to nature. There's some good looking
about Mary Thurman nature that the mirror doesn't see
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HE pleasant breakfast room of

Rueben Safford’s luxurious

home had never seemed more
attractive than on the Decem-
ber morning when Mr. and

Mrs. Safford sat down to a well-spread

table at peace with themselves and the

world generally.

The well-trained maid served in her

usual deft, capable manner, and it was
not until she laid the mail which the post-

man left at the door, opposite Mr. Saf-

ford’s plate, that the first ripple crossed

his face. Even then it was an expression

of pleasure as he took up a letter from his

only son and heir, whose home-coming
from college both parents were looking

forward to in a short time.

“A letter from Lester, Mother,” Mr.

Safford remarked briefly and with a slight

frown, “and I am sorry that it does not

contain good news. The boy is suffering

from a severe attack of bronchitis and is

in the Infirmary. He seems a little blue,

for he says that the prospects are that

he may have to spend Christmas there.”

Mrs. Safford reached forward a well-

formed hand for the communication. She
was a handsome woman still in middle

life. With mother-anxiety she perused

the letter and shook her head.

“I fear this is more severe than his

usual attacks,” she remarked, “for Lester

is not often so depressed as this letter

indicates.”

Mr. Safford extended a second letter

for her inspection.

“I fear you are right,” he said, “for the

school physician reports him as seriously

ailing. Looks to me, Mother, like we bet-

ter take an early train out to Princeton

and see how the boy is ourselves. If pos-

sible we want him home for Christmas.”

Arrived at their destination, Mr. and
Mrs. Safford were much distressed to

find their son’s health more imperiled

than they had realized. The physician

advised an examination by a famous ex-

pert in X-Ray work of the lungs, and his

report was that Lester Safford must live

in the open and seek a milder climate if

he was to escape the ravages of tubercu-

lar trouble which had already commenced.
Greatly distressed, his fond parents bade
farewell to him on Christmas eve as,

wrapped in furs, he boarded a trans-conti-

nental Pullman.
Father and mother returned sadly to

their own home and sat beside the library

fire rather indifferent to the little boy
choir which sang Christmas carols be-

neath their window. In an effort to make
the Safford home festive, the servants had
hung wreaths of holly against the win-
dow panes and put candles to welcome
the Christ Child upon all the window sills,

but the hearts of the troubled couple were
too heavy to pay much heed to these

evidences of the Christmas season.

A thinly-clad girl came down the city

street, none too well fed and not over-

warm, looking longingly about her at the

signs of Christmas on every hand. Mem-
ories of the charming Southern home in

which she had been reared flitted through
her mind. It was indeed well that her

widowed mother did not know the strug-

gle it was costing her to send home the

cheery weekly letters and the sum of

money which regularly accompanied
them. What good purpose could possi-

bly be served even if the gentle mother
realized the sacrifice which the sending
of that money entailed?

As Virginia Lee walked slowly up the

street listening to the carols of the sur-

pliced boy choir now singing in the dis-

tance, her quick eye was caught by a

flaming lace curtain which had ignited

from a candle, the flame of which had

r;
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S The Eyes of the Screen
|

By Florence Gertrude Ruthven

| Eyes, eyes, wonderful eyes!

The tint of the violet,

| The blue of the skies

| The softness of twilight,

The sparkle of jet;

| Eyes with a strange light

One cannot forget;

| But the loveliest eyes

I’ve ever seen

| Are the eyes of the film folk

On the screen.

| Eyes, eyes, marvelous eyes !

—

| I know not their coloring—
j Their shape and their size;

| Their depth and expression;

1 Their laughter and li s;

Joy and depression,

| And heart-rending sighs

| Make them loveliest eyes

Vve ever seen,

| Eyes, eyes, eyes, that Art mirrors |

On the screen.
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been driven against it by a draught of

air.

Quicker than thought, the gently-bred
Southern girl dashed up the steps of the
splendid home, rang the bell, and to the

astonishment of the stately butler, gave
the alarm, leading the way into the spa-

cious drawing room and tearing down
the blazing curtain with bare hands.

The butler recovered his presence of

mind in time to assist, but not before the

girl’s hands were badly burned, and Mr.
and Mrs. Safford had hurried to her side

from the library, a couple of rooms dis-

tant. Their natural kindness of heart
manifested itself, and they insisted upon
a physician, and that she become their

quest until she had entirely recovered.
Virginia Lee seemed to have been al-

most divinely sent to the troubled fam-
ily to take up their mind at a time when
they would have worried over the health
of their son. Mrs. Safford soon found
that Virginia was a girl of gentle birth

and training; also that her present posi-

tion afforded scant remuneration for the
service rendered. She interested herself

in the girl’s behalf and was successful in

securing a much more profitable and con-

genial position in connection with an aris-

tocratic tea room, where she served as

bookkeeper and general assistant to the

manager. Virginia was very happy in

the new position, because she was enabled
to send her mother more money, to spend
much of her spare time with Mrs. Saf-

ford, and to meet a refined and educated
class of people.

In the course of the next few months
Gerald Manson came frequently to the

tea room with his fiancee, and it was evi-

dent from the first that he was greatly

attracted by the beautiful bookkeeper.
Evelyn Temple, a proud and somewhat
haughty young lady of weath, finally be-

came jealous, and, accusing him of divided

interest, broke the engagement. At first

Gerald Manson was very much hurt, as

he had more than half a suspicion that

she had been anxious to be rid of him, be-

cause his own means were much less than
those of the girl who had promised to

marry him, and he was sure that her
mother’s opposition to him on account of

this had helped to sever the relations be-

tween them. He still came occasionally

to the tea room, and the next Christmas
Eve he and Virginia Lee were quietly

married, Mr. Safford having looked him
up and found him worthy in every way.

Letters from the West told the Saf-

fords of the gradual improvement of their

son, but of the continued necessity for his

remaining in the West. He promised
that if all went well, however, he would
come East and make them a visit as soon
as it was safe to venture into a change-
able climate.

Gerald Manson and Virginia were very
happy in their little flat, and especially so
when his firm gave him a commission to

go to Texas as official geologist for the
firm in search of land with oil-bearing

prospects.

Lester Safford, suddenly growing lone-

some and homesick, determined to return
and surprise his parents. He reached the

door of his father’s home just as Virginia
left it, after having bade her good friends

good-bye. They even touched arms as

they passed on the steps, and he caught
one glimpse of a beautiful face, which
was lost a moment later in the evening
shadows.
He inquired of his mother who her

caller had been, and she told him that it

was the girl of whom she had so often

written. The visit back home proved un-
timely for the young man, as he was soon
warned by a hacking cough that he must
return to his sunny West.

Virginia and Gerald met with success
in Texas locating valuable findings for

the company. Gerald was then sent on
to California to look over more prospects
there. Everything went merrily with them
until one night word was brought to

Virginia that an accident had happened,
for the train bringing her husband home
to her. after a short journey of his, had

(Continued on page SO)
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hair with a suspicion

of auburn, a plenti-

tude of freckles, and a perpetually

stubbed toe. Therefore, it is easily

seen that his ideas did not embrace
a picture career.

Anyway, regardless of what he grew
up to be, he meant to have a home on this

particular place, which held so much of

beauty for him. He sat and planned the

house and grounds in detail. And it is good
to know that the plans and ideas formulated

by a boy of fourteen have been realized so

fully and completely, by the man of thirty-

six.

The house—the Manor House, as his

friends call it
—

“de Big House,” as the col-

ored servants label it—stands like a jewel

of purest white amid the emerald sweep of

velvet lawns, dotted here and there by a

fine old tree. At the left, and a little down
the slope, one finds the rose-gardens—

a

gorgeous luxuriant sweep of bloom. Every
variety of rose is discovered here, from the

exquisite buttons of the tiny Dorothy Per-
kins, to the huge and much-admired Ameri-
can Beauty. They haven’t been laid out in

a sort of cut-and-dried card-board pattern

that indicates the hand of a “landscape-

gardener.” Instead, they are blooming in

the exquisite glory of a loving hand that

watches over them carefully.

On the right of the house, slopes the or-

chard—a place that, in springtime, is suf-

ficient excuse for any sort of action on the

part of a beauty-loving spectator. From the

end of the verandah, one looks down on a

rolling carpet of palest pink of apple

blossoms, the deeper pink of peach blossoms,

the clear white of pear blossoms, and the

ivory of the plum trees. But just now
the orchard of Bushmanor hangs full of a

glory much more valuable than blossoms.

At the back of the house, distant about
an eighth of a mile, or more, one finds the

white-painted servants cabins. For Bush-
manor employs only colored servants.

Mammy Ca’line (Caroline) is the house-
keeper, a servant of Mr. Bushman’s mother,
whose proudest boast is that she “nuhsed
Massa Frank” from the time of his birth

until he left his own home to capture a for-

tune to save the family exchequer from

RANCIS BUSHMAN as an

actor—a hero par excellence, a

charming screen lover, an amus-
ing and very likable club-mem-
ber of the Green-Room Club,

Screen Club, et al—all of these we know
well. But there is another Francis Bush-
man whom few of us have been fortunate

enough to know. It is Francis Bushman,
the patriot.

When war with Germany was declared,

he began to look about, trying to see what
work there was for him to do. He dis-

covered, near his home in Maryland, ten

boys who were eager to join the various

officer’s training camps, and branches of

the Army and Navy service, but who were
held back by their duty to dependents. Mr.
Bushman promised these lads that, if they

wanted to £o, he would see that their

families were cared for until the end of the

war, and the return of the sons.

A weekly check goes to each family, and a

huge wagon-load of fresh vegetables, fruits

and other farm produce leaves Bushmanor
regularly to be distributed to these families.

And the ten lads who are learning their

service to Uncle Sam receive grateful letters

from their parents, overflowing with tales

of the goodness of the Master of Bush-
manor.

Mr. Bushman not only assisted in the sale

of Liberty Bonds, both in New York and on
his brief lecturing tour through New York
State, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, but

he subscribed for ten thousand dollars’

worth for himself. Each of the ten boys
who went to the front because of his

promise to look after their families, did so

with a fifty-dollar Liberty Bond in his

pocket.

So, all in all, I think Mr. Bushman is en-

titled to the title which he has received.

When the Red Cross began their efforts

to raise one hundred million dollars to take

care of “our boys at the front,” and, as one
means of doing so, asked every dog-owner
in America to subscribe for a Red Cross

badge for that dog, a letter was sent to Mr.
Bushman, asking that he enroll his dog in

the Red Cross Canine Auxiliary. Mr.
Bushman answered that he would be glad to

do so, and a blank was sent to him, so that

he might give the Society full particulars

regarding the dog. When he reached the

question, “Name?” he was a bit nonplussed,

for he owns more than twenty dogs, and he

wanted all of them to belong. Finally, he

wrote “Legion” in the space for the name,
and a postscript asking that a whole box of

badges be sent so that all his dogs might
share the honor of being Red Cross mem-
bers. His check accompanied this letter and
was such a big one that the whole Society

fairly beams every time Francis Bushman’s
name is mentioned.

Off screen, Mr. Bushman’s even nicer

than on. That may not sound possible,

but it’s true nevertheless. He’s as boy-
ish and unselfconscious as the youngest
“Pete Props.” He is a wonderful host,

and his week-end parties at Bushmanor
are long remembered by those who are

lucky enough to get a bid there. (The
writer had a “bid” for Christmas week-
end, and wishes to say that she had the time

of her sweet young life, and that she hopes
another Christmas will find her, lonely and
weepful in a New York boarding-house, so

that Mr. Bushman will again take pity on
her.)

Bushmanor is the realization of a boyhood
dream. When “Frank” Bushman—or

“Bush” as the other fellows used to call

him—went fishing or swimming with the

other boys, there was one particular spot

just outside of Baltimore where he used to

sit for hours, and plan what he would do
when he was grown. Of course, it never
occurred to him to dream of being a movie
actor—he wasn’t that sort of a boy ! Nor
did he have even a suggestion of the good
looks which characterize him now. As a

matter-of-fact, one of his sisters informs me
that he was a very ordinary looking, every-

day sort of boy with clear, honest blue eyes,

A part of tbe fine Herd of dairy cattle of which Mr. Bushman is justly proud (Continued on page SO)
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CHRISTMAS AT BUSHMANOR
By FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

mi it

HRISTMAS is always the
happiest season of the year,
but to me it seems to be
particularly so, especially at

Bushmanor. Right in the
heart of the Green Spring Valley, Rider-
wood, Maryland, Bushmanor seems to
gather together the best of both North-
ern and Southern Christmas.
There is always a house-party at Bush-

manor for Christmas week, composed
only of dearest and nearest friends. There
are sleigh-rides, if we are lucky enough to
have a “White Christmas” and plenty of
horses, so that he who ljkes horseback
riding may have his fill of it during that
week.
For weeks before Christmas the kitch-

ens of Bushmanor have been fragrant
with the smell of good things baking, un-
der the supervision of Mammy Elsie, who
cooked for my mother, when I was a boy.

illlllllllllilllillillllllllllllllillll^

Cakes, plum puddings and the like are
prepared at least a week or ten days ahead
of the occasion for which they are re-

quired.

Usually, the day begins with a good
hard gallop over frosty roads and through
air like wine, bringing one back to a cozy
dining-room, with a breakfast steaming
hot—waffles, ham and eggs, from the
Home Farm, toast, fruit—all sorts of good
things provided by Mammy Elsie, who
seems to have an almost uncanny insight
into even strangers’ appetites and favor-
ite dishes.

Then a sleigh-ride, or perhaps a snow-
battle, or something of the sort provides
amusement for the morning hours. Neigh-
bors drop in from all parts of the Valley,
during the day, for that week of all others
“Open House” is maintained at Bush-
manor.
The trip to the woods after the tree is

a feature of the week that is much en-

joyed, usually. Then there is a tree for

the servants at their own quarters, laden

with gifts from everybody at the Big
House.

In the evenings we dance to the music
of an Aeolian-Vocalion, or go in town to

the theatre, or something of the sort.

In short, Christmas Week at Bush-
manor is a week in which every guest is

expected to do absolutely as he, or she,

wishes. There are no hard and fast plans

drawn up, causing this day to be devoted
to such and such an outing, and to-mor-

row to something else. Nothing is planned
beforehand, unless it is some special oc-

casion.

We try to make Christmas Week at

Bushmanor a week to be remembered by
anyone who honors us, at that time of the
year, with their presence.
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JACKIE’S CHRISTMAS TURKEY
By PEARL GADDIS
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Secrets

!

Jackie Saunders is going to

oast her own turkey in her
iwn home for her own Christ-

mas dinner.

Yes, Jackie has handed it out cold that
Christmas morning will find her in the
kitchen, all bound ’round with a big ging-
ham apron, golden curls tucked carefully
beneath a snowy cap bearing the royal
(well, it is that, almost!) insignia of the
Hoover food campaign. Of course, since
the turkey to be roasted comes from
Jackie’s own “hennery” (is there such a
word as “turkery?”) she cannot be ac-
cused of being unpatriotic to fix up such
a wonderful feast for the Day o’ Days.
“How do you go about roasting a tur-

key ?” asked the cooking expert, all dis-
guised behind nice big shell-rimmed
glasses, and wearing cotton mittens just
like a cooking expert in a story.
“You don’t go about it—you just do

it,” answered Jackie, nonchalantly, as she
powdered the tip of a pretty nose.

“I know—but what’s the first thing you
do?” insisted the cooking expert.
“The very first thing?”
“Yes, please, the very first.”

“Well,” raid Jackie, with a naughty lit-

tle twinkle, “you earn the price of the
turkey.”

“Naturally,” said the cooking expert, a
bit haughtily. “But then?”
“Oh, then you buy the turkey,” an-

swered Jackie, provokingly.
“Yes?” said the Expert, coldly.
“Oh, and then you dress it, and remove

the inedible portion of its anatomy, wash
it, and season it, and stuff it, and truss it,

and put it in a baking pan, and put it in
the oven. The fire does the rest.”

“Isn’t there anything else to be done?”
“Oh, you baste it occasionally—by dip-

ping the gravy up and pouring it over the
baking bird.”

“I suppose you make chestnut stuffing
and all the ‘with its?’” politely inquired
the visitor, somewhat mollified after
Jackie’s wicked efforts to nonplus her!

“Indeed I do ! I adore chestnut stuff-

ing. Want my recipe for it?” and, finding
that she would not be needed on the set
for half an hour or more, Jackie settled
back cozily to discuss her favorite topic

—

cooking.

Jackie Saunders’ Chestnut Stuffing .

—

One pint fine bread crumbs, 1 pint shelled
and boiled chestnuts chopped fine, salt,

pepper, and chopped parsley to season, half
cup melted butter. Small raw oysters or
finely cut celery may be substituted for the
chestnuts—but I like the chestnuts,” finished
Jackie, naively.

This is the menu Jackie will serve for
Christmas dinner:

Cream of Celery Soup, with Crisp Crackers
Currant Jelly Celery, Olives

ROAST TURKEY
With Chestnut Stuffing

Mashed Potatoes Scalloped Onions
Tomato and Lettuce Salad, with Mayonnaise

Plum Pudding

Coffee Cake (home-baked ) Mints

“To make scalloped onions, I take six
good-sized onions, milk, butter, bread
crumbs and pepper and salt to season.
Slice onions as if for frying and cook them
in boiling water for about ten minutes.
Drain, and put a layer, with pepper, salt,

little dabs of butter, into a baking dish.
Make a layer, over this, of bread crumbs,
and so on until dish is filled. Sprinkle
generously with milk and bake until
brown.”

“Sounds delicious,” murmured the Ex-
pert, jotting down the items. “But I’d

like your recipe for plum pudding, too,

Miss Saunders.”
“All right, here it is : 2 cups of raisins,

2 each of currants, suet, flour, grated
bread, half cup almonds, blanched

;
half

cup each citron, orange, lemon peels
;
8

eggs, 1 cup sugar, half cup cream, 1 gill

each of wine and brandy, large pinch of

salt, 1 tablespoonful extract of nutmeg, 1

teaspoonful baking powder. Put in large
bowl, raisins (seeded), currants (washed
and picked), suet (chopped very fine), al-

monds (cut fine), citron, orange and lemon
peels (chopped), sugar, wine, brandy and
cream

;
lastly, add flour, sifted with bak-

ing powder; mix all well together, put in

large, well-buttered mold
;
set in sauce-

pan, with boiling water to reach half up
sides of mold. Steam thus for five hours

;

turn out on dish carefully, and serve with
wine sauce.

Wine Sauce .—Bring slowly to boiling
point half pint wine; then add yolks
of four eggs and one cup sugar. Whip
it on fire to a high state of froth, and a
little thick

;
remove and serve.”

“Do you mean to say that you intend
to make that yourself?” gasped the Ex-
pert, when her tired pencil had falteringly
scribbled the last words.
“Have made it already,” answered

Jackie, jauntily, and prepared to go out
for her scene.

Jackie is going to entertain a large cir-

cle of friends for dinner Christmas Day,
with dancing in the evening. She has a
large house (eleven rooms) for so small
a girl—but then stars must have plenty
of orbit space.

Jackie loves California—but for Christ-
mas Day, she says there’s nothing like
snow and big log fires of her native Phila-
delphia.
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(1) Mary Pickford seems to thoroughly understand and enjoy what this
little birdie is saying.

(2) Ann Pennington as she appears in “The Antics of Ann" has much
conversation with a feathered denizen of the forest.

(3) Marguerite Clark in “Bab's Matinee Idol" seeks a word of cheer from
the blithesome resident of the cage.
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(4) Louise Huff in “The Ghost House" is amazed to find that the bird has

“ flown the coop."

(5) Here is Billie Burke impersonating a bird in a cage.

(6) Vivian Martin clings onto her pet of loquacity in “ Her Father's Son." lllllllllllllllllllllj
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
1 Rudyard Byng
B Ian Stafford
B Adrian Feu.owes
B Krool . . . . Crazy Thunder
g Jasmine Grenfel . . . Violet Heminq
a Al’mah ..Florence Deshon =

| Lou 1

= Picturized and personally directed by J. Stuart 1
= Blackton. Produced by Paramount. 1
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ASMINE GRENFEL, a ,very

beautiful if somewhat friv-

olous, young English woman,
had two suitors. One was
lan Stafford, Under-Colonial

Secretary for England, who was desper-

ately in love with her.

“Pray wait a year and let me be free to

enjoy just one more butterfly flight,” she

asked of him much to his mental anguish.

The other suitor was Rudyard Byng,
whose guests they were at the beginning

of events which presaged most anything

fateful. Byng was of the powerful, force-

ful type and had battered his way to

wealth and success via the South African

route of diamond mines. He had distin-

guished himself by valiant service in the

difficult task of establishing England’s
military rule in South Africa. Jasmine
was impressed by his strength and power
which formed a most decided contrast to

Stafford’s less robust though far more
intellectual inclinations.

Reluctantly Stafford permitted the girl

of his heart to have her own little whim-
sical way and he did wait for one long,

weary year of anxiety for her decision.

It was during this very year that Byng
became really fond of this much-sought

individual, and as the last day of the

twelve-month approached he proposed
marriage and was accepted without a mo-
ment of hesitation. Stafford was bitterly

disappointed. He felt that he had not

been given a fair trial, and yet he was far

too broad-minded to ask reconsideration.

“If he is her choice it is not for me to

interfere with her chances of having hap-

piness,” he told himself, and soon after-

wards he departed for South Africa,

where he was one of the partners in the

ownership of the Byng mine. Indeed, it

was a very sad man that took leave of his

native shores—he was convinced that life

would always be devoid of any of its pro-

verbial sweetness for him, and he longed

for most any kind of an adventure which
possessed possibilities of making him
forget.

Three years elapsed very, very slowly

for all excepting Byng, who had promptly
taken the primrose path as his course

after his marriage. His penchant for

boisterous revelry and wanton dissipa-

tion brought Jasmine no end of unhappi-

ness. She had awakened to the awful

realization that she had committed a

grievous error in her selection, but she

gamely set herself to suffer intermin-

ably.

Krool, Byng’s servant, was continually

spying on his master as well as was Fel-

lowes, private secretary, who was carry-

ing on intrigue with several women, in-

cluding Al’mah, a famous Oriental dancer,

and Lou, a coster girl. Besides this, Fel-

lowes had tried to make love to Jasmine.
When Al’mah learned from Lou of Fel-

lowes’ affair with her, she became in-

tensely jealous.

“I shall put him where he won’t trifle

with another woman,” she threatened, and

Krool, the servant, was continually spying

Jasmine was a frivolous girl

from this day on the terrible spirit of re-

vengeful murder grew in her heart.

About this time Krool found an indis-

creet letter written by Fellowes to Jas-

mine. He immediately took it to Byng,
who was infuriated in addition to being
half-crazed by liquor. He wildly an-

nounced his intention of killing both his

wife and Fellowes, and he actually pro-

ceeded to execute his tragic plan. He
armed himself with a pistol and, like a

maddened bull, he started his search for

his intended victims. Jasmine was stroll-

ing aimlessly and sadly in an adjacent

avenue when her husband espied her. He
ran at top speed toward her with his pis-

tol in hand and ready for action. The
woman was unaware of her danger until

her husband reached a point within
twenty feet of her. Then she turned ab-

ruptly, and, instinctively startled, she

screamed. Exactly at that instant an au-

tomobile turned into the avenue at a high

rate of speed. A fashionably dressed man
leaped from the car while it still moved
rapidly and within a twinkling pounced
upon Byng, disarming and conquering
him. That man was Ian Stafford. He
had just returned from South Africa and
was on his way to his hotel. He was to-

tally unprepared for such a situation as

he had unexpectedly driven into, but he
was not the man to hesitate when it be-

came his duty to defend another.

“Stafford, my God,” Byng groaned
after he had recovered from the slightly

dazed condition his fall had induced.

“You’re right, Byng, and just in time
to save you from being a murderer evi-

dently,” Stafford replied coolly as he
placed the pistol in his own pocket.

The curious combination of excitement
over the sudden appearance of grave dan-
ger and the utter surprise occasioned
by the timely reappearance of Stafford

after years of absence rendered Jasmine
speechless. She stood by helplessly

n

o
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She did not know what to do

master’s hands and he extended his bit-

terness to Fellowes, Jasmine and Al’mah.
The following night Fellowes was mur-

dered. There was apparently no clue and
the coroner called

it a case of death
from natural causes,
naming heart fail-

ure as that cause.
B y n g, however,
found a poisoned
needle near the
body. This he re-

membered had be-
longed to an Orien-
tal doctor, who had
exhibited it and had
explained its deadly
powers one evening
at his own home in

the presence of Jas-
mine, Krool and
Al’mah among
others. For reasons
of his own, B y n g
said nothing of his

amazing dis-

covery.

It WaS at this “Pray wait

time that the Boer War broke out. Jas-
mine and Byng separated, both going at

once to South Africa, she as a Red Cross
nurse and he to fling himself into the
fighting.

Upon reaching the scene of war-like
action Byng was not slow in availing him-
self of opportunities to distinguish him
self. As an officer of some rank he led
his men through some terrific charges
and he received special mention in the
official reports for his bravery. The ele-

mental struggle for the existence of South
Africa bought out the best in him and he
was a completely transformed man within
a very short time.

In one instance he saved a man’s life

at the risk of his own. The man was
taken to Jasmine and Al’mah, who was Fellowe. had written an indiscreet letter
then her assistant nurse, to be cared for.

Later Byng went to the hospital to visit “Hurry, for God’s sake
;

I must know
the man, not knowing of the presence of what you know,” he implored desperately
his wife. Almost simultaneous with his of Al’mah.
arrival on the scene an enemy bomb ex- “I—I—killed Fellowes—I was madly

jealous of him,”
Al’mah whispered
faintly.

Then she took

J a s m i n e’s hand
away from her own
forehead and placed
it in the out-
stretched hand of
Rudyard Byng.
“Forgive me for

letting you both
suspect the other,”
the dying woman
added, and then she
sank back into her
last sleep.

For a long min-
ute Byng and Jas-
mine gazed down
on the remains of
the dancer. Each
was weeping. The
man was the first

a year and let me be free to enjoy just one more butterfly flight"
(Continued On page SO)

trembling. Obviously she did not know
what to do. She felt circumstances pro-
hibited her from addressing either her
husband or her erstwhile suitor.

This incident led Stafford to investigate
conditions in the Byng home, and inevita-
bly he learned of the clandestine romance
Fellowes sought to foist onto Jasmine,
but he learned of it in such a way as to
reflect upon the character of Jasmine. His
first act was to order Fellowes out of the
country.
When Jasmine became aware of the

fact that even Stafford believed her guilty
of wrong-doing, she was blinded with
rage, and she found herself forming a
terrible bitterness for everyone. An era
of general hate set in. Krool harbored an
intense hatred for Byng on account of the
painful beating he had received at his

ploded nearby and fragments of it struck
Al’mah, mortally wounding her. Byng
and Jasmine were the first to reach the
dying woman’s side, and upon discover-
ing each other they hesitated to co-oper-
ate even in an act of mercy.

“Don’t be that way with each other,”

Al’mah gasped. “I—I—I’m finished, but
I have something to say before the end.”

Instantly Byng and Jasmine recovered
from their mental confusion and turned
the attention to the sufferer, both
kneeled beside her and Jasmine held her
head up while Byng gave her a stimulant.
“Now,” the woman gasped, “I tell the

secret and you two will forget your
troubles.”

Memory of the unsolved murder harked
back to Byng. He knew not why, but
perhaps it was intuition.

She found herself forming a hatred for everyone
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Madame Olga Petreva This Christmas

and TenYears Ago LIVINGSTONE
(

nan mu

LITTLE over seven weeks ago

Madame Olga Petrova organ-

ized her own company for the

production of her own pictures,

and the contract which she

signed with Frederick L. Collins, president

of the Petrova Picture Company, makes her

tne highest-salaried woman star in the

world, according to reports. Madame
Petrova’s rise has been nothing short of

meteoric. She has been in motion pictures

just two years, yet she has forged ahead,

until now, where salaries ar concerned,

Madame Petrova, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas

rail-banks and Mary Pickford form a class

by themselves.

The first of the series of eight Petrova

Pictures to be made this year will be

shown at the Rialto Theatre soon and

the second picture will be ready in De-

cember. Christmas ought to be a very

happy season, indeed, for the Polish star

this year, and the day will be the only

holiday that Madame Petrova has known

since the formation of her own company.

In spite of her enormous income, Olga

Petrova does not care for ostentation. It

is the fine things in life, not the expensive

things, which appeal to her. Her Christ-

mas will be spent not on an enormous

e. tate with a showy house, copied from

an old castle or furnished with ultra-mod-

ern nouveau art embellishments, but in a

simple seven-room cottage at Flushing,

Long Island. It is the kind of a cottage

that spells HOME in large capital letters,

the minute you enter its inviting portals.

There are flowers everywhere—in every

vase in every room, and you feel at once

from their arrangement that a deft and

artistic feminine touch has caressed them

lovingly. They are grouped in the Jap-

anese fashion with an eye for color and

number, not all bunched together, as in

so many American homes. Then there

are canary birds singing in the windows,

and a big green poll parrot to greet with

a hoarse “how-de-do,” which makes up

in cordiality what it lacks in gentleness

of tone. There are plants everywhere

and good books and good pictures, which

show careful thought in their selection.

The chairs are rather large and wide, and

like the divans, piled with cushions. Their

broad arms invite you to sit down and

rest and close your eyes and drink in the

atmosphere of peace which prevails

throughout this lovely cottage.

Madame Petrova is much more inter-

ested in her flower garden and her vegeta-

ble garden, where, she proudly tells you,

last year she raised all of six tomatoes,

than she would be in acres and acres of

well-kept lawns. Beauty, quietude, pri-

vacy—these are the things she had in

mind in the selection of this real home.
If there are those who envy Madame

Petrova’s wonderful success, let them,

as they picture her surrounded by gifts

from a host of loving friends in her

Flushing home this Christmas, harken

back ten years ago and see what she had

to overcome and struggle through before

she reached her present enviable position.

“It was in November, 1907,” says Mad-
ame Petrova, “that I was so ill, so de-

pressed and so utterly discouraged that

I had serious thoughts of removing the

burden of my existence from a world that

seemed to have no place in it for me. I

was living in one of those little theatrical

boarding houses in the Kennington Road,
London, and although I had had two
years’ experience on the stage, ten months
of which had been spent in a Shake-
spearean repertoire company, it was just

one of those times where there seemed to

be no engagement for me or any manager
who would even accept my services gra-

tis. I was not very rich in this world’s

goods, and what I am pleased to call my
pride, was too stubborn to admit that I

was a failure or allow me to return to the

parental fold. So I continued to pore

over an old tattered map of London and
figure out how many managers I could

call on each morning without spending
more than a penny for bus fare. I might
say in passing that on some of the bus
routes in London you can travel much
farther for a penny than on others. I

weighed only 98 pounds which, combined
with insufficient nourishment and a hack-

ing cough, rendered a visit to a doctor not

only a luxury but a necessity. He told

me that I was in danger of developing
tuberculosis and with perfect sang froid

that it was absolutely necessary for me to

go to the South of France or some kin-

dred climate if I wished to greet another

spring. I remember laughing somewhat
( Continued on page 52)

Two views in one of Madame Olga Petrova
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Marguerite Clark in "The Amazons” thinks she
can t be detected by the enemy because she is cam-
ouflaged as a gymnasium horse

when you’re forty and fat and you bant
in your flat, that’s camouflage; when you
stand pat on two pair and look like a full

house, that’s camouflage.
And now the movies have taken it up.

They don’t know it, but they have. And
when the moving pictures begin to take
a thing up you have no more chance of
getting away from it than you have of
not hearing scandal at the Country Club.
So why struggle?

If you can recall the day you hid be-
hind the old barn and indulged in your
first whiff at a cigarette, you will realize
that camouflage meant something to you
many years before you ever heard of the
blooming word. The old barn was first-

class camouflage. If you’re a former
little girl, remember the fan you blushed
behind when he first said he loved you?
’Twas camouflage that made your face
look like a fan. Verily, everybody has
always been doing it—this thing of ca-
mouflaging.
May the war not bring on St. Vitus

dance in addition

!

Japanese camouflage. Which is the idol and which
is the worshipper? Sessue Hayakawa is both in
"The Call of the East”

Julian Eltinge about to go into action camouflaged
with the counterfeit that has won him fame
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CAMOUFLAGE
Everybody’s Doing It,

Including the Moving Pictures
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O periodical can count its con-
tents complete, if it has left

out some mention of camou-
flage. The word has dug its

way into our language until
it has completely lost its French ancestry.
Deception, misrepresentation, cozenage,
coggery, ingannation, hocus-pocus, thim-
blerig and artifice, bamboozlement, su-
percherie and stratagem, they all mean
the same nowadays, since camouflage has
come into its own.
When the French paint their heavy

guns to look like landscapes, that’s ca-
mouflage

; when the U-boats put on paint
that looks like the waves of the sea, that’s
camouflage; when you make ox-tail soup
out of a bouillon cube, that’s camouflage

;

How Vivian Martin and Harrison Ford deceive
the enemy in “Molly Entangled.” They do their
love-making camouflaged like the French 75's, by
a stack of Kay

A camouflage effect that cost a lot of dough. Fatty
practices escamoterie and makes a loafer unleavened bread
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How Some Photoplayers Spent Christmas
Fifteen Years Ago What They’ll Do This Time
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Walter Fdzvards: “I was at the head of

my own dramatic company on tour, but am
unable to remember where we played on

Christmas 15 years ago.”

Jack Conway: “I was studying for the

priesthood in a small town in Minnesota on

Christmas 15 years ago.”

Ferris Hartman: “In my own musical

comedy company I danced all day and most

of the night in San Francisco on Christmas

15 years ago.”

Lynn F. Reynolds: “I was a ‘cub’ re-

porter on an Eastern newspaper 15 years

ago this Christmas and spent the day chas-

ing holiday news.”

Raymond Wells: “Christmas day 15 years

ago I was in the middle of the Pacific Ocean

on the way to Australia with a theatrical

troupe.”

Thomas N. Heffron: “I played a matinee

and two night performances in the ‘three

a day’ Christmas 15 years ago. I had a

vaudeville act.”

Jack Dillon: “I spent Christmas 15 years

ago eating turkey dinner with the folks,

home for a boarding school holiday.”

E. Mason Hopper: “Fifteen years ago

this Christmas I was the proudest young-

ster in the world. I had just signed my
first professional vaudeville contract, and

was starting on a ‘big time’ tour.”

Cliff Smith: “I was punching cows on a

ranch on the Missouri River 15 years ago

this Christmas.”

G. P. Hamilton: “I was ‘somewhere in

America’ on Christmas 15 years ago with

a show troupe, but I don’t remember
where.”

Bill Desmond: “I was playing on the

road with a ‘Quo Vadis’ company 15 years

ago Christmas. Worked hard all day.”

Belle Bennett: “I was playing Little Eva
in ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ in my father’s the-

atrical company 15 years ago Christmas.”

Roy Stewart: “Fifteen years ago Christ-

mas saw me carrying a spear in a ‘Flora-

dora’ company. It’s much easier work at

that than riding bucking bronchos.”

Olive Thomas: “I was learning to skate

15 years ago Christmas. What I learned

then helped me a whole lot with my dancing

and screen work. I advise every girl to take

up athletic sports.”

Ricth Stonehouse: “I was in a girls’

boarding school 1 5 years ago Christmas and

quarantined with the measles. I will never

forget that eventful day.”

Alma Ruebens: “I spent Christmas fifteen

years ago in the best town in the whole wide

world. I was a wee little girl and happy

with lots of toys and a Christmas tree in

San Francisco.”

Irene Hunt: “I was playing a kid part

in ‘The Price of Honor’ with Joseph Sant-

ley on the road fifteen years ago Christmas.

I remember the day very well, because an-

other little boy in the company punched Joe

in the nose for stealing one of my dolls.”

How They Will Spend This Christmas

Louise Glaum: “To Photo-Play Jour-
nal, and its world of readers, I send

straight from my heart the wishes for a

glorious Christmas and New Year. I appre-

ciate deeply what both have done to make
this Christmas of mine a very happy one.

“I expect to spend the day very quietly

at home with my mother and sister. Lily,

my colored maid, and a genuine ‘mammy’
to me, has taken the entire responsibility

for decorating the bungalow and preparing

the feast. Instead of holly and mistletoe,

we have flowers in California, and my home
will be filled with tiger lilies, for they are

my favorites above all others. I purchased

all my gifts for friends while in New York
this fall, so I really heeded, for once in my
life, the famous motto, ‘Shop early!’ All

the time outside my studio work has been

taken up with details of the War Luxury
Fund for soldiers, which I sponsor. When
Lily, the maid, saw the sample kits of to-

bacco on which I was placing Christmas

seals and addresses to boys whom I know
in the training camps, she exclaimed

:

“ ‘Lord love you, Miss Louise, ain’t you

gwine to send nuthin’ but Bull Durham to

your friends foh Christmas?’”

Olive Thomas states that she is going for

a glorious spin in her car with a party of

friends, and afterward have dinner in her

Los Angeles home. She does not state who
the members of the party will be, but we
suspect Jack Pickford will be favored with

an invitation. Miss Thomas says : “This is

the best Christmas of my life, because it

marks the end of my first year in pictures,

and they tell me I am making good. I hope

I have made many, many friends among
photoplay fans, and to them I send heaps

of good wishes for a gay Christmas. To
Photo-Play Journal please express my
gratitude for their attention to a new and
struggling star, also my sincere good wishes

for its continued success as a beautiful rep-

resentative of filmland.”

Belle Bennett: “May the coming Christ-

mas be the happiest one in the lives of

Photo-Play Journal and its readers. I

shall think of them on the great day.”

Roy Stewart: “Although a ‘bad man,’ I

enjoy Christmas as much as any kid. I am
going to celebrate at a big dinner with my
best friends—the ‘punchers of Hartville

!’ ”

Ruth Stonehouse: “To the readers of

Photo-Play Journal, to all the fans, and
to my friends of the greatest industry in the

world, my heartiest Christmas greeting.”

Alma Ruebens: “I just wish I could lay

my hands on the little girl who first told me
Santa Claus was a fake! Wouldn’t I,

though ! Of course, I’m going to have a

party of my best friends in for dinner, and
we shall have a merry time of it on Christ-

mas, but I’m always sorry at this time of

year that I can’t look forward to old St.

Nick and his reindeer. Or does the old fel-

low use a motor truck these days? Any-
way, I hope he leaves something nice for

all of you. A Merry Christmas to Photo-
Play Journal and its host of readers. It

gives me a little thrill to know I can say

‘Merry Christmas’ to so many thousands.”

Bill Desmond: “Thank heaven the silent

drama is also quiet on the day of all days

!

I spent a good many years before the foot-

lights, sometimes playing in road compa-
nies whose managers were no respecters of

the red-type dates on the calendar, and I

believe I voice the sentiments of all moving
picture folks who have suffered the joys of

snatching a bit of turkey and cranberry be-

tween the holiday matinee and the evening

performances. Christmas morning, and the

studio closed up tighter than a drum ! Will

I enjoy it? Well, I’m wishing all the read-

ers of Photo-Play Journal the same !”

Irene Hunt: “When I was a little girl,

grown-up folks used to say that a green

Christmas was a bad omen. But we are

quite used to seeing everything green out

here on the Coast, and most likely I’ll be

playing golf or gathering posies in my gar-

den while some of the Photo-Play Jour-
nal readers are snugly bundled up for

coasting and skating parties. But it will be

Christmas everywhere, and I want to wish

you all the good things of the season.”

Daniel Gilfether, the kindly philosophical

actor who has given to Balboa-made films,

so many charming presentations of his

genial, magnetic personality, says character-

istically :

“I hope to be at peace with all men this

Christmas, and with all women, too ! I

shall go to hear the ‘Adeste Fidelis’ sung in

the morning, and I hope to partake of a

quiet home dinner of goose and ing’ins.

‘For no bird that flies

Is one-half so nize

As goose—with sage—and ing’ins
!’

“Fifteen years ago I was with Chauncey
Olcott. I spent Christmas at the Player’s

Club. My best greetings to those brothers

and also to this modern world of the

screen
!”

“Fifteen years ago? Let me see!”

mused Mollie McConnell, erstwhile of the

legitimate stage, and now the gracious

grande dame of Balboa pictureplays. “Why,
Aubrey Boucicault gave us a party at Mar-
tin’s. All the members of the ‘Old Heidel-

berg’ company were there—Minnie Dupree
and all the rest of us! From Martin’s we
went to Mr. Boucicault’s apartments, where
he had a wonderful Christmas tree for us.

Robert Loraine, the great English star who
is now in France with the aviation corps

was there, and Frank Worthing who is now
in the Great Beyond and dear J. Clarence

Harvey, too ! It seems only yesterday that

he dedicated a book to me. Fred Perry was
there, John L. Golden, Burr McIntosh and
Madam Rolla the great singer of that day

;

they all dropped in for the evening. We
had a wonderful time and played poker un-
til breakfast.

“A toast to the good old times and the

good old friends and the good new friends

( Continued on page 42 )
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AN KENNEDY, who lived in
a modest apartment house,
was in the act of reading a
letter she had just received
from her brother, telling her

he was innocent of the burglary for which
he was convicted, when she was inter-
rupted by the stealthy entrance of the
brother, who had escaped since writing
the note.

“I told you the truth in the letter, Nan

—

you must help me,” he said pleadingly as
he looked squarely into her sur-
prised eyes.

“I believe you, brother, and
I will help you all I can,” she
assured him, much to his very
obvious gratification.

Forthwith the loyal girl
racked her brain for ways and
means of making impossible her
brother’s detection. She hid
him in a remote closet of her
apartment to determine its in-
vulnerability.

“It may do in case anyone
comes here, and be sure to get
in there quick at the first

sound,” she told him.
The morning newspapers

contained a story about the es-
cape. This account was read
with peculiar interest by Ben
Farraday, a broker, who man-
aged to keep just within the
law in his transactions, but who
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CAST OF CHARACTERS:

|
Nan Kennedy Emily Stevens

I Jim, her brother Frank Joyner

| John Lawson Frank Currier

1 Ben Farraday Paul Everton

| Biley Bond Earle Fox
j

James Bond Fred Truesdell i

I Parker, butler Joseph Burke 1

|
Madame EstrellE Ricca Allen |

1 t
{Fictionized version of the photoplay produced I

§ by Metro under the personal supervision of Max- I
I

well Karger, starring Emily Stevens.)

Nan turned burglar lor Her brother's sake

for more shady work was the cleverest
among- the city’s crooks. John Lawson,
capitalist, had sworn to crush Farraday
and he held in his library safe a paper,
the contents of which would save Farra-
day, who had begged for it in vain.

Striking upon an idea, Farraday vis-
ited Nan at her apartment, and in spite
of all the precaution she had taken, he
discovered the presence of her much-
sought brother.

“Oh, don’t be seriously worried,
though,” he said, feigning to be
calmly reassuring. “I shall not
expose him, provided he returns
the favor in a small way.”
“How—how can he return

any favors now?” she asked in
some desperation.

“Quite easily,” Farraday re-
plied. “All he need to is to pro-
cure a certain important paper
from Lawson for me.”
“No, I won’t let him rob—

”

“But, he’s accustomed to
that—

”

“No, he never robbed anyone
in his life—he is innocent of the
crime they sent him to prison
for and—

”

“Tut, tut, girl—please don’t
play me for a simpleton. Does
he want my aid bad enough to
help me or not?”
“No!” Nan almost screamed

in excited defiance.
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"Here is the paper you were so anxious to get"

“Very well,” Farraday replied omi-

nously as he turned to go.

“But—but—it can be arranged,” Nan
added as she stayed the man.

“How?” he demanded sharply.

“I— I’ll get the paper for you provided

you will give me enough money to send

my brother safely to South America,

where he can get a fresh start in life,” she

proposed.

The earnestness with which Nan made
this proposal impressed Farraday and it

was not long before he handed over the

money she demanded.
That very night Nan gained entrance

to Lawson’s home and she was in the act

of rifling his safe when he caught her red-

handed. Instead of turning her over to

the police as might be expected, he made
the proposition that she was to devote one

year of her life to carrying out his orders,

living in his house as his niece.

“Otherwise it is twenty years in prison

for you, my girl,” he concluded.

“Certainly, I’ll accept your proposition

—you are so very kind to make it,” she

hastened to say.

Thus it came about that Lawson show-
ered money, clothes and gifts on Nan, and

she soon took an enviable place in soci-

ety. Eventually she met William Bond,

a young son of James Bond, one of Law-
son’s enemies. Lawson did all in his

power to bring about an early marriage

between the two, despite his feelings for

the elder Bond. Nan’s gratitude knew
no bounds when the wedding day arrived.

But, at the wedding supper, the princi-

pals and guests were rudely awakened
from the lethargy the joy of the event had
lulled them into when Lawson announced
triumphantly before the assemblage that

Bond had wedded a crook.

“The very scum of the gutter,” he added

with vehemence. “I have long hated this

young man’s father before him, and now

I visited that hatred also upon the son.”

Young Bond ran away to hide his grief

and shame, and he soon took to drink in

an effort to drive the awful memories
from his mind. Nan also fled, but her

whole mind was centered on one all-ab-

sorbing determination—to get revenge.

Lawson’s one weakness was spiritual-

ism, and the fake mediums always found

him easy prey. Madame Estrelle had
waxed rich on Lawson’s frequent visits

and she advised him on all his stock deals,

cleverly finding out what he wanted to do
and then counseling him to do it. Mad-
ame Estrelle was an ex-crook and confi-

dence woman. She had met Nan several

times in the company of Lawson.

To this spiritualist Nan went with a

proposition, which was accepted with

avidity by the Madame, who accompanied
her new-found confederate to Farraday’s

office, where was hatched a plan of action

calculated to satisfy Nan’s desire for re-

venge. Simultaneously the losses of Far-

raday were to be recouped and Estrelle

was to get enough out of the one deal to

insure her luxury for life.

The result of this organization was that

Nan fitted up a beautiful Oriental seance

chamber, and as Lutra, the Veiled Proph-

etess, she enticed Lawson there. Farra-

day and Estrelle were present, hidden in

two statues, and by means of dictaphones

they heard all of Lawson’s questions and
supplied Nan with the answers. Lawson
was dumbfounded over the occult knowl-
edge Nan displayed and he paid her a

second visit the same night. On this oc-

casion she urged him to sell short cer-

tain stocks and to buy others. This ad-

vice was against Lawson’s better judg-

ment, but so convinced was he that Nan
was a mystic marvel that he decided to

abide by her instructions.

Thus was the trap sprung, and the fol-

lowing morning Lawson found himself

ruined as a result of following the advice

of the Veiled Prophetess. Farraday and

Bond were gloating victors. Now thor-

oughly aroused, Lawson hastily rushed

to Nan’s Oriental chamber to determine

(Continued on page 53 )

That was the woman he loved

4
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ful manner, I hoped with all my might
that when I grew up I, too, might play
such parts. I’ve changed my mind a lit-

tle since then. I wouldn’t care particu-
larly about playing the Shakespearean
roles, but I do want to play fine modern
parts that require hard work. I’ll never
be satisfied until I do.”

In one of the prettiest sections of Santa
Monica, Miss Daniels lives with her
mother, who supervises her education
(she still studies daily), attends to all her
business matters, and is her chief chum
and confidante. Every morning the little

lady drives twenty miles to the studio
in her “Scripps-Booth Special,” her latest

and deare. t possession. On her return
in the afternoon,

( Cont . on page 49)

Two poses of

Bebe Daniels

Y first impression on seeing
Bebe Daniels was her striking

resemblance to Mabel Nor-
mand. Comparisons, I’ll ad-
mit, are not considered in the

best of taste, but this statement is so de-

cidedly complimentary to both Miss
Daniels and the lovely Goldwyn
comedienne that I will ask either

to forgive me.
She is just five feet of bewitching

femininity, this “littlest leading
lady” of the Pathe Company, who
plays in the Rolin comedies with
Harold Lloyd, of “Lonesome
Luke” fame. She has a pair of

black eyes that register mischief
in every glance, a mop of lovely

dark curls, a sunny smile, a de-
mure pout, and a most at-

tractive personality. When
the owner of these enviable
assets whirls like a small
tornado into the range of

y
rour celluloid vision, you
are almost certain to for-

get the petty cares and
worries that attend this

busy universe, and just

settle down to the busi-

ness of pure enjoyment of

this vivacious little crea-

ture, so full of life and fun
—the real spirit of Youth
incarnate and ever so buoyant.
Bebe Daniels is just past sixteen, but

she has been on the stage since she was
ten weeks old, when she was hurriedly

substituted for a wailing baby who re-

fused to “act” in Miss Daniels’ father’s

revival of the comedy “Jane.” So in

spite of her limited years, she is a veteran
of stage and screen.

Her first taste of theatrical life was so

agreeable that she didn’t stop to get an
education, but managed to absorb an ex-

cellent one from private tutors, at the

same time playing numerous child roles,

ranging from the tiny Duke of York in

“Richard Third” to the beloved little

“Prince Chap.”
It was in Los Angeles during her en-

gagement with the Belasco Stock Com-
pany that the State Labor Federation de-
cided to make an example of this charm-
ing child of six for violating the labor
law. After being repeatedly fined, the
manager, realizing the importance of the

little girl in his company, consulted his

attorneys, and Miss Bebe Daniels was
made a partner in the firm. A theatrical

manager at six! At this age, most little

girls are playing with dolls and beginning
to think about their school days.

“When I was eight,” said Miss Daniels,
“my parents decided there was a good
future in picture work, so for several
years I played child parts with Vitagraph,
Ince and Pathe. The work was fascinat-

ing to me and much easier than the stage.

“Just about this time I grew up,” and
here she pinned a stubborn curl still

higher in the vain attempt to look at least

twenty, “Pathe decided to form the Rolin

Company and make comedies, so they let

me play opposite Mr. Lloyd.”
Did you ever see a fun-maker who

didn’t want to be a dramatic star? Of
course, you didn’t ! And Miss Daniels is

no exception, as I soon discovered.

“Of course, I like my
present work,” she said,

“but some day I

want to do really big
things. When I was
a little girl, I played
in a great many
Shakespearean plays,

and when I saw
‘Viola’ and ‘Por-

tia’ and ‘Juliet’ pre-
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LL lovers of real art and true

drama in motion pictures will

receive with delight the an-

nouncement that Henry B.

Walthall has become an inde-

pendent star-manager at the head of his

own independent producing company.
Mr. Walthall will not only appear as

the star in his productions, but he will be

the final word of authority in the choos-

ing of stories in which he is to appear, in

selecting his supporting cast, as well as

the various details which lend to the mak-
ing of pictures of exceptional merit.

This arrangement was made possible

by the consummation of an agreement
between William Aronson, Mr. Walt-
hall’s personal manager, and Carl Ander-
son, president of the Paralta Plays, Inc.

Under the terms of the agreement, Mr.
Walthall will become the head of what
will be known as the “Henry B. Walt-
hall Pictures Corporation,” which will

have studios at Hollywood, California,

and which will distribute their produc-
tions through the Triangle Distributing
Corporation, on the star series plan.

Mr. Walthall has been one of the fore-

most figures of the screen for a number
of years. Born on a Southern plantation,

he received his early education in Ala-
bama, where he later studied law. Shortly
after his graduation he went to New York
to enter the theatrical profession, and
later appeared in support of Henry Miller

in “The Great Divide.” It was while
playing in this production that he met
James Kirkwood, the now well-known
director, who was then a member of Mr
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Henry B.

Walthall and
His First Great

Independent

Photoplay

Miller’s company. After the close of the
season, Mr. Walthall accompanied Kirk-
wood to the old Biograph Studio, at 11

East Fourteenth street, where the latter

had been appearing in pictures. Here Mr.
Walthall met David Wark Griffith, who
engaged him as a permanent member of
his stock company. He made his first

screen appearance in 1910 in the “Con-
vict’s Sacrifice.”

The phenomenal success of Henry B.
Walthall as a screen star from that time
is well known to every picture fan
throughout the entire world. Each of his

successes has been followed by still

greater achievements, until today he
stands pre-eminent amid the dramatic de-
lineators of the screen.

When the “Birth of a Nation” was in

the making, Mr. Walthall was selected by
Mr. Griffith to portray the exacting role

of the Confederate colonel, the predomi-
nant character of that great spectacle. So
graphic was his portrayal in the part that
he was referred to by many of the fore-

most critics as “the Mansfield of the
screen.” In speaking of his work, Mr.
Griffith is quoted as having said: “Walt-
hall is a rare creation of God that man-
kind should appreciate and respect. In
all my associations with actors, I can
justly say that Henry B. Walthall, as a
photoplayer, is inimitable.”

During the past two years, Mr. Walt-
hall was leading player for Essanay.
While with this company, Miss Mary
Charleson appeared opposite him in sev-
eral of his greatest hits, and it is owing
to the rare histrionic ability which she

showed in these plays which has been re-

sponsible for his decision to retain her as

his leading woman in his own independent
producing company.

Before leaving California Mr. Walthall
talked most enthusiastically over his fu-

ture plans. “Think of it,” he exclaimed,

“Think of the possibilities of the photo-

play, not only as an art, but in the num-
ber of people entertained.” “A player

may be seen in the same silent drama in

a single day by millions of people,

whereas in the articulate drama, even be-

fore packed houses, he could not be seen
possibly by more than 3000.” “What an
inspiration

!”

“To become the head of my own pro-

ducing company is the realization of a

dream I have cherished for many years.

Probably no enterprise, artistic or com-
mercial, has progressed with such rapid

leaps and bounds as has this, the most
modern form of expression. It will be
my aim to offer for public approval pro-

ductions made with careful study in re-

gard to the demand for bigger, better

screen plays. I propose to present pro-

ductions of such magnitude as will con-

stitute an entire evening’s entertainment,

without the aid of so-called ‘fillers,’

which the public have heretofore been
compelled to sit laboriously through.

My definition of the word ‘art’ as I shall

endeavor to interpret it really means
greater stories, convincingly told on the

screen by players of the highest talent,

and with the adequate scenic back-

grounds, whether built by man or

wrought by nature.”
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ULIAN RAN-
DOLPH was a

lawyer, who by
his disreputable

methods had
won the appellation, “The
Gilt-Edged Shyster.” Be-
cause of the skill of his paid witnesses,

Julian had never lost a case against the

Traction Consolidated Company. Julian’s

most valuable aide was Roxana Erisbee,

a petite brunette, who was madly in love
with him, although he treated her merely

“HIS ROBE OF HONOR”
By ETHEL and JAMES DORRANCE
Screen Version by JULIAN LOUIS LAMOTHE
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as a good and highly respected friend.

Julian had undertaken the suit of Mil-
lion Mulligan, an ex-blackmailer, against
the Traction Company. Million Mulligan
was a whole-souled, good-natured fellow
in spite of his shady reputation, and he

evinced a great interest in

Roxana.
The suit was successful,

and Nelson and Partland,
the attorneys for the Trac-
tion Company, resolved to
buy off Julian.

Nelson’s niece, Lora, was a girl of very
high ideals. One day while in the park,
she had a struggle with a pickpocket,
who endeavored to steal her purse. Julian
rode up, and in a very masterful manner
compelled the man to return the purse.
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she was the one who apprehended Clif-

ford Nordhoff after the murder, because
she knew that his conviction would mean
the Boss’ ruin.

Julian hears that “Boss" Nordhoff intends to ditch him

Lora thanked Julian heartily, and was
surprised to learn that he was the
“crooked shyster” her uncle
had mentioned on several oc-
casions.

Julian called on Nelson and
Partland, in reply to a sum-
mons from them. He signed
a paper, agreeing for a stipula-
tion of two thousand dollars a
month not to undertake any
more cases against the Trac-
tion Company. In the waiting
room he met Lora, who was
very effusive until she learned
that Julian’s mastery of the
pickpocket was accomplished
so easily because the man hap-
pened to be one of his clients.
She let Julian see her disap-
proval of his methods, and he
left greatly troubled. For the
first time he realized what the
respect and favor of a good
woman meant to him, and he
resolved to find some expedi-
tious manner of climbing into
respectability. Partland had

Jullan tells Nordhoff that he wiU make him keef his word

witnessed the interview between Lora and
Julian, and being greatly interested in
Lora himself, planned to discredit Julian
as much as possible.

Julian’s chance to secure a footing on
the rungs of respectability came when he
was asked to defend Clifford Nordhoff,
brother of Marcus Nordhoff, the greatest
political boss in the State. Clifford had
killed a member of the opposing faction
in cold blood, and the Boss was anxious
to secure his acquittal, realizing what a
conviction would mean to his political

hopes. Boss Nordhoff had found it im-
possible to bribe the Judge, and so Julian
was his only hope. Julian demanded as
his price that the Governor appoint him
to the unexpired term of the late Justice
Montgomery of the Supreme Court, and
that the party elect him to the full four-
teen-year term at the election in Novem-
ber. Nordhoff balked at this, but was
finally forced to consent.
Roxana was strangely perturbed when

she learned that Julian was having deal-
ings with Nordhoff, and she warned him
to be careful. Julian could not under-
stand her alarm. He did not know that

Julian won the Nordhoff case by secur-
ing three men on the jury who owed him
great favors. These three men held out
for acquittal until finally the other jurors
acquiesced.

At a banquet given in Julian’s honor,
he threw a scare into the Nordhoff fac-

tion by declaring that exact justice shall

be the invariable rule of the court over
which he was to preside.

Julian had met Lora several times since

the day in the office, and had finally con-
vinced her that he intended to do right.

There was a growing love between
them which Roxana noticed. She still

loved Julian in spite of the fact that Mul-
ligan was paying her ardent court. When
Mulligan saw where her affections rested,

he told her that the Nordhoff faction was
going to ditch Julian in the November
election. Roxana called on Julian, think-
ing that this information would help her
win him. Julian gently, yet firmly, re-

pulsed her, telling her of his love for Lora.
“Go to Lora Nelson, then, but do you

Julian remembers the paper Clifford Nordhoff gave him

Roxana exclaimed in her jealous rage.

Julian was greatly surprised at this in-

formation. Roxana told him he
would need her again when his

remnant of a term was ended,
and she left. Julian won-
dered how he could keep Nord-
hoff to his word. And then he
remembered a paper that was
entrusted to him by Clifford

Nordhoff before the trial. He
had asked Clifford if there was
anything in his past life that

could possibly be brought up
against him, and after some
show of reluctance, Clifford

had told him of a woman case
in which Marcus Nordhoff had
used his (Clifford’s) name.
Julian still had the paper,

which was a marriage certifi-

cate, the name being Clifford

Nordhoff and May Morrison.

As he looked at it again, a

strange suspicion struck him.

He compared the signature

“May Morrison” with a letter

from Roxana, and discovered
the handwriting to be identical. He re-

membered Roxana’s strange manner
when she learned that he was to under-
take the Nordhoff case, and now saw that

she was the woman Nordhoff duped into

a bigamous marriage. He telephoned to

Nordhoff and Roxana, requesting them
to come to his apartment the following
day.
Roxana was the first to arrive. She

wondered why Julian had sent for her,

but he had her wait in another room
when he heard Nordhoff coming. Julian
told the Boss he expected him to keep
his promise, but Nordhoff said the party
was particular about their judicial timber
these days. So Julian was forced to act.

He brought Roxana and Nordhoff face to
face and noticed their surprise. Then he
showed Nordhoff the marriage certifi-

cate, and told him what the penalty for

bigamy was. Nordhoff was forced to

admit that he was beaten, and promised
to make a settlement on Roxana.
Roxana was angered at the cruel trick

Julian had played on her, and left with an
ominous look on her face. Her one

(Continued on page 55 )

think she will have you when she learns

that the party is planning to ditch you?”

Lora Nelson's confidence is re-established in Julian

(
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RANG the bell of the River-
side apartment, in fear and
trembling. I had admired her
work so much—not to men-
tion her own dainty self

—

that I was afraid of being disappointed in

her. Really, it would be hard for any liv-

ing girl to be half that I had expected
Beverly Bayne to be.

A trim little maid opened the door to
me, and I was ushered into a lovely little

sitting-room, all hung in dark blue and
white chintz, with two big deep windows
facing the drive, giving a glorious view
of the Hudson below. Through the wide,
curtained arch of the living-room could
be glimpsed a music-room, graced by a
stately Baby Grand piano, and on into a
dining-room that was all light and sun-
shine, and gay with the song of birds.
There came the tap-tap of high heels

on the polished floor, and a dainty little

figure in a cream-colored batiste frock,
its only touch of color being a soft,

crushed girdle of strawberry silk, came
into the room.

“I’m so sorry to have kept you wait-
ing,” said a soft little voice, and a smile
that would identify her to millions parted
Beverly Bayne’s red lips.

“I didn’t mind at all,” I hastily as-
sured her. “I was admiring and luxuriat-
ing in this wonderful view from the win-
dows here.”

“Isn’t it glorious?” she cried, ani-
matedly. “Why, when I first came to
New \ ork, when I didn’t know whether
I d be here a week or a year, and conse-
quently, stayed down-town in a hotel, I

nearly died. Out in Chicago, where I
lived, our house faces the lake, and the
view is lovely. But here in New York, I

almost stifled. Until I found this place—
where every one of my windows face this
lovely old drive, and where, even in the
hottest weather, there’s always a bit of
a breeze.”

“New York is stifling, down-town,” I

agreed.
At this moment a lovely, stately lady

in dark blue, hatted and coated for the
street, came in and was introduced as
Mrs. Gilbert—my darling Aunt Mae,
who lives with me. What I would do
without her, I don’t know!” a quaintly
phrased little speech which gives the key-
note to her character.
Anything farther from the usual con-

ception of motion picture actress than
Beverly Bayne it would be hard to imag-
ine. She was born in Minneapolis, Minn.,
and was educated there, and in Chicago!
at a very exclusive girls’ school. Her
education is as complete—indeed, moreso—tha.n the majority of so-called “so-
ciety girls.” She is exquisitely dainty in
everything she does, sweet and gracious,
with a cool little aloofness that forbids
any hint of familiarity, but that invites
friendship.

She goes out very little, because the
demands of her work are so strenuous
that it leaves her small time for play. As
an instance of her aversion to giving up

and told Mme. Yvvonne that she must do
a pastel of this exquisite girl. And Mad-
ame promised to try to arrange it. But
Miss Bayne was very, very busy just
then on the last and most strenuous weeks
of her favorite play, “Romeo and Juliet,”
and Madame was unable to effect the ar-
rangement. But the Countess was for-
tunate in meeting Mrs. Gilbert, that same

beloved “Aunt Mae,” who very
kindly promised the noble-
woman a photograph of Miss

Bayne. And when told

of this, Miss Bayne
promptly autographed
her favorite photo-
graph—a copy of the
Empress Josephine, on
the stairs.

Two months later,

going into Mme.
Yvvonne’s salon, for

some orders about a

costume, Mrs. Gilbert
was astonished to find

an exquisite pastel of

Miss Bayne, copied
from the photograph,

framed and hang-
ing in the

place of

( Continued
page 56 )

any of her hours to lighter things than
her work—which holds a very high place
in her affections and esteem— I might tell

the following:

Her modiste, Mme. Yvvonne, is one
of her most sincere admirers, and when,
recently, one of Madame’s friends, a refu-

gee Countess from war-torn Belgium,
came over to this country, the first Amer-
ican girl she met was
the beautiful Miss
Beverly Bayne—and
Miss Bayne
laughingly ex-

plains that
the very meet-
ing took place

in the midst
of a very hur-
r i e d “fitting”

for one of her
gowns for
“Romeo and
Juliet,” and in

the hurry and
confusion scarcely

remembered the
Countess.
But the Coun-

tess, a well-known
pastellist, w a

struck with the

beauty of
Miss Bavne
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-7 Story of tli© World Photoplay Starring

77 Alice Brady s
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T the very beginning of the

world conflict, mowed down by
the red-bladed scythe of war,
was the quaint little village of

Saint Michelet. Out of the
ruins came Adoree, her memory gone, en-

tirely because of her sufferings. Among
the ruins she found a battered doll, and this

she hugged to her breast as her living, flesh

and blood baby.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hudson, planning an
automobile tour of Belgium, were held up at

the border. Adoree, searching for food,

came to the roadside. She was discovered
by the Hudsons’ who were touched by the

pathetic condition of the refugee, by her loss

of memory and her adoring care for the doll.

They decided to adopt her and to take her
to their American home.

memory did not re-

turn. One day she

ran happily to Mrs.
Hudson and said : “I

know the word I have
been wanting to say

for a long time—it is

mother.” Mrs. Hud-
son cringed at the

sound of this word.
“Mother is the sweet-

est word ever
spoken,” said Mrs.
Hudson, “and I have
found it out, too

late.”

Mrs. Hudson en-

tertained at a garden The royal family was reunited at last

called on Adoree in the interest

of the future happiness of four
people. She proposed that
Adoree entrust her child to Mrs.
Hudson, relinquishing all her
rights to the infant so that the
child might have the protection

of an honorable name. Adoree
finally consented. The child was
born and Dr. Thorn sent a cable-

gram to Mr. Hudson calling him
home. He returned to the great-

est happiness of his life, finding

his wife in bed clasping the in-

fant in her arms and he greeted
the baby as “Our son.”

At the lodge Adoree longed
for her baby. She threw the doll,

which comforted her so many
times, to the floor in disgust.

Finally mother love conquered,
she went to the Hudson home,
kidnapped her baby and fled with
it to an island in the lake.

Finding the baby gone the next
day Mrs. Hudson also found a note from
Adoree reading like this

:

“I can’t give up my baby. If you follow
and take him from me, I’ll tell the truth

—

that he is mine. Adoree.”
Mr. Hudson was beside himself with

grief. The gardner brought in a coat, dis-

carded by Adoree in her flight, which he
had found in the lake. Mr. Hudson im-
mediately took it for granted that Adoree
and the baby had been drowned and he
ordered a search made for the bodies and
the lake to be dynamited to bring the bodies
to the surface.

The pangs of hunger drove Adoree from
her hiding place. A dynamite explosion
near her threw her to the ground and she

was barely able to call for help. Mr. Hud-
son came to her in a boat and was rejoiced

to find the baby safe and sound. Adoree,
suffering from the shock of the explosion,

was placed under the care of Dr. Thorn.
Mr. Hudson, incensed at what he believed

was Adoree’s attempt to kidnap his child,

determined that she was not to be trusted

and must be sent to an asylum.

The shock of the explosion and the men-
tal shock of again giving up her child, re-

(Coiitinued on page 52)

Adoree brought a new note of

happiness to their childless home.
“Her lullabies and childish ways
make me long for children of our
own,” said Mr. Hudson. And he
continued : “When a man has
founded a great business such as
mine, it is only natural for him to

desire sons to follow in his foot-

steps—and daughters to enjoy
the golden harvest.”

Mrs. Hudson’s society friends

were much amused bv her adop-
tion of Adoree. When Mrs.
Hudson exhibited Adoree to

them they were much enter-

tained and particularly so when
Adoree showed them her doll

and declared that it was her
baby. They told her that it was
only a doll, but she indignantly

resented this.

Adoree amused Mrs. Hudson's society friends

War's fury Had shattered her memory

party and there
Adoree was taken ill.

Dr. Thorn, a woman
doctor was called and
made the discovery

that Adoree was
about to become a

mother. Mrs. Hud-
son said that as a
safeguard she would
have Adoree spend a

year at the Hudson
mountain lodge.

The next day a let-

ter came for Mr.
Hudson from Brazil

calling him to that

country on a lengthy
business trip. He said

that he could not take
his wife with him and
she replied that she
had been to see Dr.
Thorn. She added
that when he came
home his greatest de-
sire would be realized.

At the mountain
lodge Dr. Thorn

The days passed happily for

the child woman, though her
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THE SILENT TREND
A Composite Review of the Current Month’s
Achievements in the Photo-Play World

\\7 E have never yet encountered a regu-
v ’ lar motion picture fan who was not

thoroughly versed in practically every phase
of the cinema art. There are few exhibitors

whose judgment of photoplays cannot be

matched by most any patron of this form
of entertainment. The making of this

statement is far from being a reflection

upon the ability of the exhibitor to run his

own business. On the contrary, it is only

due recognition of the highly developed in-

telligence of the American public, and the

indisputable evidence of this simply drives

home the fact that producers have been
wasting a lot of money and time on the

fallacy of extending their picture activities

to the managers of picture houses alone.

From the very inception the one who had
made the feature should have appealed to

the photoplay-goer direct. Heretofore the
decisions of theatre managers have been
final, and apparently the powers higher up
have not cared to take the public into their

confidence and to feel that public’s pulse

with exceeding care and constancy. How-
ever, these same gentlemen are now be-

ginning to see the light in a different light

and consequently some of them are conduct-
ing most judicious advertising campaigns
in newspapers and magazines which circu-

late almost exclusively among the fans. It

is not difficult to understand how this is

going to work as a veritable boon to the
great industry. The stimulating effect is

discernible from the inception—the intense
interest of fans is actually being intensi-

fied and the increasing of interest means a
corresponding increase in business—an ex-
pansion the exhibitors could never bring
about unaided. The prosperity of pictures
is entirely to the general public, and there-
fore it certainly behooves the producers to

“put it up” to the public through the me-
diums which reach that public. Wise men
need no repetitions of lessons already
learned!

QNE of the more ambitious productions

of the hour is William Fox’s screen

version of “Les Miserables,” Victor Hugo’s
famous novel. Far from suffering, the
whole structure of the familiar plot has
benefited in the adaptation. William Far-
num in the stellar role of Jean Valjean, is

at his best. He has made this incomparable
character a more human human being than
the word picture of any master could create.

No part Mr. Farnum has ever had on either

the stage or screen has possessed the ap-

peal of his Valjean.

A WEALTH of intensely human situations,

combined with “the richness of the

ripeness” of Elsie Ferguson’s sterling abil-

ity, can be accredited with making “The
Rise of Jennie Cushing” one of the most
satisfactory photoplays of the current

month. Miss Ferguson draws a striking

characterization as Jennie, a child of the

slums, of unknown parentage, who encoun-

ters the strong arm of the law when she

By BERT D. ESSEX
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|
TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD |

| The United States Government has j

| entered the motion picture field I
| strictly on a non-commercial basis. |

| The Committee on Public Informa- |
| tion will make and distribute weekly §
| news reels showing Uncle Sam’s j

| preparations for the great world g

| conflict. It is another link in the |
| chain of official recognition of the |
| value of the screen as a medium for 1

| publicity.

| As a proof of the exalted patriotism |

| and the true, undefiled Americanism |

| of motion picture stars, we cite as in- j

| stances Marguerite Clark, who raised j
| $15,000,000 for the Second Liberty j

| Loan in Cincinnati, her home town, |
| and Theda Bara, who sold $300,000 j
| worth of the bonds in New York by |
| offering as an extra inducement her §

| autographed photograph to each pur- |

| chaser.

| The tendency to help each other |

| was never more admirably shown |

| than in the case of the Mutual Film g

| Corporation, which has formally ab- |

| sorbed the special war excise tax on |

| its film, thus sparing the exhibitors, §

| and, in turn, the patrons of paying |

| extra fees.

| What is believed to be the first re- |
| pudiation of its kind of straight-laced §

| censorship has been issued in the form j

| of an injunction granted the Vita- |

| graph Company, in Chicago, to ex- |
| Mbit the photoplay version of “With- |

| in the Law,” despite the stubborn op- j
1 position of one Major Funkhouser,

1 who has essayed setting himself up
1 as the supreme guardian of the pub-

| lie morals of Illinois. This offers re-

| assurance that narrow-mindedness

| will not be permitted to prevail to

| the detriment of a worthy art.

| The trend in the direction of per-

| petuating good magazine stories by

| the film route is given fresh impetus

| by Triangle, which has just pur-

| chased a veritable job lot of stories

| from Saturday Evening Post, Cosmo-

| politan and other prominent periodi- j

| cals. The first of these products to |
| be released on the screen will be “The g

| Man Hater,” which appeared in The g

| Post last June. Winnifred Allen will |

| be seen in the title role.

| Spectacular film has come back. |

| Thomas H. Ince has attempted to |

| surpass the enormity of his “Civiliza- |

| tion.” His latest effort is called “The |
| Zeppelin’s Last Raid,” a picture re - |

| plete with exciting thrills.

| Photoplay producers evince no |

| doubt as to the continued increase in |

| their business, and everywhere ex- |

| pansion of activities is to be noted.

| The moving picture business is |

| booming in Russia. The new freedom g

| horn of the recent revolution gives i

| the peasants their first opportunities |
| for unrestrained indulgence in amuse- |
| ment. American-made film is being |
| shown in the Slav State almost ex- g

| clusively.

mu

nearly kills a street urchin whose torturing

of a cat she resents. Jennie is sent to a

reformatory, where she becomes obsessed

with a desire to climb upward in life. From
this point the story waxes irresistibly pow-
erful, and it would be a stony-hearted au-

dience that would not weep at her misfor-

tunes. Happily this heroine achieves some
victories, too, in the course of events, and

these gladsome moments serve as most wel-

come and wholesome relief. “The Rise of

Jennie Cushing” is well worth while.

"nr1HE NATURAL LAW,” which ran
A as a spoken play for eight months

at the Republic Theatre in New York, has

reached the screen, and while the produc-

tion has some imperfections which might act

as baneful, it serves to promote the cause

of Marguerite Courtot as an emotional

actress. As the star in this picture she

does her best work. Miss Courtot has not

always been conspicuous for any exceptional

ability. She was particularly below the

standard of requisite artistry in her sup-

port of Owen Moore in “The Kiss.” How-
ever, absolute fairness compels the supple-

mentary remark that Mr. Moore was de-

cidedly unsatisfactory in that feature. But,

getting back to “The Natural Law,” Miss
Courtot really mounts some admirable

heights in emotional acting, and it may be

that she is enjoying greater freedom to pur-

sue her own ideas of dramatic proportions.

'
I 'HERE are not more than four actresses
A on the screen today who are in Fannie

Ward’s class. She is indeed one of the

greatest artists either the stage or the si-

lent drama has ever developed. One of the

chief reasons for her enviable success is,

she continued to improve her artistry even

after she reached the zenith of perfection.

Now we may justly refer to her as a real

super-star. The word “star” does not fill

the bill when describing her. In an earnest

effort to comprehensively analyze her

methods for achieving such a marked su-

periority in her chosen vocation, we find

ourselves thoroughly enlightened by one

compound word, common-sense. Fannie
Ward is one of the most notable exponents

of this simple doctrine. She “keeps her

head” to concentrate all of its broad men-
tality on an incessantly beneficial study—

a

study which makes her one of the most re-

markably adept delineators of characters of

all histrionic history. Miss Ward immor-
talized herself with devotees to the motion
picture in “The Cheat,” and she has since

demonstrated her ability to duplicate her

transcending triumph, notably in one of her

latest releases, “On the Level,” in which
she presents one of the most excellent char-

acterizations of her or anybody else’s

career. Recently Miss Ward became affili-

ated with Pathe and, according to all ad-

vance information, the plan is to give her
every opportunity to surpass her former
record. Here’s hoping she succeeds, be-

cause she deserves it.

Copyright, 1911, by The La Verne Publishing Co.
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Ann Pennington in " The Antics of Ann"

OLDWYN has moved the standard of^ moving pictures up one notch at least.

This new firm’s production of “The Spread-
ing Dawn” has accomplished this alone.

True, the splendid acting of Jane Cowl, the

star, provides at least fifty per cent, of this

feature’s merit, but the attention to detail

so obvious in this work of art is a great

factor. The story is well told and is pictur-

ized in a masterly fashion. It lefts you out
of the pall of the present world war and
seats you in the midst of the stirring events

of our own Civil War, with all of its pic-

turesque propensities. The fidelity with
which actual conditions vouched for by
authentic history are depicted in the course

of the weaving of this bit of engrossing fic-

tion is admirable, and it shows the un-
limited latitude of the camera for bring-

ing out in its entirety a big event. Though
tragic, the final climax is very powerful and
not lacking in congruity. The hero suc-

cumbs to a wound and the heroine fails to

survive the shock of this, but the purpose
for which they die is not in vain.

r"\ID you ever observe closely the ability

of Mae Marsh in the art of rapid-fire

change of facial expressions? She is some-
thing of a wonder in this component part

of cinema art. The nervous little twitch-

ings of the fair muscles of her face, the
raising and lowering of her eyebrows and
the furtive glances of her eyes tell whole
stories of passing emotion in the proverbial

twinkling. Miss Marsh reminds one
Billie Burke in all of this, and it would be
quite impossible to decide who excels

in this particular accomplishment. The
interesting point is, the occasion to make
note of facial expression as carrying
so much potentiality would never have
been afforded had the world never
known animated pictures. The stage
does not permit the vivid magnifying
processes by which the cinema is

projected to the furtherest reaches.

fashion, and,
meanwhile, she
is a perfectly re-

spectable young
lady in a girls’

boarding school.

“The Antics of

Ann” seems to

have been espe-

cially designed to

lift cumbersome
burdens from the

human mind. It

accomplishes this

efficiently, it be-

ing diverting
from the begin-

ning to the end.

True, demure, lit-

tle Anne dances

better than she
acts, and she
does some danc-

ing in this pic-

ture, too; but just

the same, she

acquits herself in such a way as to insure

herself of a great deal of additional favor-

itism from among the fans.

"T'\RAFT 258,” Metro’s seven-part fea-

ture, is an up-to-the-minute picturiza-

tion of just what happened in many cases as

a result of selective conscription in this

country. It is a photoplay of fiction, based

on familiar facts, and, therefore, it deserves

more than passing notice. The manner in

which likely events arising from German
intrigue are presented

in this wonderplay

compels admiration.

One scene at least is

truly remarkable

—

yet entirely plausible.

It comes as a climax

in which the heroine

makes a speech to an
assemblage which had
expected to hear her

own brother launch a

Scene from

"Draft 258

A NN PBNNINGTON never did more
different kinds of stunts than she

has in her latest Paramount feature,

“The Antics of Ann.” She gives some thrill-

ing exhibitions in diving and she climbs
down dangerous walls in true death-defying

tirade against the Government. She gives

them an impassioned series of ultra-patri-

otic remarks with the aid of a second and
more loyal brother, who “covers” the whole
audience with a revolver and thus forces

all to listen. This culminates in a free-for-

all fist fight, in which the master German
spy captures the heroine, but her loyal

brother escapes and gets to the scene of

the final thrilling climax—an American
aeroplane factory which the Teutons plan to

blow up—with a company of cavalry in

time to thwart the plotters and rescue both
his sister and his erstwhile recalcitrant

brother who by now realizes his error in

dodging the draft and essaying to impede
the Government’s war progress. “Draft
258” is well worth seeing.

'
I 'RIANGLE seldom produces a bad pic-
A

ture, but they have “gone and done

it once, anyway.” This assassin of reputa-

tion is called “Fighting Back,” in which
William Desmond is starred. Not only is

“Fighting Back” based on a hackneyed

theme, but it suffers from a deficient struc-

ture so palpably weak and disappointing

that it really becomes annoying by the time

the last reel is reached. Situation is piled

upon situation, presumably (erroneously)

preparatory to a smashing climax, and then

there is not the slightest semblance of such

a “punch.” It is what we would call a fu-

tile picture.

" CCANDAL” is one of those frivolous
^ features fantastic. It approaches

farce and then shows some ear-marks of

§t]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
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very bright comedy. It is devoid of serious

moments and it leaves no deep impression.

However, it has one great redeeming fea-

ture, viz.: Constance Talmadge. She is re-

freshingly a comedienne in this picture.

She interprets the humor of every situation

cleverly and with sufficient unconcern to

lull you into the belief that she is being
natural, and while she is entertaining you
right royally she gives a fashion show as
a side issue, wearing a series of fetching
frocks quite bewitchingly.

'
I 'HERE is a sensation in store for those

who go to see Emily Stevens in her

latest feature, “Alias Mrs. Jessop.” This

big thrill is caused by the true-to-life pres-

entation of a splendidly staged raid on a
remarkably elaborate gambling den. As
the story goes, it is past midnight when the

genial proprietor of the place of chance ad-

mits Lillian Ford (as played by Miss Stev-

ens) and three companions. They find an
eager crowd of gamblers around the rou-

lette table, all betting high stakes. Sounds
outside the door halt the playing. The
police have come to raid the den. Every-
body in the room gasps in blind confusion
as the raiders start to chop down the door.

The head of an axe is driven through a
panel. The cool-headed proprietor hustles

Lillian and her friends to the opposite side

of the room. He presses a concealed but-
ton and it immediately raises a secret panel.

The five make their escape just as the outer
door falls under the axes of the raiding

police.

nrHE Goldwyn production of “The Eternal

Magdalene” is one of those near-risque

masterpieces which is sure to have unlimited

condemnation visited upon it, and much of

this disapproval is entirely unwarranted.
Many of the objections interposed by
straight-laced reformers are ridiculous and
do not take into account the surpassing
artistry with which Maxine Elliott draws
the leading character. This role in the
hands of a great many actresses would bor-

der too precariously on the undesirable, but
Miss Elliott is far too adept at drawing a
sharp line of demarcation between the rea-

sonable and the unreasonable. Her dramatic
power and the master craftsmanship shown
in the constructing of this picture mark it

as one of the truly great achievements of

the screen. No fair-minded person can
gainsay this, even though certain boards of

censors do hold up their hands in feigned
holy horror.

TPHE motion picture is receiving more and
more attention in the editorial columns

of newspapers every day. Not only do the

metropolitan dailies devote many columns
to the subject in a laudatory vein, but the

so-called country press is rapidly taking up
the propaganda work of pointing out and
impressing upon the people the great value

of the movies as indispensable educators.

On this score the following, taken from the

Burlington (N. J.) Daily Enterprise, is ex-

ceedingly interesting:

“The more we delve into the evolution of

the motion picture industry the more amaz-
ing are our conception of its direct value

to the public. In the early stages of its in-

ception its purposes was primarily that of

amusement, but long before the promoters’

ideals were realized, this form of amuse-
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ment was universally accepted by the pub-
lic so eagerly that the foresight of these

men soon prompted them to merge into a
syndicate to enlarge this enterprise, so that

today their undertaking has widened into

a gigantic task, with the result that the

scope has been sufficiently enlarged to em-
brace not only scenarios for pleasure and
profit, but pictorial views illustrating and
defining authentic scenes of war, inventions,

fashions, current events and the like. This

enables a busy man to drop into a motion
picture house and absorb all the current

events at a glance, due to the condensed
manner in which the views are depicted.

This enables persons, both intelligent and
uneducated, to broaden their views on topics

in which they are especially interested.

’Tis true that even the U. S. Government
appreciates the value of this source of pub-

licity and appeals through its mediums to

the large number of patrons, whose daily at-

tendance number in the millions. Instead

of the obsolete one-reel film, pathos, comedy,
love, and loyalty are featured which perme-
ates the mind with a moral teaching.”

HEW serial photoplays have aroused the
A widespread interest now being taken in

Paramount’s first feature of the kind, “Who
Is Number One?” Kathleen Clifford, the

star of the latest hair-raiser, proves fully

equal to the extraordinary demands made
upon her for an amazing variety of stunts.

“Who Is ‘Number One’?” has as its theme

the famous quotation, “Hell hath no fury

like a woman scorned.” It is a story of

revenge, of a mysterious person who is the

instrument by which the woman seeks to

make a famous inventor and capitalist pay
for his scorn.

In the heart of Camille Arnot, “the woman
scorned,” burns a terrible hatred for Gra-

ham Hale, a mental giant, a Thomas A. Edi-

son and J. Pierpont Morgan combined. She

does not seek to kill him, she wants a

greater revenge. She desires that Graham
Hale shall be ruined, that one by one the big

things in his life shall be taken from him,

and lastly, after his most beloved posses-

sion, his son, is gone, that his mind shall

be utterly destroyed.

Camille Arnot gathers about her men
capable of fighting such a foe as the great

Graham Hale. Heading these men is “Num-
ber One,” the mysterious person who di-

rects the engine of revenge for Camille

Arnot.

Her plot laid out, every precaution taken

so that it cannot fail, so carefully planned

and set in motion with such force that even

she herself cannot divert it from its object

—Camille Arnot suddenly finds that Gra-

ham Hale must be saved from her own
machinations. She learns that if Graham
Hale suffers, she will suffer; if he loses his

all, she will lose all, and that the consum-
mation of her plans mean the end of every-

thing she loves. How to destroy this mon-
ster intrigue that she herself has created?

That is the terrific problem that confronts

her.

In the midst of all this intrigue, herself

a victim, is Aimee Villon, portrayed by
charming Kathleen Clifford. Tommy Hale,

son of the financier, is in love with her and
she loves him. She fights to save the Hales
from the impending danger that threatens

annihilation. It is she that risks everything

for the man she loves.

Throughout the story is felt the power
of the mysterious “Number One,” who
strikes hard, and who, the Hales know, must
be destroyed unless they themselves are

crushed.

The thrilling tale is built upon a charm-
ing story of love unconquerable, a love de-

void of selfishness, a love tested and found
true in the flame of self-sacrifice.

' I 'HE third of the series of “Sub-Deb”
stories, in which Marguerite Clark in-

gratiates herself is “Bab’s Matinee Idol,” a

distinctly up-to-date photoplay in every re-

spect. Scenes in a regular munition plant

running full-blast a la present-day war de-

mands, give this picture an interesting as-

pect not possessed by the average release.

Other notable scenes were taken in one of the

most modern New York theatres—Maxine
Elliott’s—and even the blase can have his

thirst for the de luxe slacked to his heart’s

content by the atmosphere here transplanted

so faithfully. The first of the “Sub-Deb”
pictures, “Bab’s Diary,” has been hailed by
a great many learned critics as Miss Clark’s

best effort, while the second of the series,

“Bab’s Burglar,” seemed to strike the ma-
jority of the fans as the best of a long string

of best ones. But now, it will be found
that “Bab’s Matinee Idol” is so delightfully

supplied with delicious humor and petite

cleverness on the star’s part that it is going
to force most everybody into a difficult situ-

ation when it comes to deciding which of the

three excels.

A ND now the cyclonic champion of screen

strenuosity, Douglas Fairbanks, is

reaching for the moon in his jolly scramble

for high honors in the work of diverting the

amusement-loving mind. Yea, and verily,

his latest starring vehicle will come to you
under the alluring title of “Reaching for

the Moon,” and in this rather extraordinary

feature the doughty Douglas out-Douglases

himself. In the course of stirring events he

is shot, stabbed, dumped into a canal, has

his food poisoned and battles on a narrow
ledge high above safe terra firma. As his

press agent expresses it: “Attacked by a

half dozen conspirators, he impersonates

a whirlwind and the air becomes immedi-
ately filled with human bodies.” You might
think Doug is in the midst of German kul-

tur in its heyday of ruthlessness. But then
in this new plot of his, he is supposed to

discover that he is the heir to a throne, and
naturally in these times of strong penchant
for overthrowing kingdoms it is to be ex-

pected that even a screen idol would have
to go through some harrowing experiences

in his attempts to claim a crown. The
story is one grand mixture of extreme melo-
drama and comedy situations. It is just

the kind of a vehicle for Fairbanks to travel

in at his wonted lightning speed, but it

could serve no other purpose half so well.

A PHOTOPLAY which is every inch pho-

toplay—that’s what “The Planter” wins

in the way of praise. It is indeed a splendid

feature approximating the coveted goal of

perfection in most all of the essential de-

tails. This picture was made down in the

rubber country of southern Mexico, and it

is replete with tropical “atmosphere.” Ty-
rone Power is the star and he distinguishes

himself with a role to which he easily adapts
himself. ( Continued on page 56)
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Professor Photoplay, the
THE new general superintendent
NEW of Education! And don’t you

PEDAGOGUE forget it, said dominie is

right on the job teaching

more lessons better than any of his predecessors or

contemporaries, the Public Press et al. He is the

latest thing in education is Professor Photoplay, and
therefore he enjoys the distinction of being a fad for

the good of the general weal. Were he not so popu-
lar he would not be so influential. For some time
Photoplay has been teaching folks all kinds of ob-

ject lessons, science and geography, but now he is

taking the leadership in imparting vital information

on the subject of patriotism and how to make it

count for a glorious victory of world-wide righteous-

ness. Supplementing this with powerful instruc-

tion on how to make war effectually by food economy
et cetera, he is proving to be just about the most
serviceable public servant extant. And even yet,

there are people who are wilfully throwing obstacles

in Photoplay’s way—censors for the most part who
are doing their utmost to minimize the usefulness

of a loyal slave to duty. Quite incomprehensible it

is, but nevertheless, every great benefactor must en-

dure unjust aspersion. However ungracious the

maximum plethora of revolutionary buncombe never
did cut a very wide swath, and there is little chance

of it in this case. So, Professor Photoplay can go
right ahead teaching the legions of apt and eager

devotees. May the power to perform this incalcula-

ble good never grow less and may the new pedagogue
remain in full charge of our great school with plenary

jurisdiction!

HERE’S
OUR MERRY
CHRISTMAS

Photo-Play Journal
joins the majority in extend-

ing to you sincere wishes for

a Merry Christmas. Well do

we know that there could be
little of the merriment to those of our thousands of

readers who have husbands, brothers or fathers

somewhere in France or on their way there. In-

deed, too many chairs will be vacant at the Christ-

mas dinner table this year to permit of anything
like the usual happy observance of the most impor-
tant day in civilization’s history. But there is boun-

teous consolation in that our kinsmen are serving the

noblest cause ever espoused by man—the cause of

democracy. Therefore, we rejoice as we grieve in

saying to you, one and all, once more: Merry Christ-

mas.

WAGS
WAX
WARY

The mental attitude of the

American people is transfixed

by an entirely different ar-

row and the wound is recru-

descent. War’s fury has
forced the reasoning faculties up a blind alley, and
now humanity is obliged to eschew that which was
formerly one of its greatest pleasures, namely: re-

fusing to take exceptions to the pokes and jabs of

merry wags. Profound seriousness permeates every-
thing, and cinema comedy is included. Fear of of-

fending the newly acquired sensitiveness resulting

from the terrible nervous strain has made the wags
of the screen wary. Perhaps you have noticed a
diminishing of zeal in the one-reel and two-reel slap-

stick, slat-ticklers. Wariness is the cause. What
would have aroused the risibility six months ago
might now be regarded as almost treasonable in

this moment of such deep gravity. As a matter of

precaution and with a genuinely laudable desire to

be in conformity with the best spirit of the times,

most all of the comedians of the screen have changed
their manner of treatment in doing their bits to re-

lieve the tension by exciting laughter. They have
been obliged to retreat from their advanced posts of

methods by discontinuing much of their erstwhile

flippancy and nonchalance. Apprehension over the

possibility of Americans resenting so much reckless

abandon even in fun-making is having a discernible

effect upon the activities of many comedians. Like
all other true Americans, they do not want to risk

having their loyalty questioned one fraction of a
second. Now don’t wonder at the rapid passing of

most of the so-called knock-about comedy. There is

a good patriotic reason.

MAKING
PILLS WITH
OUR BILLS

We have all been doing our

best to fill Uncle Sam’s war
chest with the indispensable

gold. The motion picture fra-

ternity has done its full share
to help float both Liberty Loans and we are proud
of our patriotic film folk. And, oh, what a satisfac-

tion it is to know that our bills are defraying the
expenses of making the mighty steel pills which,
when shipped to Kaiser Bill with sufficient fre-

quency, will send him growling and snarling to a
Helena or the place which is described by a shorter
and more decisive word. Let the manufacture of

the “pills” continue with unprecedented speed, and
here’s to the ones which silence the German war
lords forever! And Uncle Sam shall have more of

our currency to make as many more “pills” as may
be necessary to destroy German power.

It would not be half so ap-
FIGHTING palling if our brave boys in

FEROCIOUS khaki were called upon to

FIENDS cross hostile wits with nor-

mal men commanded by hu-
mane leaders, who would refuse a tarnished victory.

But, unfortunately, our Teuton foes constitute a mad-
dened though efficiently organized mob of ferocious
fiends, who, under a ruthless supervision, have lost

their finer impulses. The fact that German soldiers,

many of whom have children of their own at home,
wilfully mutilate the living bodies of Belgian and
French children they capture is terrible proof that
these slaves of the Prussian war lords have long
since ceased to be God-fearing. Therefore, they
make more dangerous adversaries than the most
vicious savage, because their effectiveness is in-

creased by an advanced science in warfare. There
is no possible way to make these Kaiser-driven fiends

seek to atone their wrongs except by administering
a crushing and ignominious defeat. Tens of thou-
sands of them must be slaughtered like rats with as
little concern that the million who retain their virile

honor might live to enjoy the peaceful happiness
they deserve. The Berlin Government has so de-
creed and willed, and there is no alternative, since
the subjects of that government are like dumb, blind
and hard-headed cattle.
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
mini mi minim mini minimum mm ilium

Virginia Valli, Essar.ay leading woman, is

an expert fancy dancer, though seldom called

upon to display her talent before the camera.

Marjorie Law, who appeared in support of

Mary Pickford in “Rebecca of Sunnybrook

Farm,” is versatile indeed. Beside being an

accomplished actress, she is a fine pianist, an

expert horsewoman and an excellent swimmer.

She dances divinely also.

’Twixt diet and duty—such is the predica-

ment in which Ethel Teare, who has an im-

portant role in the Paramount-Mack Sennett

comedy, “Roping Her Romeo,” now finds her-

self. She has been saving the tinfoil off choco-

late bars for the Red Cross. Now she has been

ordered to cut out the chocolate. “It’s a hard

life,” she sighs. ^
Edward Cecil, one of the principals in Gladys

Brockwell’s William Fox drama, “Conscience,”

was a landsman on Admiral Dewey’s flagship,

the Olympia, for three years following the

Spanish-American War. Mr. Cecil then took

up the joyous life of a player with a wagon

show, touring the California lumber camps,

where oil lamps were used as footlights.

Jay Belasco, the juvenile actor, is among

•the first drafted men in his district to be

called to training camp, and it is likely that

his pleasant face will be absent from the screen

for some time to come, although comedies in

which he appears and the marine feature,

“Lorelei of the Sea,” will be traveling the

States for many months, and when he gets to

France who knows he may not see himself on

?the screen there? ^
Miss Blanche Payson, Triangle-Keystone

star, who measures six feet three inches in

height, was a traffic policeman at the San

Francisco fair before becoming a comedienne.

'George Binns, a fellow-member of the Key-

stone forces, recently inquired as to her eligi-

bility for the draft. She replied that it was

doubtful if she would ever get to the trenches,

but that she was ready to take the place of any

policeman who wanted to go and do his bit.

Rex McDougal, now a member of the Em-

pire All Star Corporation, served for eighteen

imonths in the English army in the present

war. Mr. McDougal first joined the Scottish

Highlanders and later was transferred to the

Northumberland Fusileers. A severe illness

left Mr. McDougal unfit for military service

and he was honorably discharged. In “My

Wife” and “Please Help Emily,” two Empire

Mutual releases, Mr. McDougal is seen in sup-

port of Ann Murdock.

ft

William S. Hart has long been regarded as

the crack shot of the Thomas H. Ince studios,

but with the opening of the hunting season in

California, September 1st, Mr. Ince set about

to capture a record for himself. Taking his

favorite shotgun to the mountains, he bagged

the limit of doves in exactly half an hour of

hunting. What is more, he shot the majority

of them while speeding through the fields in

his auto. Bill Hart says he will have to shoot

the legs off a centipede, one by one, to retrieve

3 his lost laurels.

One lion, one duck, one elephant, two lion-

esses and fifty-seven ostriches were used by

Henry Lehrman in making his newest William

Fox Sunshine Comedy. As if this was not a

large enough menagerie, one of the players

in the picture had to don an imitation lion skin

and get into a scrap with the real King of

Beasts. ^
Pomeroy Cannon, who was born in Kentucky,

in 1879, was used as a child actor by Buffalo

Bill, Kate Claxton, Bertha Welby, Nat Good-

win and others.
PI

Eve Southern, Southern in name, Northern

in inclination, Easterner by birth, Westerner

by work—Eve Southern, coming back to the

subject, is a student of geography.

Bertram Bracken handled checks and then

horses before he began his career in motion

pictures. He was a bank clerk as a youth and

later enlisted in the Fifteenth U. S. Cavalry.

Us

Charles J. Brabin, Metro director, who has

recently made his first production under the

Metro banner, “The Adopted Son,” co-starring

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, has

twenty-six relatives named Brabin who are or

have been combatants in the present great

world war, in the ranks of the English army.

Three of Mr. Brabin’s brothers are included

in this number. A. E. Brabin, a member of

the Fifth Liverpool Riflemen, was killed in

action at Givenchy, on the Marne. His brother

Jack is driving an English tank across the

wastes of “No-man’s Land,” and Edward is in

charge of a fifteen-inch gun.

Miss Helen Holmes, who is known through-

out the United States as “Adventurous Helen,”

has made herself a name in philantrophy as

well as in motion picture melodrama. Miss

Holmes, who is starred in “The Lost Express,”

probably the most adventurous of modern pic-

ture stories, is the inventor of a seamless

knitted sock, which is declared by experts to

do away with the shoe sores of long hikes.

Dale Fuller, one of the funniest of Keystone

ladies, recently auctioned off several angora

cats, which she raised from infancy. When not

engaged in cyclonic comedy, Miss Fuller de-

votes her attention to the “feline farm.”

Emily Stevens, Metro star, has bought fifty

acres of wild land in the Adirondack Moun-

tains, and has just returned from a visit of

inspection of her property, during which time

she had it surveyed. Miss Stevens is in no

danger of having near neighbors, as her prop-

erty is in the midst of a large tract of State

land. It is located on Lake Pleasant and has

an excellent bathing beach.

Miss Edna Goodrich, the “All American

Girl,” of the American drama, and one of the

most popular actresses in America, is credited

with the design of a war bonnet for women
which is a cross between a Scotch cap and a

toque. The hat is made in any material, either

corduroy or cloth, but it has a rakish effect

and is wearable by nearly any woman with a

passable type of face. Miss Goodrich designed

the hat after certain Scottish regimental hats

in her possession.

min
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Old Friends and Both Distinguished
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Hon. Masanal Hanihara, consul-general for Japan, on his recent visit to New York with the Japanese mission

paid a visit to Miss Marguerite Clark at the Famous Players studio. The consul met Miss Clark in Washington

some years ago, when he was attached to the Japanese embassy.
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NTONIO MORENO was born
to make love as the sparks fly

upward. His star of destiny
must have been the identical
one which ruled when Romeo

saw the light of day in imperial Rome
several centuries before the moving pic-
ture was a factor in the gaiety of the
nations.

Nothing could have been further
from young Tony Moreno’s plans than
the ones life has put him to work out be-
fore the movie camera. “As a boy I

wasn’t susceptible,” declared this son of
Andalusia. “I started life with one dom-
inating ambition—to be a bull fighter. I

love the gay cloaks of that profession. It
seemed to my childish mind to be alto-
gether the one romantic way in the world
to make a living.

“I used to sit on
a fence near my
earlyhome in Spain,
and watch the mar-
ket man drive his

appointed victims
by to the slaughter
house every morn-
ing. These were
tame looking cat-

tle, led by a trained
steer, who gently
piloted his c o m-
rades to the beef
block, but even
these were not
without interest,

for in everything
but dash and color
and fierceness they
stood representa-
tive of the foe that
I would one day
meet in the arena.
“My dreams were

doomed to an early
shattering. One
morning in pass-
ing along the road
taken by the
butcher with his in-

tended victims, I

got mixed up with
the herd in some
way, and the first

thing I knew the
peaceful, traitorous
old steer who led
the crowd was after
me, trying to hook
me out from among
his charges.
Whether he really
meant to hurt me
or not, I do not
know. But I am
sure of this: that
experience taught
me that bull fight-

ing was not my des-
tiny. I discovered
what it took me
years to recover

from, that I was mortally afraid of cows

!

Even now I make the confession with
pain to my vanity.
“True enough, I was only a kid when

I decided to adopt another profession and
leave bull fighting to my betters, but I

was old enough to know that if a harm-
less old steer could throw me into such
a panic, I’d better beware of the bull ring.

“I came to America shortly after, and
if plans that were made for me at that
time had been carried out I would not
today be in pictures.

“The rich

and power- -**&*l**lm“

ful friend who brought me to America as
an adopted son, died, and I found myself
face to face with the problem : How to
make a living.

“I am not ashamed to say that in those
days I was very poor, but I always was a
hustler. If there was any work to be
done I was on the job to get it.

“I worked one summer for a telephone
company, and another for a gas concern.
For one year I was shipping clerk in one
of the biggest silk stocking factories in
this country. Whatever came to hand I

did it with all my might and main, and in
every business I worked at I made friends.
I was sorry to leave when the time came.

“I’m for progress. Keep mov-
ing, is my motto. If you haven’t
got what you want, go after it

until you get it. There is al-

w a y s something
one can do if he’s
up against it. Why,
one summer in New
York I only made
eight dollars a
week. Most of this
went to keep the
apartment six of us
fellows had taken
together, going. An-
other boy and my-
self were the only
ones of the bunch
who had steady
jobs. The others
contributed their
‘skilled’ labor to
keeping the house.

One fellow of-
fered to cook as his
share of the pool;
another said he was
an A-l laundry
man. The cook was
bad enough on
food, but the ama-
teur laundryman
was the limit! He
was a menace to
anyone’s wardrobe.

After the first
week’s wash, I an-
nounced that there-
after I’d do my own
washing. And I did
all that summer.
Sure, I can wash
and iron like a
Chinaman.

“I don’t do it

these days, but if

m y circumstances
were the same as
they were when I
got eight bucks per,
I d be taking in ex-
tra coin as an
ironer after my reg-
ular business hours.

That’s the only
way to get on.
(Continued on page S3)
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Hoffman Stars Aid Soldiers’ Christmas
By PIERRE V. R. KEY
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HE better the day the better

the deed applies aptly to a

little group of American
women who are rather well

known to some hundreds of

of people in this Land of the

Free. You might have seen them, on al-

most any day during the past six weeks,

in their homes, working for the Christ-

mas of Our Boys “Over There.” Yes,

and outside their homes, too. For no
more pronounced enthusiasm could be

found, I am sure, than bubbled forth from
these feminine workers, all determined

that her share in making Uncle Sammy’s
soldiers happy Christmas Day as bright

as possible.

It was a late October day that found
the tasks of these American women (they

should be termed girls, but “women”
seems more properly to fit their endeav-

ors) turned their bundles over to a cer-

tain express company for forwarding over

seas.

And in these bundles were all manner
of things : knitted scarfs of warm wool

;

gloves and socks and sweaters—yes, and
many other essentials that are needed by
the stalwart sons of Democracy who are

ready for the trenches, miles and miles to

the East.

Yet these indispensables were not all

that these young “women” sent. Goodies
for the sweet-tooths of the fighting lads

also went along, and—tobacco, plenty of

it.

Weeks before the respective parcels

were ready I saw some of these “women”
at work. The fact that their time is worth
ever so many dollars a minute in the

foremost picture studios of the country
did not deter them from throwing some
of this time out of the window. They
were patriotic, every mother’s daughter
of them.

Typically American, from the tips of

their heads to the soles of their feet;

willing workers, trying to smile at their

tasks with hearts none too light for

thoughts of what lies in store for those

for whom their work was designed.

Player-folk, these. Actresses, if you
please, and good ones. Some distin-

guished for their achievements on the le-

gitimate stage; others identified solely

through their work upon the screen. In

short, if you please, “movie girls.”

Irene Fenwick was one of the first of

these workers who reported her job fin-

ished in time for the boat. She did her

share, did it well, just as when she toiled

to make the role of Grace Penfield in “The
Sin Woman,” one to make this motion
picture feature long remembered.

Close behind Miss Fenwick came Jane
Grey, another star in “the legitimate” and
one whose radiance in pictures is begin-

ning to make perceptive managers slant

a discerning eye. Miss Grey, whose play-

ing in “Her Fighting Chance” did much
to make James Oliver Curwood’s liter-

ary abilities better known than they for-

merly were, was one of the most enthusi-

astic of the group of Hoffman-Foursquare
Pictures stars.

“Why, I should have considered myself
remiss if I hadn’t—a slacker

!”

So much for Miss Grey.
Another vigorous enthusiast in this

Christmas-Present Drive was Gertrude
McCoy, she of numerous successes in

filmland, among which the most recent is

“The Silent Witness.” Miss McCoy, who
is youthful and filled with the sort of

“pep” that would appeal to any Sammy
Boy getting her knitted portion, was sorry

she wasn’t one of them.
“If only I had been born a boy,” de-

plored Miss McCoy. “I always wanted
to be one.” She began skipping about, as

she said this, giving evidence that had she
been of the sex opposite she might have
qualified for the high hurdles.

Far more demure, but none the less

ardent in her desire to do her “bit” for

the soldiers, was Doris Kenyon. Miss
Kenyon remarked that she was well quali-
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Pauline Frederick

Thanks Her Friends |

| I take this means of thanking all the j
1 dear people who so kindly remembered |

| my recent birthday. Coming from those j

| whom I do not know, and have never |

| seen, the many useful little gifts and |

| messages of love are of greater value |

| than if I had borne an intimate acquain- 1

tance with you all. Each birthday adds

1 another year to a woman’s life and some-

j times birthdays begin to make us feel j
1 that perhaps after all we are quite grown |

| up, but if one can continue to advance in j

| years surrounded by the kindly hearts |

1 and loving sympathy such as you have |

| shown to me, then one can grow old j

| gracefully, knowing that the deeds of the \

| past will always retain the respect and j

| love of the future.

| (Signed) PAULINE FREDERICK.
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fied to be right on the firing-line, and de-

manded to know if we didn’t think her
work in “The Great White Trail” proved
she could endure hardship. Recalling Miss
Kenyon’s athletic accomplishments in this

picture, we were inclined to agree with
her.

Ruth Roland was even more voluble
than any of her colleagues. The Califor-

nia star, whose popularity appears to be
growing at a rate astonishing even in

these days of rapid rises in pictures, de-

clared herself for anything that would
make the soldiers abroad more comfort-

able.

“Just think of the hardships ahead of

them,” said Miss Roland. “No one knows
how long they will be in the thick of it,

or . . . whether they will ever . .

. come back.” The little player

dabbed at her eyes with a piece of sheer

linen and, after a bit, looked up.

“I want to do all that a woman can do
for my country, and that means my coun-

trymen. Every man on the firing line, or

headed that way, deserves every ounce
of support we can give. And no Ameri-

[j¥]

thousands

can woman is a true woman who doesn’t

do her full share—and a little bit more.
“History records, in every page, the

part women have played in the wars of

all time. With their help the men have
gone on to victory

;
without their whole-

hearted support defeat has more than
once tapped such a nation on the shoulder.

Now we American women have an oppor-
tunity to prove that we deserve to be
Americans, that patriotism means some-
thing to us.

“Why, the best acting—by which I

mean the most ‘natural’ acting—I ever
did in my career was when I played the

role of Esther Drake in ‘The Fringe of

Society.’ It was made during our early

preparations to enter the European con-

flict, during the late summer of this year.

“Looking back on those weeks I now
realize that my patriotism was respons-

ible for my being able to depict certain

tense situations in ‘The Fringe of Soci-

ety’ with what my director termed ‘power
through repose.’ The war is terrible, and
exerts strange changes upon all of us.”

Leah Baird, who also appeared in “The
Fringe of Society,” has worked herself

into a vertitable “shadow of her former
physical self” in doing her bit for the

soldiers.

“Wonderful boys,” is the way Miss
Baird expresses herself. “We can never
do enough for them, because they are

doing the most for us which humanity
can do—laying down their lives for us.”

Such patriotism cannot be fittingly de-

scribed. Feminine support means so
much more to the men who are fighting

the battles of life that it is possible to

emphasize. Morally, this aid gives to the

fibre of man a stimulus which he abso-

lutely needs to successfully accomplish
his task. It is like food to him, and really

is food of a certain sort which he cannot
do without.

Zena Keefe, another Hoffman-Four-
square star, feels that way about it. She
was perhaps even more serious in her

declaration for the necessity of American
women standing by the men wearing
khaki. She rose when she began speak-

ing on this subject, walking nervously to

and fro, her hands clasped behind her

back.

“Man is so dependent upon woman
that she alone realizes how essential it

is for her to give him the vitality, in the

form of encouragement in word and ac-

tion, to spur him to his best efforts.

Woman, who primarily belongs to the

weaker sex, can nevertheless be strongest

when occasion demands. By that I mean
that she can supply that indefinite ‘some-
thing’ which serves to enable him to go
forward and upward to reach the goal he
is striving for.

“Weaker, woman certainly is—in some
respects. But when the big issues arise

she is ever ready to do her part
;
unflinch-

ingly and without thought of self. So, I

feel, our women of the screen are not

backward in facing this present emer-
gency and doing what their sisters in

other walks have done and are doing.”
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T. WIGNEY PERCYVAL SAYS: “MOTION PIC-
TURES DO MOVE LIKE A HOUSE A- FIRE”
r HE motion picture,” ac-

cording to T. Wigney
Percyval, co-author of
“Grumpy” and “Little
Lady in Blue,” and an

actor long established in the
best traditions of the English
stage, “is a form of dramatic
entertainment in a class all by
itself.

“There is an art in writing
the motion picture scenario en-
tirely different from the tech-
nique of the playwright; the
motion picture actor must ‘get
over’ with few of the principles
we depend upon on the legiti-

mate stage. And I have found
since I started to work in mov-
ing pictures, that even a differ-

ent type of mind from that of
the old lover of the drama must
be out in front to assure the
success of a production.

“The moving picture mind,
as I see it, is one trained along
the lines of popular success,”
continued Mr. Percyval. “It
is the speed mania craze that has
been transferred to the screen, that is all.

“A man recently invited me to go for
T.Wign<zyTfefcyv&i:
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a hundred-mile motor ride with him. He
mentioned the number of minutes it

would take his car to make that distance.
I declined, and explained to, him that I
would be delighted to go fwenty-five
miles with him in the same time, going
slowly enough for me to enjoy the scen-

ery. I told him my mind could
register twenty-five miles of
landscape, but I balked at a hun-
dred miles of dust and speed.

But this is the age of speed,
and in motion pictures one does
‘get over the ground,’ as the say-
ing is.

“In the two pictures in which
I have played I have leisurely
roles. One is that of a prime
minister in ‘She,’ and in the other
I play a stupid English detective.
Mrs. Castle is the sharp Ameri-
can detective, and of course the
star is the latest picture, ‘Carroll
of the Secret Service.’

“My word !” he adjusted the
monocle, “the motion picture is

truly well named. It moves

—

like a house afire!”

There is more truth than
poetry in all of this, and don’t forget that
moving pictures move for progress.
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CHRISTMAS TIME IN THE TRENCHES
What We Can Do to Bring the Holiday Spirit to Our Boys

By LOUISE GLAUM
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HE coming Christmas will be
the greatest one in the lives

of most of us—greatest be-
cause if offers the greatest op-
portunity to give. Never in

the history of the world was there so
much suffering and never was there such
a need of love of ministration and of
giving.

Those who give the most on this next
Christmas day are the boys—our splen-
did, lovable American boys—who have
given up their business positions, money,
prospects, bodily comforts, and the sweet-
est thing in the world—home. Home at
Xmas time! There they are out in the
tents of dreary training camps, on the
bitter cold seas, or, worse still, in the
trenches. But these boys are willing to
give more, and probably many of them
will have given more by the time the
Sacred Birthday comes. They are willing
to give the most precious thing—life.

Life when it is young and hopeful; life

when it is beautiful and clean ! This they
have gladly, smilingly offered as their
gift to us of their country and to Him
who has taught them love for humanity.

I do not like the word “slacker,” be-
cause some way I just can’t believe that
there is any one in America who deserves
it. Many fail to serve because they don’t
know how; but at Christmas time every-
one has an opportunity, and he who fails

it must earn that hideous title “slacker.”

""""" 1 mi an 1

n a aii4>K««aaL a I 4>U a * T 1. i, 1 ' t « ««thing which, I believe, has not hereto-
tore been accomplished. With the splen-
did aid of the American Tobacco Com-
pany a system was devised. Every onewho sends a dollar to the Louise GlaumWar Luxury Fund, which has its head-
quarters at 2255 Broadway, New York
City, can designate the name of the per-
son to whom the smokes are to be sent
Immediately upon receipt of the money
I will send to the donor a card of ac-
knowledgment, and if you wish it, an
autographed photograph. Another card
accompanying the package will be
mailed back by the recipient to the onewho sent the gift. In this way the deliv-
ery wih be insured, and the one who gives
will receive a direct message of love from
the one in the trenches, the training camp
or at sea. An exact dollar’s worth of
smokes will go into each consignment
and the shipment will be made gratis.

I know the campaign will be a tremen-
dous success, not because my name is at-
tached to it, but because we will all wel-
come a safe and economic way of sending
our remembrances to the boys. To the
editors of the motion picture magazines
I owe inestimable appreciation for their
assistance in acting on the managing
committee. I also owe thanks to the
many big-hearted people who will not
permit their names mentioned, but whose
gifts laid the fou idation for the fund.

Since the outbreak of the war, I have
been sending little gifts to the camp, just
as have all American women. The gov-
ernment has provided its defenders with
virtually all comforts possible, but it is

manifestly impossible to give them the
luxuries of home. So I tried to send the
unnecessary things, the little luxuries
that bring joy into life because they are
unanticipated. To women this would be
candy or flowers

; to men—well, every
one knows that they choose “smokes.”
So I sent cigarettes and tobacco. The
letters of big manly gratitude I received
in return for my trivial gifts often brought
tears to my eyes and made me happier
than I can tell you. I determined to do
something on a bigger scale at Christ-
mas time. I heard through a friend that
there was an opportunity for someone to
organize a gift fund. I wanted to be that
one ! Given a leave of absence from the
Triangle Studio, I went to New York and
there met the people who are now helping
me to realize my heartfelt desire, and
these people have called the plan the
Louise Glaum War Luxury Fund. It

isn’t mine in reality. I just helped to

plan it. It is really America’s War Lux-
ury Fund for her sons.

I knew that every mother, every sister,

every sweetheart would like to send a

package direct to some particular boy, so
I urged that this be made possible, some-
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| Charming Fannie Ward
Her Famous Jewels and Sensible Theories

^
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'ORN in St. Louis, Mo., Fannie

Ward ought to be a thorough

American, but the fact that

she has spent many years of

her life in England, has been

married to a wealthy Englishman, and

played before the King and Queen of that

country would seem to give credence to

the persistent rumors that she was at one

time a British subject.

On April 1, 1907, having returned to

America, she appeared as Rita Forrest in

“A Marriage of Reason.” Subsequently

she appeared alternately in England and

America, starring in the following „pro-

ductions : “In the Bishop’s Carriage, A
Fool and a Girl,” “The Marriage of Will-

iam Ashe,” “The Three of Us,” “Fanny

and the Servant Question,” “The New
Lady Bantock” (which she had previ-

ously done as “Fanny and the Servant

Question”), “Eunice,” “Cinderella” and

others.

During the season of 1911-1912 she

toured the United States presentipg dra-

matic sketches in vaudeville, including

“An Unlucky Star,” “Her Only Way”
and several others. Later she appeared

in “Madame Presidente.”

Although Fannie Ward enjoyed an

overwhelming popularity during this part

of her career, both in the United States

and England, she has attained a far

greater degree since her entrance into

motion pictures. Her first Paramount

picture was “The Marriage of Kitty,” in

which she met with such success that

she was instantly engaged for a long-

term contract.

The others, in the order of their ap-

pearance have been :

‘ The Cheat, in

which she scored a great personal suc-

cess, playing opposite the great Japanese

actor, Sessue Hayakawa; “Tennessee’s

Pardner,” “For the Defense,” “The Gut-

ter Magdalene,” a thrilling Salvation

Army picture; “Each Pearl a Tear,”

“Witchcraft,” an histori-

cal picture of the days of

Salem witchcraft ;
“The

Years of the Locust,”

“Betty to the Rescue,”

“The Winning of Sally

Temple,” “The School
for Husbands,” “Uncon-
quere d,” “H e r

Strange Wedding,”
and now “On the

Level,” a fascinating

production by Charles

Kenyon, author of

“Kindling.”

One of the priceless

treasures of the

amusement world,
ranking with the

Kitty Gordon back,

the Lillian Russell com-

plexion, and the Gaby
Deslys head dress, is the

Fannie Ward collection of

jewels. These are souvenirs

of Miss Ward’s marriage to

a South African diamond mine

owner when she was appearing on

the London stage.

It is seldom in picture or stage produc-

tion that Miss Ward has failed to display

at least a part of these priceless heir-

looms during some part of her work.

There is an old saying that “a woman

is as old as she feels,” but Miss Ward
amends this statement by substituting

the word “thinks” for feels.

“Show me the clothes a woman wears,

and I’ll tell you how old her mind is,” says

Miss Ward. The first time that she saw

something that was actually becoming to

her and refused to wear it on the plea

that she was too old for that sort of thing,

her mind increased by ten years.

“The calendar is a humbug, and by turn-

ing one’s thoughts to the things of youth

one can turn back many pages. By that I

Fnnie Waard

do not mean to prescribe a daily perusal

of the multiplication tables, nor playing with

dolls. My idea is not to encourage second

childhood, but to hold constantly before

one the dreams and ideals of youth. In my
code of thought it is almost a sacrilege for

anyone to think ‘I am too old to do so and

so.’
”

Miss Ward is a striking example of the

efficacy of the doctrine she teaches, for

despite the fact that she made her first

appearance on the stage many years ago,

Miss Ward is still playing young girl

parts in pictures and is often taken for

eighteen or twenty at the most.

She has won her place in the hearts of

her countrymen by hard, honest work.

How Some Photoplayers Spent

Christmas Fifteen Years Ago
(What They’ll Do This Time)

(Continued from page 26)

I’ve met along the way!” said Mollie Mc-

Connell, flashing the most radiant of Mc-

Connell smiles.

Handsome Gordon Sackville, who was

Kathleen Clifford’s leading man in the re-

cently produced Paramount serial, “Who Is

Number One ?” paused in his dressing-room

activities at the Balboa studio, and by dint

of much wrinkling of his brow and dis-

figurement of the classic features for which

he is noted, brought to light the fact that on

Christmas day, fifteen years ago, he was

en-route between Belgium and Paris. Said

Mr. Sackville:

“This was my second trip overseas, for I

was studying voice culture. It so happened

I was the bearer of a box of American gifts

from an American girl to her sister in

Paris. This sister was studying art and

lived in a home where the father was

German and mother French. I am won-

dering these days as to the domestic welfare

of this family.

“Arriving in Paris late in the afternoon

on Christmas day, I went at once to the

home of the art student, and was, of course,

invited to partake of Christmas dinner and

the attending festivities, all of which was

most agreeable to a travel-worn man.

“Judging from past experience I will

probably be working at the Balboa studio

on Christmas, and will no doubt pause long

enough to consume the proverbial turkey

leg somewhere. My greetings to all film-

dom!” said Mr. Sackville.

Kathleen Clifford, the brilliant little star

scintillating along the Paramount way in the

serial, “Who Is Number One?” production

of Balboa studio, wishes her friends in

screenland a “merrie, merrie old Christmas

and all the fixin’s!”

Kathleen was in England some fifteen

years ago this Yuletide. She became ac-

quainted for the first time with an English

plum pudding and she also “discovered”

Santa Claus, and this was the way of it

:

“I was in a wonderful home in London,

where there were lots of other children and

Christmas eve two of us hid in the great

drawing room behind a secretaire. It was
our intention to wait until everyone had

gone to bed and be there on hand to wel-

come Santa Claus when he came down the

fireplace. Much to our astonishment we be-

held the grownup’s decorating the wonder-

ful Christmas tree and filling our stockings

with toys. Much as we would have liked

to protest against this interference in a

privilege belonging solely to Santa Claus,

we remained quiet and finally, after waiting

until they had all gone, we stole forth and

examined everything. Finally it dawned on

us that we had been deluded all our lives in

regard to this mythical person who came
down the chimney on Christmas eve. Con-

siderably outraged, we went to bed. The
next morning while all the other children

( Continued on page 47)
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THE SPELL OF SAM L IT

A Novel by NORMA BRIGHT CARSON
Author of “TRUEHEART MARGERY”
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters.—Robert Parkhurst,
grandson of Col. Ronald Parkhurst, of Castle Hills, New
York, returns from the Country Club on a summer after-
noon and finds his mother dead in her room. Looking
about bewilderedly, he sees a face in a mirror on the op-
posite wall, a face at once cunning and malevolent; when
"e •nvestigates, he finds no trace of any living presence.

The doctor pronounces heart disease to have been the
cause of Mrs. Parkhurst’s death, and inasmuch as the
lady had been an invalid, everyone accepts this verdict ex-
cept her nineteen-year-old son, who does some private de-
tective work on his own responsibility. With his pet hound
lie searches his mother’s apartments, and discloses a secret
passage and an underground room that shows recent
occupancy. He also makes a much more terrible dis-
co

,

v
,

eiTr in „• fragments of a letter, written to “Dona-
zello Marco, in his mother’s hand. The letter pleads with
tins Donazello” not to come to Castle Hills, and ends up
with ‘would that he were my son.”
The mystery thus begun haunts the boy, who is afraid

to tell his grandfather, Colonel Parkhurst, about the
matter Having no father—his father had died in Italy
soon after his birth—the boy has a horror of finding that
perhaps he is not Robert Parkhurst. He grows ill, and
finally, in desperation, Colonel Parkhurst takes him
abroad.

.
In Switzerland they meet Florian DeMarcel, a man of

strong personality, who wins the boy’s confidence, and
promises to help him find Donazello, of whom the
Colonel knows nothing. DeMarcel himself so resembles
the face Robert saw in the glass that on their first meet-
ing the boy accuses him of having been at Castle Hills
at the tune of his mother’s death. But DeMarcel makes
it clear that this was not so, and succeeds in convincing
the boy of his mistake. Such an influence does DeMarcel
gain oyer Robert that when he invites him to take a
trip with him, Robert is ready to go, whereupon
Colonel Parkhurst returns to America, leaving his grand-
son in charge of the man who has fascinated them both.

Robert has a gay time with DeMarcel on the Continent.
In Paris he becomes known as a rich and spendthrift
American. DeMarcel is, of course, well taken care of in
the arrangement, and the boy does not realize that theman is becoming his master.
Then one day Robert receives a communication from

Donazello. The import is blackmail; he goes with it to
DeMarce

,
and the latter offers to take it in hand for him.

DeMarcel leaves Robert in Paris and goes away; he
sends word of his return presently and brings with him
a proposition whereby Robert is to pay Donazello a cer-tam sum for his silence in regard to a supposed scandal
that will involve the woman whom he knew as mother.
Robert agrees to the proposal, but senses that in some way
DeMarcel is in league with Donazello. He begins to hate
the man, and tries to get rid of him, but it is too late.

In response to a summons from America DeMarcel
and Robert take passage. They arrive at Castle Hills on
the eve of the wedding of Robert’s cousin, Isabel Clifton,
to Bruce Wallace. Mrs. Wallace, Bruce’s mother, is
mistress of Heather Hall, a short distance from the
Parkhurst place. She sends Isabel a gift of a silver
locket, the sight of which causes deep agitation on De
Marcels part. When he finds that the locket is a copy
of one given Mrs. Wallace, who is collector of old silver,
by Robert s mother, he cannot wait to be introduced to
Heather Hall.
At Heather Hall Robert meets Dorothy Anstead, a

Southern girl, with whom he falls in love. Just after
Ins cousin s wedding, he tells Dorothy of his love, but
also tells her the story of the mystery of his identity.

tty ,¥arceI has assured him that his right to the name
of Parkhurst can be called into question. Dorothy will
not believe this, because he looks too much like the Park-
hursts, and she counsels him to wait and perhaps they
can trap DeMarcel.

DeMarcel meets Mrs. Wallace and soon becomes enam-
ored of her. This changes his plans somewhat, but does
not prevent his contriving to have a look at her silver
collection. Among these he finds a silver locket that he
seeks, and he at once hunts up Donazello to tell him
about it.

CHAPTER XVII
Wherein the Silver Locket Changes

Hands

Bruce and Isabel were to be away two
months, the Ansteads sailed for Liver-
pool the day after the wedding, and Mrs.
Wallace stayed on at Heather Hall. Rob-
ert and Colonel Parkhurst had Castle
Hills to themselves, and Robert was
lonely, with his sweetheart gone. Doro-
thy would not be back until the spring,
when she had promised to stay with the
Wallaces, though the rest of the family
would be going home to the South.

Colonel Parkhurst spent most of his
time reading, as he was far from well

;
he

seemed to be failing rapidly. Robert
made short trips to New York, but they
did not go to their town house. In Janu-

ary a letter came from DeMarcel, an-
nouncing his coming to them, and three
days before he was due to arrive Roderigo
put in an appearance. Robert questioned
him anxiously, but to no purpose—Roder-
igo was not telling what he had been
doing or where he had gone, and as Rob-
ert did not care to dismiss the hunchback,
he did not press him.

******
DeMarcel went out of his way to make

himself agreeable when once he was back
at Castle Hills. It seemed to Robert that
in some way the man had changed. He
was more like the DeMarcel that the boy
had first known in Switzerland. At all

events, his attitude was perplexing, and
Robert scarcely knew whether to resent
or welcome the change. Finally, he de-
cided to speak to him plainly.

“Look here, Florian,” he started out
one day when he found himself alone with
DeMarcel, “I don’t seem to understand
you at all. One moment you are doing
everything in your power to affront me,
the next you are overwhelmingly kind.
Now I want to know just what you mean
by it. A few months ago you used every
means in your power to make me realize
my dependence upon your will

;
you were

not above threatening me
;
it was only too

obvious that you were but waiting for
my grandfather’s death to make me and
all that would be mine, your own, or at
least subject to you. I have been half
maddened by your innuendoes; I have a
dozen times made up my mind to end it

all by speaking to my grandfather. Only
a consideration for his increasing feeble-
ness has deterred me, but even that will
not stand in the way if I can satisfy my-
self on certain points. I am tired of all

this deception. I have not been used to
that sort of thing. I may have sowed a
bigger crop of wild oats than most men
of my age, but at bottom I’ve kept
straight. Whether or not my mother was
my mother, she taught me to be honest,
and I have not lived with Colonel Park-
hurst all these years in vain.”

He paused for the effect of his words.
DeMarcel merely said, “Yes?”

“Well,” continued Robert, “it all comes
down to this. I don’t believe that you are
telling me the truth. There’s something
back of the schemes of you and your
precious Donazello. I want to know what
it is. If it’s merely a matter of money,
you can have any amount in reason, but
tell me, once and for all, am I or am I not
Robert Parkhurst?”
He was terribly in earnest, and his

earnestness impressed itself upon his list-

ener. For a full two minutes, however,
DeMarcel kept silent. Then he sat for-
ward and spoke to the boy

:

“I am going to tell you what you want
to know—on one condition.”
“Yes?” said Robert, eagerly.
“Do you happen ever to have seen a

certain curio cabinet that belongs to Mrs.
Wallace?”

“I have, often. Why?”
“Patience, my boy. I will tell you. In

that cabinet is a silver locket—

”

“I know. My mother gave it to Mrs.
Wallace years ago.”
DeMarcel laughed softly. “That locket

has a story—too long a story for me to
tell now, and one that I may not at pres-
ent tell, anyway. Some day you will
know. What I want now—what I must
have if I am to help you, is that locket.”
“How do you propose getting it?” the

boy queried.

“You will get it for me. You will ask
Mrs. Wallace for it. I do not doubt but
that she will give it gladly. You will give
the locket to me, and in return I will tell
you that you are the legitimate son of
Robert Parkhurst. You see, I trust you—I pay my part of the price even before
you promise to pay yours.”

“And you knew that I was Robert
Parkhurst all along?”

“I knew it, yes. But I did not mean
to tell you yet. There is a long and not
altogether pleasant story connected with
it. But one day you will have that whole
story. Meanwhile, I need the locket—to
be of any further use to you.”******
Robert got the locket—so happy in the

assurance that he knew his own rightful
name that he scarcely stopped to figure
out what DeMarcel might want it for.
That very night he sent a message to
Dorothy, and the next day he told his
grandfather of his love for the Southern
girl. Then he took a boat for Cherbourg,
to catch up with the Ansteads. And he
never knew till afterwards that DeMar-
cel crossed on the same boat with him,
on his way to take the locket to his
brother in Florence.

CHAPTER XVIII

Wherein the Locket Gives Up Its
Secret

DeMarcel walked up the steep hill that
led to the home of his fathers. He was
a little more than a mile outside the city
of Florence, and he had left his carriage
at the foot of the hill. He carried a rain-
coat on his arm, and in the other hand
a small traveling bag. As usual he was
immaculate in his appearance, though
the weather was warm and most men per-
spiring.

Half way up the hill he came to a gate,
on which he knocked loudly. There was
a call inside, presently a heavy bolt slid,
and then the gate swung open. A tall,

gaunt old man, in the guise of a servant,
stood within the portals. At sight of De
Marcel his face brightened

; he bowed low
and murmured indistinctly words of wel-
come. DeMarcel returned the greeting
curtly, and strode past him into the pass-
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age beyond. “Messer Donazello?” he

turned to interrogate. Then, not waiting

for a reply, he continued, “Tell him I have

come.” And he went on up the passage,

opened a door, entered one end of the

castle, and finally came into a great, lofty-

ceiled room. The walls of this chamber

were hung with tapestries, beautiful once,

without a doubt, now worn to pale hues

and ill-defined figures. The furniture was

massive and fine—three arm-chairs and a

heavy, elaborately carved table that occu-

pied the centre of the room. The floors

were covered with remnants of rare old

rugs. Tall book-cases lined the walls,

for the most part empty, though the

chairs carried each its burden of heavy,

leather-bound tomes. Altogether the

room typified the remains of a glory long

past and done with, though that it still

served its purpose was attested by the

litter of newspapers and magazines of

entirely current origin which occupied the

table and overflowed the floor.

DeMarcel flung his coat over the back

of a chair, dropped his bag on the floor,

threw his hat on the table, and sat down.

A certain small book caught his eye; he

picked it up, and examined it lovingly. A
glance at the title-page failed to interest

him in the contents, but his fingers wan-

dered in tenderness over the yielding

softness of the binding and played linger-

ingly around the exquisitely tooled edges.

Then suddenly he raised his head.

Donazello was standing in the doorway.

He looked haggard, ill, unkempt. He
wore a frayed smoking jacket, over rusty

trousers, and his slippers were worn and

ill-fitting. His face was unshaven and

rendered ghastly through the contrast of

the beard against the white skin ;
he held

a half-smoked cigarette between his

fingers. Beside DeMarcel he presented a

startling contrast. For DeMarcel looked

the aristocrat through and through ;
Don-

azello, met in the streets of Florence,

might have passed for a peasant half-

starved. Only his hands and eyes were

fine—the former white, well-formed and

exceedingly nervous ;
the latter keen,

black, flashing fire.

“You have come?” he spoke to DeMar-

cel in French.
“Yes,” replied DeMarcel.
“The locket?”

“I have it here.”

The light of fanaticism shone in Dona-

zello’s eyes; he leaped forward. But De
Marcel held him away, as if he sensed

some ulterior motive in his brother’s im-

pulsive approach.

“Sit down,” he commanded. “And ring

for something to drink—if there is any-

thing,” he qualified. Donazello obeyed

almost as one in a trance ;
he had become

suddenly, strangely subdued.

DeMarcel also sat, and the silence was

tense. Normal men would have found it

intolerable. But these two were different

—the one mad with lust for the promised

treasure; the other warily watchful lest

that madness prove too strong for broth-

erly affection.

Finally the wine was brought—in two

dirty, cobwebby bottles, almost the last

from a once justly-famous wine-cellar.

DeMarcel opened a bottle and filled

two glasses. He handed one to Dona-

zello, with the suggestion of a flourish..

“Drink,” he cried, a note of exultation

in his voice. “Drink, my dear Donazello,

to the recovery of the treasure, to the

brightness of the days that the treasure

will bring.”

And Donazello drank, the glass shaking

in a trembling hand.

Then DeMarcel opened his hand and

held it out. On the palm lay the locket

!

Donazello stared at it, fascinated.

“You are sure?” he almost whispered.

DeMarcel laughed. His fingers moved
deftly about the edges; the lid of the

locket sprang open. He lifted a curiously

compact wad of silvered paper, and this

he spread out on the table.

“Read,” he commanded Donazello, and

traced the intricate lines with a paper-

cutter. But at the printed words on the

top of the sheet Donazello went white.

“Lorel,” he whispered faintly, and leaned

against the table for support. “Lorel,”

he repeated, and there was awe in his

voice.

“Yes,” DeMarcel cried sharply. “Lo-
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THE ART ETERNAL
By NORINE STROUCH WINTROW

I "Will war kill the silent drama?’’

| I have heard men lately ask. j

| They will find their question answered j
| If they contemplate the task—
| War would have to do this murder.

1 Shall the war crush splendid art?

j Will high sculpture wane and vanish,
j

1 Or the music of the heart

| Pass from this—our Land of Promise,
g

| Just because red Fury’s surge

| Has upon our mighty Nation

1 Thrown its great, resistless urge? g

1 Art shall live, though hearts of mortals g

1 Fall, pierced through by gleaming sword.
|

| And Art has no finer garment

I Than the drama without words.

| All the beauty of a painting;

g All a sculptured dryad’s grace

1 Live in picture-scenes’ enchantment

1 Or a shadow-maiden’s face.

| Yes, and more. Their charm is greater
g

| For the pictures of the screen g
1 Live and move. They tell whole stories, g

| What great painting have you seen,

| Or what statue, so empowered?
1 Why, as scene on scene is shown

1 You can feel what they are saying.

1 Their lives seem to be your own.

1 Can war crush, with its taxation;

I With mere figures; with expense

| So divine an art, or drive it

| On the tide of battle, hence?

1 It shall live, and down the ages

1 Through our children’s lives shall go

| Silent Drama—Life’s great teacher,

| In her hand Truth’s lamp, aglow.

mil

rel. A pretty revenge—rather subtle for

an American,” he ended bitterly. “Look,

Donazello,” his voice once more eager,

“follow the line—it brings up here. See ?

There Robert Parkhurst put his precious

treasure.”

And Donazello, following closely, be-

came as one possessed. He seized the

second bottle, tore its cork out, poured a

glass and held it high with a wave of his

hand. “To the treasure !” he shouted, “to

the treasure! Come, Florian, come, a

drink, and then we will go to find the

treasure! In our own house! Under our

very noses ! Oh, Florian, the treasure ! I

can see the jewels sparkle, I can hear the

chink of gold—jewels and money, silver

and gold, freedom, Florian, and pleasures,

the pleasures that riches bring. Drink,

Florian, drink your fill, and we will go.”

But DeMarcel quietly folded up the pa-

per, replaced it in the locket, and put the

locket in his wallet. Then he sat down
^

again.

“It were as well,” he admonished

gently, “that you compose yourself. We
do not seek the treasure till midnight.

And during our search, my brother,” he

said softly, “you may go first
;
I’ll follow.”

He smiled and his brother swore—not in

classical Italian. But the search was post-

poned till midnight.

* * * * * *

A week later a dapper little French-

man—presumably—who called himself

M. Marce, stood on the deck of an ocean-

liner departing from Naples. It was Don-
azello, shaved and decently attired—

a

trifle over-attired, one might say. But he

was quite content with himself—justly or

otherwise—and he hummed a little tune

as he watched the land receding. “South

America,” he reflected. “There may be a

few pretty women left, who knows ?” And
he laughed softly. “A French count,” he

murmured. “A French count—I wonder
if they like them in South America?”

* * s|e * * * ^

DeMarcel, meanwhile, stopped over in

Paris—to make sure that Robert had gone

back to America. DeMarcel’s suite in the

Grand Hotel was quite to his liking, and

life seemed suddenly a most interesting

piece of business. He was rich—he, De
Marcel—he could court the little lady he

loved, and court her he would. For the

time being he would give over intrigue

and lead an honest life—after a while, of

course, well, one can never tell, but now
he would play the courtier, and he knew
how well he could play it. Thereupon

he ran off to catch the next boat across

the Atlantic.

CHAPTER XIX
Wherein DeMarcel Goes A-Wooing

If Mrs. Wallace was surprised, she was
also pleased when she saw DeMarcel
come walking up the path toward the

Hall. “He is back again,” she said to her-

self, and hurried away to change her

gown. For the first time in years her

maid found her fractious. Indeed, a spirit

of perversity seizing her, the little lady

kept her visitor waiting as much as a half-

hour. However, it was with an air of spe-

cial graciousness that she finally appeared

on the scene, though a close observer

would have noted in the warmth of her

greeting a certain flutter of embarrass-

ment. As for DeMarcel—never in his

life had he felt so ill at ease, so awkward,

or so at the mercy of circumstances. His

usual glibness deserted him entirely, and ^

in the end only a call for tea saved the

situation. But under the stimulating in-

fluence of the beverage he hated, DeMar-
cel regained his poise.

^
“It is good news that I have brought

from France,” he managed to remark,

after some commonplaces.

“Ah,” murmured Mrs. Wallace, “I am
always glad to hear good news.”

“It is money,” her guest ventured

softly.

“Money?” inquiringly.

“I was so poor, you know,” DeMarcel

explained. “Not a franc did I possess,

and only a small pittance from my gov-

ernment was my reward for diplomatic

services.”

“Yes, and now?”
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“Now I am rich. My mother’s brother

has made me his heir.”

“Why,” said Mrs. Wallace, extending
her hand, “I am very glad.”

DeMarcel retained the hand, wondering
how best to proceed. Then he released

it and asked for a second cup of tea.

Whereat the lady smiled demurely.

“You will return to France?” she

queried.

“Alas, Madam, I do not know. This
America-—I love it. And, Madam, there

are people in America whom I love,” he
halted.

“Oh, of course, Robert, and the other

folks at Castle Hills.”

“And the folks at Heather Hall,” he
chimed in eagerly. Then he carefully

set down his tea-cup and got up out of

his chair. Before Mrs. Wallace knew
what he was about, he was on one knee
before her—not in any ridiculous attitude

of adoration, but carrying about him a

certain air of proud humility. He took

her hands very gently in his own, and
raised them, first one and then the other,

to his lips. And his voice thrilled his

hearer as he told her what he had come
to say.

“Years ago,” he began, “I promised my-
self that I would have no more of women.
Once, when I was young, I loved a girl.

I told you that she died. She did not

—

she proved unfaithful. Therefore I hated

her—to me she was dead—but because

of her I went further—I hated all women.
When I was a boy, I was a good boy, a

devout boy. I was to have entered the

Church. But I fell upon evil ways. I am
not French, as you may think, but Italian.

And I am a Catholic. Last week I made
full confession, and I am resolved to

make myself worthy of the woman I love.

That woman, as you must know, is your-

self. I could not ask you to marry me
when I had nothing. But I come to you
now with wealth, and I want you to be
my wife. You may do with me what you
will, if you will only love me.”

Mrs. Wallace could never recall just

what happened in the next few minutes.

And yet they remained the sweetest mem-
ory of her life. For DeMarcel was no
amateur in love-making, and he fired the

imagination of this woman whose French
blood had been frozen on more conven-

tional soil. Moreover, for once in his

life, DeMarcel was being sincere. It was
true that he loved this woman

;
it was true

that in order to have her he was ready to

give up being a mere adventurer, and in

the joy of discovering his affection re-

turned he forgot that he was no longer

young, that Mrs. Wallace was the mother
of a married man, and so they were like

two children together, for Mrs. Wallace
also seemed to overlook the fact that this

was a middle-aged romance, and one that

most people would presently wonder at.

In after years, when the shadows had
come and gone, this was still the golden

day in Mrs. Wallace’s life—-a space of

hours consecrated to Love and hallowed
beyond all other hours that she had known
and lived.

DeMarcel remained to dinner, and they

passed the evening together making plans.

It was late when he left, but he was like a

new man, and he left behind him a su-

premely elated little lady who could

scarcely believe that her years of loneli-

ness were to have so great a crown of

happiness.

CHAPTER XX
Wherein the Plot Thickens

Robert brought Dorothy, with her

mother and sister, back to Castle Hills on
the same day that DeMarcel proposed to

Mrs. Wallace. It was late that night be-

fore they retired, for Robert and Dorothy
had much to say to one another. Also,

the Castle Hills library was made for

love-making, and in the quiet hours of the

late evening gave a : splendid) retreat.

Robert had missed DeMarcel, but was
told that he had gone to the Hall, and as

he was not so particularly anxious to en-

counter him, he did not mind getting to

bed before his return. Had Robert waited

for DeMarcel, a tragedy might have been
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1 A PLAIN CLOTHES FAIRY
By WILL WATERS

| Yes, lift up the latch

| And enter my thatch,

| No, Dearie, you do not intrude,

1 Pm looking for you

| The whole evening through. j
| How are you, friend Red Riding Hood? j

1 You’re not that sweet lass?

| Well, then let it pass; |
1 But I swear by my watch, that tick- |

tocks,

1 You are just as fair ,
—

•

| Say, Kid, put it there;

| You sew a fine seam, Curly Locks.

1 Why, 1 am surprised,

| 1 never surmised

| What a very bad guesser 1 am.

| Come, sit on this tuffet,

| My Little Miss Muffet,

| And Pll bring you some cookies and jam.

| What’s that you explain,

| I must guess again?

| Well, then you are Little Bo Peep;

J 1 know I am right,

| For 1 heard tonight

| The bah of a little lost sheep.

| Please don’t look askance;

| I can tell by your glance

| You think I’m a fibber for sure.

| Now this guess is true,

| / can tell by your shoe,

1 Prince Charming will knock at the door, §

| Don’t laugh me to shame,

| For the maids that I name
| All bear great resemblance to you.

| Oh! sweetheart, I’m for you;
Pray tell me who are you?
Oh, Lordy! I wish that I knew!

Now, please stop your mirth

1 And I’ll come down to earth;

This time it will be treasure trove.

Now I get you, Dearie,

You sweet plain clothes Fairy;

| Come right to my heart, BESSIE LOVE

!

j

averted, but the Fates played against the

man who had boasted that he could con-

trol them. * * * * * *

Robert did not at once go to bed. Usu-
ally he read at this time, but tonight there

was much to think about. So he put on a

dressing-gown and slippers and sat down
by the open window. He turned no light

on in the room, for the moon was up, and

so he sat there and dreamed, and pres-

ently must have fallen asleep.

The first glimmer of the dawn came
stealing in at the window and found him
still there. Suddenly he started up, his

eyes wide open and staring. A hand had

been laid on him; he saw Roderigo by
the chair.

Robert’s first impulse was to protest

against this unceremonious awakening.

but before he could speak the dwarf’s

face was bent close to his, and into his

ears sounded a mysterious whisper.

“Sh! Come, Monsieur, come with me,

quickly.” And before Robert could say a

word, he found himself divested of his

slippers, and half lifted toward the door.

They went out of the room noiselessly,

Roderigo leading the way. The house

was still dark, scarcely a suggestion of

the coming day greyed the hallway, but

Roderigo, as if by instinct, never faltered

in their passage down the stairs and

across the entire width of the house to an

opposite wing, where he paused abruptly

before a door. All at once Robert real-

ized where they were going. They were

at the door of the room in which his

mother had died. It seemed incredible

that Roderigo should bring him here; he

was minded to stop and demand an ex-

planation. But Roderigo had no time for

explanations. He laid his hand on Rob-

ert’s shoulder and turned him around.

The change of position discovered a fine,

thin stream of light breaking across the

shadows
;
a little forward movement, and

Robert found himself placed where he

could see into the room through a crack

where the hunchback must have opened

the door. It took him a few seconds to

accustom himself to the dimness, but

when he did discern something it filled

him with anger and astonishment. He
peered into the room in a sheer passion of

fascination. For where the old secretary

that had belonged to his mother stood in

its corner, a man was standing, a lighted

candle in one hand, the secretary open

before him
;
as they watched, he put down

the candle on a chair, and opened the sec-

retary, his hands fumbling with papers.

The man was DeMarcel—he was the

man of the looking-glass. At least so it

appeared to Robert. Robert made a sud-

den movement, but Roderigo was too

quick. The young man was lifted on the

hunchback’s shoulder, and in two min-

utes more was put down in his own room.

Anger, amazement, growing second by

second, inclined his heart to murder. He
was blind, deaf, dumb with rage. But

when he looked around for Roderigo the

dwarf was gone. He switched on the

light and made for the door. It was
locked ! For some unknown reason Rob-

ert was a prisoner in his own room, and

Roderigo must be responsible.

CHAPTER XXI

Wherein Roderigo Takes the Law Into

His Own Hands

Nobody knew what had happened, and

yet the whole household was in a turmoil.

It began with the cry of a man, such a

cry as a strong man gives in a moment of

agony; the cry was followed by the

pounding on a door in another section of

the house, pounding accompanied by

shouts. Then suddenly Robert, who had

done this last shouting, appeared in the

hall wrapped in a dressing-gown, his face

white, his eyes wide with horror; back

of him came Dorothy Anstead, a thin

wrapper flung over her nightdress, and a

moment later Colonel Parkhurst came
into the hall, while from another direc-

tion ran a troupe of servants, each asking

a different question, while their faces

shone ghastly in the early light, and it

was obvious that most of them trembled.

( Concluded in January issue)
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WHAT’S WRONG
CAN WRITE
A YOUNG

woman with ink

covering all ex-

posed parts of her

person appeared
at the office door
of the Lasky Stu-

dio General Man-
ager, Milton E.

Hoffman recently

and declared that unless they started
work on her next picture soon she wouldn’t
even know herself. With the aid of blot-

ting paper, the ink was removed sufficiently

to disclose that it was none other than
Louise Huff, who appears with Jack Pick-
ford in “Jack and Jill.”

Although Louise must have looked all

wrong, she was certainly all ready to write
herself.

HIS press agent claims that Taylor
Holmes, the comedian, walked most of the
way from Chicago to Boston to get his first

job on the stage.

But the long walk was worth it, since it

cleared the way for several long runs on
Broadway.

ta

AMONG the photoplayers who are doing
everything in their power to co-operate
with Herbert Hoover in food conservation
is Marguerite Clayton, who has trimmed
her menu down to about one course and a
half.

There are plenty of others, however, who
have got no further in their economy than
to cut out toothpicks.

EVIDENTLY Mack Sennett believes in

evolution. In his latest photoplays he is

dressing the men up in feminine attire.

Corsets all funny business.

PAULINE FREDERICK spent her Octo-
ber vacation, consisting of ten days, buying
Christmas presents.

Judging from the way prices and taxes
are increasing, we did all our Xmas shop-
ping last Christmas.

HERE’S a paradox—Ann Little is a big
favorite.

So there’s nothing in size except sighs.

A RECENT Metro photoplay is called “A
Sleeping Memory.”

Sort of synonymous to absent-mindedness,
we would say.

ta

IF there is anyone Julian Eltinge, the
famous female impersonator, despises it is

a “sissy.” In private life he is one of the
manliest of men. On the screen you will

find him to be one of the loveliest of lovely

women.

Just exactly what Julian is—is a real reel

fellow who can make women envious of him.

GREEN STORIEi
wMWi

AMONG the best knitters in Filmland is

June Caprice.

Still, Bill S. Hart is very good at knitting

—his eyebrows.

ta

THERE is a photoplay current entitled

“The Angel Factor.”

It does seem like overstepping the bounds
of propriety, for angels “just are” and are
not manufactured.

BRYANT WASHBURN wants to know
what a hard smoker is going to do if the
price of tobacco continues to rise.

Oh, that’s easy (and more healthful, too)
—abstain.

te

VIRGINIA VALLI, the Essanay star,

spends her time between scenes in the studio
reading law books.

Looks like she is preparing to lay the law
down to somebody. An easy target would
be that fellow, Mayor Thomas B. Smith, of
Philadelphia.

Ra

WOULD you like to know our idea of a
very strong cast?

Charlie Chaplin supported by a piece of
limburger cheese.

ARE motion pictures still as popular as
ever?

Has John D. Rockefeller still got a spare
dime?

BEVERLY BAYNE is an omniverous
reader of magazines and she says she wishes
they were all published thrice a month in-

stead of once.

Evidently she thinks because wood pulp
grows on trees that it is plentiful. But, be-
lieve me, Beverly, all publishers wish they
could get out their publications half of once
a month while paper is so all-fired scarce.
Why, the woody stuff is so scarce that they
wanted me to cut this department of mine
down to a “stick.”

PAULINE FREDERICK recently tried on
200 gowns in a single morning.

Now say a moving picture star doesn’t
have her trials!

Re

DIRECTOR Donald Mackenzie, of Pathe,
declares that women take greater risks than
men in pictures.

They do the same thing in real life, too,

and every man knows of specific instances.

IS FAITH
STIRRING US?
ARE we free

agents or are all

our actions gov-

erned by some
dominant force
over which we
have no control?

This is a ques-

tion being asked
by Mollie King,

the fascinating star of Pathe’s latest serial,

“The Seven Pearls.” “Things happen to

me,” said Miss King, “so directly contrary

to the way I plan them that I am beginning

to believe we are merely so many manni-
kins, jumping this way or that, whenever
somebody pulls the strings.”

Let us be lucid—Fate is the chief string-

puller, while girls do the most of the roping-

in, and men devote their time generally to

yarns.

Ra

ANN MURDOCK says she loves simpli-

city in everything.

The simplicity of a simpleton, too?

WHEN his horse stepped into a hole and ||

threw him violently to a pavement, J. War- j§

ren Kerrigan sustained a broken leg.

Fortunately, the fall did not break his

contract and he is already making another m
picture.

r s m

IT is said Charles Ray is so sensitive that B
he has a horror of offending anyone. B

Good for Charles. The only thing of- ji

fensive any of us can approve is the kind H
General Haig is slamming at the German m
“germs.”

Si 1
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is getting §j

mighty “chummy” with Evangelist Billy M
Sunday.

Perchance Doug is working for a sea-

son pass to flash on Saint Peter.

NOT long ago William S. Hart donned
overalls and played the role of carpenter

to the extent of building one of the sets for

his new Artcraft picture all by himself.

The very fact that he still has finger-

nails after driving all those nails proves

that Bill is more than just a crackerjack

actor.

ta

LESTER CUNEO, who has been the

villain in most of Harold Lockwood’s photo-

plays of the last year, has been called as a
member of the new national army.

Here’s hoping Lester’s villainy hereafter

will consist of good straight shooting at

the enemy and that he returns safe and
sound a hero.

m
SUSIE LIGHT MOON is the name of an

Indian squaw appearing in support of

William Desmond in “Master of His Home.”

Just like a moon about all Susie does in

the picture is to “set,” and again like the

moon she is totally eclipsed ere long.

mi ilium rain mini null
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How Some Photoplayers Spent

Christmas Fifteen Years Ago
(Continued from page 42)

a in in mil

were exclaiming over the goodness of Santa

Claus, we alone knew the truth. They never

fooled us after that.

“I expect to entertain a party of friends

at my hotel this Christmas. When one has

no home, a good hotel is the next best place.”

Anita King, the charming star of the

Horkeimer-Mutual program, tells this little

Christmas story of fifteen years ago. In its

warp and woof will be found a strain of

pathos intermingled with the Christmas joy.

“I was living in a hotel iri Syracuse, N. Y.
fifteen years ago. I had no other home and
my uncle, who was also my guardian, had
presented me with a fur-lined coat and a

little muff to match.
“I will never forget that Christmas. It

was the day of my life. I was so proud
of that fur set. I think Syracuse was the

coldest place in the whole world that day.

The sidewalks were sheer ice. My uncle

had left word that I was not to venture out.

And me, with my new set of furs ! Imagine !

Living in a hotel of course I had no Christ-

mas tree. So contrary to instructions, I

attired myself in my fur coat, and carrying

the muff I went forth. The first thing I did

was to skid and fall. The muff slipped out
of my grasp and the wind carried it along
and a big dog pounced on it and ran away
with it in his mouth. I hurried along after

him crying and falling as I went, and I

bumped into a poor little tyke standing on
the corner, half frozen trying to sell some
papers. He was crying too. So I asked him
what he was crying about, and he said he
was cold. And he asked me what I was cry-

ing about, and I told him. I never did

find the dog or muff. But I had just enough
Santa Claus money with me to give that

little boy some Christmas, and we bought
candy and bananas and I took him to the

hotel with me, and gee, we had some Christ-

mas dinner

!

STRONG SCENARIOS WANTED. any form accepted.
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“I wish all my friends in the profession

as happy a Christmas this year as I had

fifteen years ago.”

Ruth Lackaye, character woman of Bal-

boa, better known as Ruth Hamilton of the

legitimate stage sends Yuletide greetings to

all her friends.

“It’s a far cry, fifteen years back,” said

Miss Lackaye. “I was living at the Holland

House in New York. My guest on Christ-

mas day was Ethel Greybrook, an English

actress then with Herbert Kelsey. A party

of mutual friends came in the evening,

largely members of the Charles Frohman
Lyceum Company.

“I expect to attend a family reunion in

Berkeley, Cal., this Christmas. My sister,

who has a large family, has planned a cele-

bration in honor of my return to the coast.”

Corenne Grant, who plays heavy leads

for the Balboa screen, and is noted as this

studio’s exponent of new thought, even to

esoteric mysticism, remembers well her

Christmas of fifteen years ago. It was on

this occasion that she enjoyed her first sleigh

ride, and best of all, in company with her

very first beau, which proves that whatever

Corenne has developed into, originally she

was human like all the rest of her sex. They

drove ten miles through a soft fall of “the

beautiful snow,” to a large country home in

Missouri outside of Kansas City, where

there was an immense tree, and the biggest

turkey she ever beheld, and loads of other

good things to eat. But on the way home, it

was so cold, says Corenne, “that I froze a

toe, and that was the end of a perfect day
!”

Helen Ferguson: “There is nothing that

makes me more deliciously happy than wish-

ing my friends a Merry Christmas. When
I do I usually feel all bubbly-over with

gorgeous Santa Claus and candy-eating

visions, with heaps of joy thrown in and I

want all my friends to know that I wish

them slews of gladness on Christmas day.

“I don’t know how I spent Christmas

fifteen years ago. You see I had just cele-

brated my first birthday, and was just learn-

ing to walk. But mother says I had gobs

of dolls, a wonderful tree and an infinite

number of presents. I devoured some of

the candy safely, but two of the dolls I

broke. Wasn’t that a horrid way to show

my appreciation of them?”

Jack Gardner, former musical comedy
star now being featured in Essanay comedy

dramas, is thankful to the motion picture

industry for his first opportunity of many
years to have a Christmas day away from

the glare of the footlights.

“ft will seem strange to have a Christmas

day not interrupted by a special Christmas

matinee and a night performance,” said Jack

between scenes at the studio, “and I surely

intend to take full advantage of it. I am
going to gorge on a big Christmas dinner,

go to see a photoplay at night, and be thank-

ful to the inventor of the cinema.

“Fifteen years ago brings to me fond

memories of college days and the Christmas

holidays.

“I was in my sophomore year at college

then, and every college man knows what

it is to be a sophomore and have half of

the school year ended. Anyhow, I remem-
ber that I journeyed to my home at Louis-

ville, Ky., with a crowd of school chums,

and there were reunions galore and dances

and dinners and all sorts of affairs too

numerous to mention. Then it was back to

school, and we were chumps enough to

think we were having a tough time of it.”

Miss Virginia Valli: “That the Yuletide

season should bring happiness to every one

of us is the hope of all, but the season this

year, I feel, should be tempered with a

thought and deed of appreciation to our

boys who have answered the call of the

colors, and I take this opportunity, figura-

tively speaking, to grasp them by the hand

and say ‘Good cheer.’ I hope the little

Christmas offerings I have prepared for

the boys here and abroad will add a mite

to their happiness. To my friends of the

photoplay world I bid a happy and cheerful

Christmas and a prosperous New Year.”

With her “Dad” as her best beau and with

mother assisting, Miss Valli will spend

Christmas before the family fireside. Miss

Valli is a most homey girl and to her idea,

she says, an old-fashioned Christmas is

best of all.

Her program will be changed this year,

however, by a trip to Fort Sheridan, near

Chicago, where she will distribute cigarettes

and tobacco to the soldier boys who are sta-

tioned there.

Beautiful Eyebrows

and Eyelashes
will transform a plain, unattractive face to

one full of charm, beauty and expression.

Read what a famous fashion and beauty
expert says in the Chicago Examiner:

—

“There are many actresses and society women
famed for their long, silky lashes and beauti-

fully arched eyebrows that owe their attractive-

ness to the use of a little preparation called

Lash-Brow-Ine.”—Madame Chic.

If your eyebrows are short, thin and un-

even, it is quite possible and easy to remedy
Nature’s neglect and acquire luxuriant

eyebrows and long, thick, silky lashes by
simply applying a little

nightly. This well known preparation
nourishes in a natural mannerthe eyebrows
and lashes, making them thick, long and
silky, thus giving depth and soulful ex-

pression to the eyes and beauty to the face.

LASH-BROW-INE which hasbeen success-
fully used by thousands, is guaranteed

absolutely harmless. It has passed the

famous Westfield-McClure laboratory test

for purity.

Sold in two sizes, 50c and $1.00. Send price for

size you wish and we will mail LASH-BROW-INE
together with our Maybell Beauty Booklet, pre-

paid in plain sealed cover. Satisfaction assured
or price refunded.

Avoid Disappointment with Worthless Imitations
— Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine manufactured only by

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008 64 Indiana Ave. Chicago. III.
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Bobby and Helen Connelly and Christmas
By ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

mm

ON’T let them hurt her—Oh,
take them away,” shrieked
child’s voice as I made my
way through a tangled maze
of scenes and sets, looking for

Studio No. 5, where the guide at the Vita-
graph door had told me I would find

Bobby and Helen Connelly, the dear, lit-

tle kiddies who hold sway in the hearts
of all movie fans.

The voice was broken by sobs and one
felt a lump rising in their own throat at
the thought of- the little one’s trouble.
Could it be possible that this was only
Bobby rehearsing some scene, I asked
myself—never in all the world, I con-
cluded—surely those cries came from a
little heart that was really broken.
But when a sudden turn brought me

to a scene showing a pretty nursery, I

discovered Bobby going through his role
under the powerful lights, real tears

—

those of the salty, briny variety* trickling
down his chubby cheeks as the camera-
man mechanically registered the action.
Bobby is even a greater artist than I

thought.
Mrs. Connelly, the “Mother Dear” of

the two kiddies, who sat knitting just
outside the camera’s vision, rose to greet
me and guided me to a seat beside her
own, where I sat spell-bound until I was
rudely brought to my senses by the direc-
tor crying “Al-r-i-g-h-t

!”

At this magic word, the electrician
turned off the lights and the camera-man
stopped his mechanical grinding, while
Bobby arose from the forlorn little heap
he made on the floor and ran to his moth-
er’s side.

His firm handshake as he manfully ac-
knowledged the introduction straightway
won him an even greater place in my
heart, for it told far better than words, the
fine character now in the moulding.
When the tear stains had been wiped

away with some powder, he returned to
his director who, after a few words of ex-
planation, had the next scene rehearsed.
This scene takes place much later in the
picture and the action was altogether dif-

ferent. Here Bobby is playing with a
pet dog who scampers about the nursery
floor in a most circus-like way. Laughter
now took the place of tears and genuine
chuckles escaped from the little fellow as
he went through the scene.

“Now, Bob, you’re through until two
this afternoon,” declared the director.

“We’ll have the dancing scenes then, Mrs.

DIAMOND
RING OFFER

Your Old Hair
J# 2AEBp can be made up into puffs, switches

transformations, or curls. 3 stem
switches, $1.50, 2 stems, $1, all around
pompadour. $2. Old switchesdyed. $1,
to any shade but grey. We guarantee
to please you . LULU DUNHAM

1 ..
120 South State Street, Chicago, 111.

Connelly,” he continued, “so a change in

clothes will be necessary—Two this after-

noon then.”

Before he had finished, Bobby had
flown to a corner behind some scenery,
from which issued much laughter.
“Jimmy Crickets, you’ve put your list

of things under my name and my things
under your name, Helen,” we heard him
say. Then more laughter, after which he
emerged, leading his pretty, little sister

with her laughing eyes and golden curls
towards us.

In his own manly way, he introduced
Helen to me, and I discovered her to be
as sweet and girlish as he was manly. Her
graceful curtsy as she repeated my name

in a sweet, musical voice told of the train-

ing she receives in a private school with
her brother every day when they are not
working at the studios.

“Now, chickens, we’ll go over to our
dressing-room, where we can be more
comfy,” said Mrs. Connelly, rising, and
we were a happy party as we left the
bustle and confusion of the studio and
entered the dressing-room where the kid-

dies play when they are not needed upon
the studio floor.

Here I learned that the list which had
occasioned the remark from Bobby was
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their letter to Santa Claus. Helen, be-
ing a little older, is able to write a more
legible hand, so she had been elected to

complete the letter while Bobby was
busy upon the studio floor.

Their dressing-room is one of the pret-

tiest it has ever been my privilege to see.

The walls are buff, while the border con-
sists of rabbits painted in various poses.
A serviceable straw rug of brown covers
the floor, which is strewn with picture-

books, games, a toy railroad and many
dolls. The furniture is white, with scenes
from the nursery rhymes painted upon it

in pretty colors, while at the window
hang curtains on which are painted blue-
birds in flying poses. Altogether it is a
charming room, and it is here that they
sign the pictures requested by their many
friends, study their lessons brought home
from school with their mother and ac-

complish the other tasks which fall to
them. To the writing-table they ran the
minute they entered the room, and in a few
minutes the letter was completed.

“Dear Santa,” it read :

—

We know you’ll be very busy this

Christmas making the little boys and girls

in Europe happy so they’ll forget the
war happening so near their homes.
Mother has told us all about the poor
boys and girls over there and we do want
you to be awfully good to them. But
if you have any time left to visit us we
would like very much to have the follow-
ing things

:

Bobby
Bell for bicycle

American flag

Baseball
Magic lantern

With much love,

Bobby and Helen.

Helen
Doll carriage
Fairy tale book
Signet ring

When they brought the letter for us
to read before running downstairs to put
it in the post-box, Mrs. Connelly sug-
gested that they tell me about their
Christmas while she prepared luncheon.
This they gladly did, and their eyes shone

with delight as they voiced the thoughts
which had occupied their minds for weeks.

“We’ll be up long before the sun rises

on Christmas,” began Bobby smiling,
“because we never can go back to sleep
once we’re awake, and on Christmas we

WEG.U.S.PAT. or fT
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"MI-RITA ” Gray Hair Rejuvenator— not
a dye.

“MI-RITA” Skin Rejuvenatoi removes
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chins. All Other Toilet Requisites.

If your Druggist cannot supply, send direct to Office

always wake up good and early. Mother
says it’s the excitement. Well, anyhow,
we’ll steal downstairs as quietly as we
know how—sometimes our feet get cold
and our teeth chatter awful, but we don’t
mind that. Then we get into the parlor,

Helen always remembers to close the
door after us, for I never can help giving
a war whoop like the Indians do when
they’re happy, you know. Mother says
mine is almost as loud as their’s, too,

sometimes. (This is a bragging tone.)
Of course, we are heard before long any-
how, and we get chased back to bed, but
we always take our stockings with us. I

think myself this is most fun of all, guess-
ing what’s coming out next as you put
your hand in. We always have wanted
our stockings bigger, so the fun would
last longer—this year we’re going to bor-
row papa’s bicycle stockings. He doesn’t
use them any more ’cause bicycles have
gone out of style and men don’t wear
stockings in automobiles like they did when
they rode on bicycles.”

Mam’selle Bebe Bonbon
(Continued from page 29)
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perhaps she takes a dip in the neighbor-
ing ocean, for she is an accomplished
swimmer and one of the prettiest and most
graceful water-nymphs that adorn the Pa-
cific coast.

Her hobbies? Animals, first, last and
always. She has a motley assortment of

pets that range from a Scotch collie to a

horned toad. She is an officer in the

Los Angeles Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, and doesn’t believe

in keeping them in captivity.

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and
valuable. Send dime or stamps today. Interesting.
Illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE I

Film Information Bureau. Sta. E, Jackson, Mich.
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Francis Bushman, the Patriot

( Continued from page 19)

ill mini ilium

being swept clean. Mammy Ca’line is too

old for active service now, but her eagle eye

oversees every task performed about the

“Big House,” and on week-ends, when the

Master is expected home, every single room
must be cleaned until it is absolutely spotless

(which was its condition before the clean-

ing, usually), fresh flowers put in all the

rooms, and a maid, or valet detailed for each

expected guest. The neat men servants,

who act as valets to male guests at Bush-
manor, do so under the eagle eye of Jim,

who has “valeted” Mr. Bushman for years.

In short, Bushmanor is the sort of home
for which the South was famous before the

horrors and devastation of the Civil War

—

a blow from which the gallant, loyal, brave

South will never recover fully. Mr. Bush-

man is a Southerner, and it is his greatest

ambition to keep ever alive, in the home he

has built, the traditions and customs of the

“Old South.”
And the Master of Bushmanor is an en-

tirely different man to the one whom you
watch on the screen. At home he is a pros-

perous banker, or broker—there’s never a

word of “shop” or “trade” from him—un-

less his guests are picture-people, who wish
to discuss this. His screen successes have
no place in the conversation and daily life

of Francis Bushman, of Bushmanor, Rider-

wood, Green Spring Valley, Md.
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The Judgment House
( Continued, from page 23)
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to arise, and he gently helped his wife to

her feet.

“I am so happy to know that you did
not commit that foul deed,” he whispered
into her ear.

“And I am just as happy, dear, to know
that after all I did not wed a murderer,
and that instead you are a heroic soldier,

for I have heard of your brave deeds on
the field of battle,” she answered back as

she impulsively squeezed her husband’s
hand.
’Twas thus that this couple were re-

united in love, made stronger by trials

and tribulations. They were free to start

on a new and happier life—to emerge
from the house of judgment, each guilt-

less of a serious wrong.
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Mary Pickford in the Midst
of Christmas Spirit

(Continued from page IS)
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First Regiment, California Field Artillery,

under her special care.

Within a few months, when the bat-

talion accompanies the rest of the regi-

ment to France, each man in “Mary’s Six
Hundred” will wear a locket about his

neck containing a miniature of his petite

protector.

The formal adoption took place re-

cently at Camp Arcadia, when Col. Fred.
Peterson ordered out the entire battalion

for the ceremony. The battalion is made
up of Battery F, of Los Angeles

;
Battery

E, of Oakland, and Battery D, of San
Diego.

“I shall take each of my 600 sons under

my wing,” said Miss Pickford on this oc-

casion in her little speech to the boys,

“and I intend to see to it that they re-

ceive the little luxuries which they cannot

otherwise obtain, including plenty of to-

bacco and candy.” On another occasion

a Christmas party, with its tree, lighted

candles, stockings and all that go to make
up a Yuletide celebration, was given by
Mary at the studio. What if the affair

was held in September? This did not

prevent the attendance of all the screen’s

most popular stars, who piled their gifts

at the foot of the tree. The next day an-

other large case of good things was sent

on its way to “the first to fight.”

And thus, although unable to herself

shoulder a gun in the cause of democracy,
Our Mary is doing everything possible

to help those to whom this duty is en-

trusted. Many a son of Uncle Sam “over

there” will silently thank America’s mo-
tion picture queen whose heart is as big

as her popularity and wish her greater

success as a reward for her attention to

their welfare.
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Three Christmas Eves
(Continued from page 18)
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gone over an embankment. The shock
was too much, as she was in a frail con-

dition, and a long hospital illness fol-

lowed, during which time her money was
used up and word came that her mother
had passed away. When she was able

to leave the hospital it was with the feel-

ing that she was alone in the world.

She wrote to her good friends, the Saf-

fords, and gave the letter to a small boy
to post. It was lost through a yawning
hole in the little fellow’s pocket and a
passing street cleaner soon gathered it up.

As no answer came, Virginia concluded
that her friends had gone away or had
lost interest in her. There seemed no

How I Doubled My
Salary as Stenographer

Stenographers and other typewriter
users will be interested in the remark-
able experience of Miss Anna S. Cubbi-
son, of Harrisburg, Penna., who is to-

day filling one of the best positions in

that city. Some time ago she realized
that slow typewriting was keeping her
from earning a large salary. She wasn’t
turning out enough finished work ! So
she took up the New Way in Typewrit-
ing and, she says, “I progressed rapidly

in my chosen work and am today filling the position
of Chief Clerk to the Dept, of Parks and Public Prop-
erty, my salary being exactly double what it was when
I took up the study of the New Way in Typewriting.
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tion—your undying loyalty, has made me the

happiest woman in all the world.

And this does not begin to express the feeling of

Clara Kimball Young
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opening, as she was on her last five

dollars.

Application to an employment agency
brought her face to face with the oppor-
tunity to go as a cook on a ranch at un-
usually large pay. She would have a
stout girl to help her, but would be
obliged to plan, direct, and partly prepare
the meals with her own hands. The em-
ployment agent also added that her trans-
portation from the city would be paid.

Knowing that the money she had would
leave small margin after paying her room
rent, she accepted, and went out first by
trolley and then by auto stage to the
Lucky Strike Ranch. The delicately-
reared girl was viewed with astonishment
by the rough hands, and many of them
made uncomplimentary remarks on the
side about her.

It was not until the manager of the
ranch returned, a week or so later, that
the new cook felt that she was to have

. adequate protection. In fact, she had
been on the point of leaving several times,
but the quiet of the country had been re-
freshing and she had nowhere else now
to go.

Big Saffy, as the men called the man-
ager of the ranch, was a tall, handsome,
blonde fellow whom they all respected,
even although he was on friendly terms
with all of them. There was only one
man on the ranch, a dark-haired, hard-
eyed fellow by the name of Ben Jenkins,
who did not treat Mrs. Manson with re-
spect from the time Big Saffy returned,
and even he was inclined to seek oppor-
tunities when his unwelcome advances
would not be seen by the rest. The entire
crew on the ranch appreciated the good
cooking and the home-like surroundings
the young widow provided.

Again and again Mr. Saffy, as Mrs.
Manson called him, found himself re-
garding her with a puzzled air, as though
he had seen her somewhere before, but
she never spoke about herself, and from
no part of his memory could he summon
up the picture of the gingham-clad figure
who moved quietly about the ranch house.

It was Mrs. Manson’s duty to order
supplies, and she had no idea that her as-
sistant, a half-witted appearing girl, was
stealing part of them and carrying them
off to her own family, several miles away.
Judy, as the girl was called, often rode
one of the ranch ponies to her own home.
Her practice was to take a basket of gro-
ceries out, hide them behind some flower-
ing shrubs down the lane out of sight of
the house. These she picked up later as
she went by.

Big Saffy, whose duty it was to go over
all of the expense accounts, puzzled some-
times at the large amount of supplies
used, but he knew their housekeeper
never left the ranch, and so, in the face of
the rising cost of supplies, he felt it his
duty to urge economy. This he did re-
spectfully, but with diffidence, as he could
not get away from the feeling that Mrs.
Manson had not always been in a position
of this kind.

Ben Jenkins overheard Big Saffy say
that expenses were more than they should
be, and saw that Mrs. Manson was much
troubled herself. He renewed his ad-
vances, thoroughly frightening the girl,

who now was inclined to leave, as she
had some money saved ahead, were it

not for the fact the she was determined to
show Mr. Saffy that there were no leaks
in her management.
Ben Jenkins came upon the hidden bas-

ket of expensive supplies behind the flow-
ering shrub and, wishing to discredit
Mrs. Manson with Big Saffy for reasons
of his own, took the overseer of the ranch
and showed him his find, declaring that
the housekeeper was disposing of them
in some way by which she was personally
profiting.

Big Saffy ordered him to make no such
charge until he could prove it, and went
away more troubled than ever before, for
he was coming to realize that he was
curiously interested in the ranch cook.
That night at supper Ben Jenkins

seized the arm of the housekeeper as she
went behind the table full of men and
passed the bread plate. As he seized her
wrist he made a remark which caused
her face to blanch and elicited a roar of
laughter from all save Big Saffy, and with
one blow he felled Ben Jenkins to the
floor.

He strode out of the house and down
the lane, leaving the other ranchmen to
pick up the fallen man and soothe his
wounds. Big Saffy was just in time to
see the red-headed, half-witted girl jump
off one of the spotted ranch ponies,
gather up the basket of supplies and ride
away in the darkness with it. Knowing
the nearness and poverty of her family,
the matter was now all plain to him.
He walked out into the gathering shad-

ows, and sitting down on a rocky bluff,

thought the situation out. He knew full

well that his parents would never accept
a common ranch cook as a daughter-in-
law, but he knew that he loved her, and
had from the moment that he first saw
her in the ranch kitchen.

Returning an hour later, he was aston-
ished to meet her dressed for traveling
and with her trunk on the ranch piazza.

“Please do not think that I am acting
hastily, Mr. Saffy,” she said kindly, “but
I cannot stay here tonight after this eve-
ning’s occurrences. I really have borne
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more than you know, and once more I

must go forth into the world alone.”
The big, hulking form of Ben Jenkins

passed and Mrs. Manson shivered.
“I agree with you,” the overseer re-

turned, “there is only one way you can
stay, and it is a way I hope you will con-
sider favorably. As my wife you will

have the protection and respect which
you deserve. There is a minister ten
miles distant at San Guardo. Say the
word, little woman, and the ceremony
shall be performed tonight.”
At first Virginia Manson was much as-

tonished.

“Why, I don’t even know your first

name,” she exclaimed.
“Nor I yours,” laughed her practical

lover, “but I know you and you know
me, and that should be enough.”
He held out his arms, and he was not

disappointed, for the ranch cook had not
been oblivious from the first to his manly
nature and quiet culture.

An hour later the friendly minister at
San Guardo had pronounced them man
and wife and was congratulating the
young husband and felicitating the bride.

“I always feel very kindly,” he added,
“to a Christmas ‘Eve wedding, for I have
noticed that they are always happy mar-
riages.”

“Why, it is Christmas Eve,” Virginia
cried. “I have been so excited over the
events of the evening I had quite forgot-
ten it. In this sunny climate one is in-

clined to forget without the snow and ice

to keep the season in mind.”
The happy couple rode slowly back to

the ranch to perceive as they neared the
ranch house that something unusual had
happened. Two trunks sat upon the pi-

azza and there was the evidences of new
arrivals.

“What can it mean?” asked Virginia.
“We never have visitors here.”
Stopping the machine at the door, her

husband sprang out and helped her to
alight, stealing a kiss as he did so.

Together they went up the front steps,
and side by side through the open door
into the ranch living room, where a bright
fire glowed in the grate. An elderly cou-
ple arose to meet them.

“Father, Mother,” cried Lester Safford
joyously. “You’re just in time!”

Virginia Safford stood for a moment as
if rooted to the ground.
“Why, why, I never dreamed that he

was your son,” she exclaimed, “but I am
so glad, even if he has married the cook.”
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Madam Olga Petrova This
Christmas and Ten Years Ago

( Continued from page 24)
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bitterly owing to the fact that a ticket to

any one of the places he mentioned would
have cost more than my expenses for a

whole month. Lacking any sense of hu-
mor and not sympathizing with my more
or less ribald mirth, he asked why I

laughed. I told him that to die might be
a much easier way out of things than to

live, but that I had made up my mind
that I was not going to die of tubercu-

losis—on the contrary, that some day I

intended to be a successful and a very
healthy person.

“As I said before, it was in the latter

part of November and my affairs and my
health were in such condition that I was
almost ready to capitulate to a fate which
was stronger than I, when one morning
the little maid who distributed our let-

ters at the boarding house knocked at the
door and told me in her funny cockney
accent that there was a letter for me. I

can still see the name on the outside of

the envelope as vividly today as when
I stared blankly that memorable morning,
hesitating between hope and fear to open
the letter. ‘Sidney Hyman, Theatrical
Manager,’ printed in modest black on the
flap of the envelope seemed to seal my
fate with its contents. It was a letter

asking me to call the following day with
reference to an engagement. Next day,
forsooth! Was I in a condition to wait
till next day? In spite of the wind that
soughed down the dismal Kennington
Road, which caused me to cough even
more than usual

;
in spite of the soggy,

melting snow which was almost ankle
deep

;
in spite of the sleet which almost

blinded one, the skies seemed to open and
the sun looked out. I arrived at Mr. Hy-
man’s office twenty-four hours ahead of

time, and in spite of the office boy, was
ushered into his august presence. Mr.
Hyman greeted me cordially and asked
me if I would play ‘The Shulamite.’ I

assured him there was no production in

the whole wide world in which I would
rather have a part. ‘But,’ he said, ‘you
will have to go to South Africa,’ South
Africa! In my wildest dreams I could
never have believed that this miracle
could come to me, and just at a time when
the marvelous climate of that country
meant almost a certainty of greeting the
spring that the physician had told me I

would never see. ‘Living is very ex-
pensive there,’ said Mr. Hyman, between

puffs of his big black cigar, ‘and we must
keep down the expenses of this produc-

tion, so we cannot possibly pay you more
than £20 a week.’ £20—$100-—it looked

more to me at that moment than any

cheque that I have ever received since.

In my anxiety, and much to the surprise

of Mr. Hyman, I insisted upon signing

the contract then and there.

“The first week in December we sailed.

At Cape Town I was already a different

person, and after three days’ journey

through the great African desert, we ar-

rived at Johannesburg on Christmas Eve.

I remember vividly a Basuto negro who
had been our guide in Cape Town bring-

ing a basket of strawberries to the train

just before leaving—yes, strawberries!

Strawberries in midwinter, renewed

health, and a good engagement, what

greater happiness could be in store for

me?
“I lay at full length on the grass under

the orange trees, and tropical bird that

I am, luxuriated in the 104 degrees of

heat. My star had certainly risen.

“Today, as I look forward to Christmas

to be spent in the country which has held

out its great arms to my wandering gypsy

feet, the country which has adopted me
as its own, I cannot refrain in closing this

little story, from wishing to one and all,

particularly to those, who like myself,

have been or are a wanderer upon the

face of the earth—peace, happiness and

good will.”
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The Maid of Belgium
( Continued from page 33)
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stored Adoree’s memory. She recalled the

important events of her former life which

had a bearing on her present condition.

She recalled her marriage to Vicomte Jean

de Michelet, of his call to the front on the

morning after their marriage and of the at-

tack on her home which ended with the

Hudsons finding her. She finished her re-

cital by demanding her baby.

Dr. Thorn, who had been eager to assist

Mrs. Hudson in her plan, was now con-

vinced that the baby must be given back to

Adoree. Dr. Thorn went to Mrs. Hudson.

“Adoree has fully recovered and has told

me the truth about the past,” said Dr.

Thorn. “The child no longer needs the pro-

tection of your name. You must give him

back to his mother. If you refuse I will be

forced to tell your husband.”

Mrs. Hudson determined to tell the truth

to her husband herself. “I lied because I

wanted to make you happy,” she concluded.
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“Perhaps her story is just another scheme

of her poor crazed brain,” suggested Mr.
Hudson, after recovering from the shock

of his wife’s revelation. “If her statements

are true,” continued Mr. Hudson, “they

are easily verified. The Vicomte de Miche-

let is here collecting funds for the Belgian

relief. I talked with him at the country

club less than an hour ago.”

The Vicomte was brought to the house.

Mr. Hudson asked him if he had ever been

married. The Vicomte said yes and told

the same story that Adoree told. He was
taken to Adoree and they were happily

reunited while Mr. Hudson forgave his

wife.
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The Birthright of
Every Woman

The attractiveness of Venus is in
that form divine, which mankind
has always admired. The entire
figure and bust has made the
name of Venus De Milo famous
throughout the ages. A perfect
bust and figure always will be
woman’s greatest gift. Shemay
possess the glories of her sex if

she but calls on Nature for her
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1 have just written a book which
telle how women may satisfy their

natural desires for a splendid form.
This book contains interesting pic-

Kathryn Murray tures which tell a story plainer than
words. Women in all walks of life.

of practically all ages, have become happier be-
cause of securing beauty of development hitherto
unknown to them. This book is sent free, be-
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Nature intended her to be.

Send for Free Book
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“Merry Christmas”
(Continued from page 12)
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From Mary Miles Minter
Let the blithesome spirit of the kiddies be

contagious—let grown-up kiddies be blithesome
too. Thus must it be a Merry Christmas in spite

of all.

From Beatriz MichelEna
From ’way out here on the edge of the world,

at Boulder Creek, I send my message of Christ-

mas wishes to all my friends who have helped me
with their faith and loyalty. May your Yuletide
be the happiest you have ever spent, and may
little 1918 bring you many wonderful gifts, is my
sincere wish.

From Florence McLaughlin
Merry Christmas—and may next Christmas

bring us to a cessation of hostilities, and a
realization of the deeper, inner significance of
the words “Brotherhood, and the equality of
man.”

From Francis X. Bushman
To all the friends who have been so loyal and

faithful, through the eventful old year of 1917,

I send my heartiest wishes for a Merry Christ-
mas. And to those of my enemies, wherever they
may be, who have said, or thought ill of me,
I can only say, in all sincerity—Merry Christmas.

Illllllllllllllllillllllllllll

Antonio Moreno
(Continued from page 39)
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Land on your feet, like a cat does. If

somebody else has the job you want, take
the job you can get until the other one
comes your way.

“Life is the big director after all. The
things that happened last year, or this

year, as only ‘scenes’ in the big produc-
tion that all of us are working on all the
time, whether there is a camera shooting
at us or not. Each of us is playing a
moving picture of life, our own life. The
thing is not to worry over tomorrow. Get
busy on today. We are too close to the
scene anyway to see the final results.

“Hard luck? We all have it. But it

fades away when it sees a man with his

sleeves rolled up ready to fight it out.

“How did I happen to go into pictures?
By way of the theatre. I’ve tried my
’prentice hand at almost everything.
Somehow the theatre seemed my niche
when I came to it. After that, since the
stage is but a training school for the
screen these days, I had the offer to do a
picture. And then another—and another.

“Letters began to pour into the com-
pany with which I worked, begging that
I be cast always as the lover in their

stories. So now they have accepted me
as a most sentimental young man. I get
hundreds of letters a week asking me
whom I am in love with.”
“The answer,” the Interviewer inter-

polated, “is what?”
“As Mr. Dooley says, ‘I’m in love with

my day’s work,’ ” Antonio Moreno re-

plied. “I agree with this Irish philosopher
that the ‘Day’s work’ is what robs many
a charming Juliet of her he-e-ro!”

I! Ill

OUTWITTED
(Continued from page 28)
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why he was duped, and to his consterna-
tion he was confronted by Nan, the un-
veiled.

“Was—was it you that brought me to

this?” he demanded in great surprise and
chagrin.

“Yes, you’re outwitted—I have paid
you back for what you did to me,” she re-

plied triumphantly. “The only way I

could hurt you was through your pocket-
book, and I have succeeded.”
Lawson was a completely defeated man

for the nonce.
Meanwhile young Bond had drunk him-

self to the verge of delirium tremens. In
his crazed brain was a terrible hatred for
Lawson, whom he blamed for all his
troubles. Inevitably the impulse to kill

gained the upper hand of the young un-
fortunate, and he went to Lawson’s house
armed with a heavily loaded revolver bent
on getting revenge at any hazard. He
had previously written his father a letter,

in which he announced his intention of
doing murder. The elder Bond promptly
rushed to the Lawson house to prevent
the impending tragedy.

Just as young Bond confronted Lawson
in his own library, his father rushed into
the room.
“You are about to kill your own

father,” the latter exclaimed as he en-
tered, his hand raised in warning.
“What !” exclaimed the other two.
“Lawson is your right father, son,” the

man repeated with firm emphasis. Then
he explained that Lawson’s jealousy and
cruelty had driven his wife from his house
and that in desperation she had communi-
cated to his care the son born several
months after her enforced abandonment
of her husband.
“The only kiss you ever gave that wife

was on her dead lips,” he concluded, fac-
ing Lawson and shaking his finger at him
accusingly.

Lawson was quite unprepared for this
exposure and he sank into a chair speech-
less. The strain was also too much for
young Bond, whose shattered nerves
broke and he had to be carried to a room
in a delirious condition. His one cry was
for Nan, and Lawson, now repentant at
last, went out and found the girl, doing
his utmost to make amends. When Nan
arrived at the young man’s bedside, he
cried gladly.

“We are saved, we are saved,” he mur-
mured joyously.

Thereupon Lawson and the elder Bond
shook hands for the first time in many
years and, to cap the climax of the gen-
eral happy state which existed hence-
forth, Nan received a letter from her
brother in Costa Rica stating that he was
now earning an honest living.
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79c
This stunning Knitting

Bag was made from our
Outfit No. 5G73, which con-
tains :

1 Tan Crash Scarf, 18x54,
Butterfly design.
8 skeins Grecian floss.

Instructions for embroid-
ering and making bag.

1 Premium Art Book.
J) All for 79c postpaid.

No lining is required and
the lesson gives a wide
range of original ideas for
trimming and finishing from
materials which every
woman has on hand.
Send for one of these out-

fits today. The Premium
Book which we include free
shows other equally attract-
ive scarfs to make up into
bags for holiday gifts.

Dealers, Write lor Outfit
Proposition.

RICHARDSON SILK COMPANY "g*"*
Makers of Richardson’s Spool and Embroidery Silks

f
i

for it
UIUNDREDS of people make BIG MONEY
1

1

writing Photoplays, Stories, Articles,
etc. ! Howland Thomas, an “unknown
writer,” received $5,000 for one story!
Elaine Sterne, another beginner, received
$1,000 for a single play

!

Why don’t YOU write some-
thing? You have ideas. If you
go to the Movies, if you read
magazines—then you know the
kind of material editors want.
YOUR happy thoughts may
bring Big Rewards! No In-
struction Courses needed. We
accept your bare ideas in ANY
FORM—either as finished scripts
or as mere outlines of plots. If
your ideas need correction before
they can be sold, we revise, im-
prove, perfect and typewrite them. IL

Then promptly submit to Ji
Leading Film and Fiction Edi-
tors. A small commission is
charged for selling.
This is YOUR OPPORTUNITY! BT
So get busy ! Send us your M
Bare Ideas. Plots, Articles.
Poems, Finished Stories. And
write us TODAY for Full I)o-
tails. We will send you abso-

lutely FREE a fascinating
story. “How New Writers ^
Get Their Names in Print.” .

,

and a beautiful, illustrated
booklet entit’ed “A Serv- JB
ice That^ Helps New Writers

SEND FOR THEM AT ONCEl
WRITER’S SERVICE, Dept. 37, Aubirn, N. Y. «C

CSA-w-wmwv*

FREE
$20i

VIOLIN
Ukulele 6uitar, Mandolin,

Hawaiian Guitar or Cornet
r
Yes, absolutely free to first pupils
in each locality. We have the most

wonderful, new, system for learning by
, mail to play by note, Piano, Organ, Violin,

[
Mandolin, Guitar. Ukulele. Hawaiian Gui-

1 tar or Cornet. Very small charge for lessons
I only expense. We guarantee success or no

charge. Complete outfit free. Write now No obligations.

Sllnaorland School of Music, Dopt. 203 , Chicago, III.

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby? Thousands have

successfully used SANS-RIDES (A Parisian formula)
to remove traces of illness or age. The effect is al-

most magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow’s feet and
saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS-RIDES will not
injure even the tenderest skin. Price, 50c. For sale
only at THE TEMPLETON LABORATORIES, 7770
Lake Park Ave., Dept P., Chicago, 111.

Resolve to Win!
Determination made Grant one of the greatest

generals in history. The world knows his story.
It knows, too, the stories of thousands of other
determined men, who succeeded because they
had a purpose and stuck to it.

Do you want to succeed ? Do you want that betterjob ?
Do you want increase in pay ?

If you do want to get out of the rut—if you are determined
to make something of yourself, send the International
Correspondence Schools the attached coupon. Tell them
what kind of position you want and they will show you
how you can fit yourself to get it.

Determine to mark and mail the coupon today

r i

-TEAR OUT HERE*
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Box 6728 Scranton, Pa.

marked Xt
CHEMISTRY

I
Illustrating

|
Farming
Poultry

I
French

j German
Italian

) SPANISH

Electrical Engineering ADVERTISING
I Mechanical Engineering Salesmanship

Mechanical Drafting Commercial Law
r Civil Engineering BOOKKEEPING

Stationary Engineering Stenography
Mining Engineering Civil Service
ARCHITECTURE Ry. Mail Service
Architectural Drafting AUTOMOBILES

j
Name

I Address.
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HORKHEIMER RROTHERS
Producers of Photoplay Successes

for
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PARAMOUNT
“Who is ‘Number One’?”

*
The Mystery Serial by Anna Katherine

Green, Starring

KATHLEEN CLIFFORD

Motion Picture Synopsis by H. M. Horkheimer

MUTUAL
Those Rollicking

JACKIE SAUNDERS
Comedy-Drama Hits, like

“Sunny Jane,” “The Wildcat,” “A Bit

of Kindling,” etc.

All came direct from the Horkheimer Studio
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mi

|
GENERAL FILM

Knickerbocker Star

Features

Fortune Photoplays

Falcon Features

All HORKHEIMER Productions |

j which have attracted favorable
|

| attention far and wide BALBOA
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BALBOA
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PATHE 1

| which has released five BALBOA
Serials

“The Neglected Wife,” “Who
Pays?” “Neal of the Navy,”
“The Red Circle,” “The

Grip of Evil”

1 Besides these, PATIIE has handled

| numerous other BALBOA Features,

1 handcoloring many of them because

| of their quality and merit.
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THE LARGEST ACTUALLY INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE PRODUCING STUDIO
IN THE INDUSTRY.

BALBOA THE STUDI° BUILT ON MERIT. NO STOCK FOR SALE. NOW FOUR YEARS OLD

BALBOA
DAT TAYA A THE STUDIO HOME OF KATHLEEN CLIFFORD, ANITA KING, GLORIA JOY AND
DW-LiDUilL OTHER WELL-KNOWN PHOTOPLAY STARS.

AND STILL GROWING.

WHERE THE “FATTY” ARBUCKLE- PARAMOUNT COMEDIES ARE PRODUCED.

milt

The Balboa Amusement

Producing Company

Studio and General Offices : Long Beach, Cal.

H. M. HORKHEIMER
President and General Manager

llllllll

New York Headquarters: 1600 Broadway

H. N. HOLDE, Eastern Representative
E. D. HORKHEIMER

Secretary and Treasurer

r

t
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“His Robe of Honor”
(Continued from page 31)
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thought was to get even with him, for she
now knew that she could never win him.

Julian now assured of an honorable
career, made progress in his love affair

with Lora. Roxana, still burning with
resentment against him, planned to dis-

credit him in the eyes of Lora. Accord-
ingly, she visited Lora, and in the pres-
ence of Partland said that Julian had
wronged her, and that, therefore, she had
first claim on him. Lora was loath to be-
lieve this, until Partland told of having
seen Roxana visit Julian’s apartment.

In the days that followed, Lora refused
to see Julian, giving him no explanation.
By the aid of Carrots, a stable boy, Julian
learned when she was going out riding,
and thus met her. He begged her to tell

him the reason for her coldness, but she
refused. As they were talking they were
suddenly interrupted by a crash behind
them. An automobile had run down Car-
rots. Julian saved the boy in a heroic
manner, and Lora could not help but ad-
mire him, in spite of the cloud that rested
upon him. Julian brought Carrots to his
apartment, and Lora went with him, to
be of what assistance she could.

Meanwhile, Roxana had thoroughly re-

pented of her act, and when Mulligan of-
fered to marry her, she was moved to con-
fess her whole past. To her great sur-
prise, Mulligan was still willing to marry
her, and moved by his affection, she con-
sented. But before they left on their
honeymoon she resolved to right the
wrong she had done.

In Julian’s apartment, Carrots was rest-
ing easily, and Julian again asked Lora
for an explanation. And now she told him
of Roxana’s statements, and he was
amazed. He finally convinced Lora that
they were untrue, and just as she was in
his arms, Roxana entered. For a moment
the situation was tense. Lora thought
that Julian had lied to her again, and was
about to rush off, but Roxana soon ex-
plained everything. Julian and Lora for-
gave her, and the repentant girl left with
her husband.

Several days before, Nelson had visited
Julian in regard to a case against Consol-
idated Traction that was to come up in
Julian’s section. Nelson had told Julian
that the finding must be in their favor,
and when Julian protested against giving
any advance hint as to his decision, Nel-
son brought forth the paper that Julian
had signed a few months previous. Nel-
son said : “If this paper is made public
it will result in your impeachment.” And
so finally Julian promised to render a de-
cision that Nelson should write.

Lora left Julian at his apartment and
went home, her confidence fully restored
in him. And then, on her Uncle’s desk,
she found the decision that had been writ-
ten for Julian to render. She was plunged
into the depths of despair for a few mo-
ments, but then she resolved to help,
rather than condemn, Julian.

The following morning she visited him
in his chambers before court was called,

and told him what she knew. She begged
him not to render the decision, and Julian
was hurt at her lack of confidence in him.
He made her no promise, and she was

heart-broken when she saw him take a

copy of her uncle’s decision into court.

Nelson and Partland were in court
awaiting the decision in their favor.

Julian started to read it, and Lora felt

the world sinking beneath her. But sud-
denly Julian said: “This is the decision
that the attorneys for the Traction Com-
pany prepared for me, and which they
wanted me to render, but after careful

consideration, I find that the claims cannot
be allowed.” Nelson and Partland were
furious, but Lora was overjoyed, for Julian

had re-established himself in her esteem.

She met him in his chambers after court

had adjourned, and begged his forgive-

ness. He was happy, even though he
might be impeached. Nelson entered
stormily, and was about to threaten Julian
when Lora confronted him. He cowered
before her accusing gaze, and could say
nothing. Lora turned proudly to Julian.

“You have indeed proved yourself
worthy of this robe of honor,” she said.

(Produced by the Henry B. Walthall Pictures
Corporation, Starring Mr. Walthall.)

SPECIALLY PRICEEW"
TO INTRODUCE OUR XMAS GIFT CATALOG
FORTUNATE purchase before leather advanced jn price

enables us to offer 28,000 of our PRACTICAL BILLFOLD
at what the leather alone is worth today.
THIS INVALUABLE combination currency-card case, a

distinctive Xmas Gift, in genuine Sealgrain Leather yours at
this low price of 60c ($5.40 Doz.) prepaid while they last.
Thin model design with photo frame, transparent identifica-
tion card, 1918 calendar and loose leaf,MEMO PAD.
SIZE closed 3x3 1-2; open 8x3 1-2' lifcHesT ’Patted in

handsome gift box, with engraved card. SAME in fine Mo-

catalog FREE. Send draft, M. O. or stamps TODAY.
A. Landa & Sons Co., Mfrs., Dept. 0-4 Chicago gou>

Money Cheerfully Refunded

—COM POCKET.’

50c
Postpaid
Name Engraved
FREE in

23-kt. Gold

For Ladies and
Gentlemen

Hoffman -Foursquare

Pictures

Stand for quality in every element

that goes to make a superior

motion picture.

Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures

are pictures of this sort— as exhibit-

ors and public have discovered.

f

The Sweet,
Mellow Tone
of * ‘Gibson’

’

Instruments
has made
many a
“Sammies”
Departure
easier to bear

“Everyone A 'Gibion’-ite"

The Aeolian The Hazard
Mandolin Quartet Quartet

$1.50 per month. Mandolin or
Guitar sent on approval. Liberal

allowance on old instruments in exchange for
the “Gibson.” The wonderful new Gibson violin

construction has Bet the whole Mandolin and Guitar
world talking. Get our new FREE BOOK—112 pages—111 illus-
trations. a valuable fund of information for player and teacher.
Also FREE treatise on “HOW TO PRACTICE.”

Exclusive Features That Make Ever; Giison Matchless:
Btradlvarlus arching—scientific graduation fromthick-
nessatcenter to thinness at rim, securing strength—sensitiveness
—free vibration of entire sounding board. Tilted neck, high
bridge with extension string holder, securing increased

string pressure that vibrates a larger sounding board, producing a
bignessof tone never before realized. Reinforced, non warp-
able neck—elevated guard plate or finger rest—easy
action—adjustable string-bearing at bridge overcoming
sharping of heavier strings in upper positions. ( t

Make $1800 to $5000 or More a Year

Become steadier." Splendid opporto^tiMfcr^itScffei inevery / GIBS0S M4ND0LIN-GB1TAB CO.
locality for private and class instruction and the sale of Gibsons. § _ ._*'**“ FaL8,

0
?
8

«ments havo “made” many a teacher, professionally and finan- / Kalamazoo, Mien., 1). M. A,Gibson instruments have
ciall’

for e! _
meyer, St. Louis, Mo., Teacher and Director, writes:” “Willdo $Yo,uuu ousi- - a r.r’ — -s

—
ness in 1917: did $7,000 In 1916.” C. A. Tempfeman, teacher, Sioux £ity, la., / Wm. P,lac.e/

Jr., book and instrun
writes: * $4,600 gross business for the year.’’ Win. Place, Jr , America's / checked. If teacher check here Q

Star Soloist for Victor Talking Machine Co.,
UNQUALIFIEDLY ENDORSES THE GIBSON, i

Become ourDo Business on Our Capital
help sell. Agents’ territory protected. Stock furnished. We payw

'i make the profit. You pay for goods when sold; return goous
our “Still Hunt.** FREE to those interested, our new SI.00

Mandolin
Mandola
Mando-aUo

Mando-bass
Guitar

Harp-guitar

vertising. You make the
not sold. Try our “Still Tbook The Organization, Direction and Maintenance of the Mandolin

jy America’s most suc< ?ssful director, Wm. Place, Jr. _
Write now for Catalog, Treatise, Hov. to Practice; Psychologically Ex- i
plained,” all free. Don’t wait; ACT . OW. FILL IN THE COUPON. / Address.an nee. uvu o wdji. ho i rioo un inr< ouurun. . Address . ....

GibsoirMandoUn-GultarCo,, 752 parson St.

.

Kalama zoo,Mich. .U.S.X. / Be sure you have checked instrument.
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The Silent Trend
(Continued from page 36)

The story concerns David Mann, son of a

rich widow of Northfield, Maine, who in-

vests in a rubber plantation. Unscrupulous

promoters sent young Mann to the planta-

tion as manager in order that they may hold

sway over the financial resources of his

mother.

Mann comes in contact with Ludwig Hert-

zer, evilly disposed manager of an adjacent

estate, a feud growing up between the men
which results in the latter’s death after

David has encountered him in a series of

conflicts involving a beautiful Mexican girl

with whom the young Northerner has fallen

in love.

A fascinating feature of the play is a

beautiful young slave girl, who, according

to the custom of the country, is sent to look

after Mann’s household, and who regards

herself as “his woman.”

The beautiful Andrea is puzzled and cha-

grined at Mann’s refusal to accept her as

holding other than a housekeeper’s rela-

tionship, and she uses every artifice of her

sex to overcome his Northern scruples.

There is a yellow fever outbreak in the

native stockade and the slaves are shown

in the wild exodus of a yellow fever panic.

A tropical storm rages and the horrors of

the stockade fire and the deadly tangle of

a jungle forest are vividly pictured.

ATARY PICKFORD’S latest photoplay

gem is one of the most brilliant of a

delectable series, and she not only main-

tains her own peculiarly individual high

standard, but she moves it forward a peg

or two. Her newest creation is “The Little

Princess,” in which she portrays the role

of child life, as Sara Crewe, the heroine of

Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett’s popular

book. Only an extremist in pessimism could

avoid being captivated by this charming

characterization of hers. As Sara our lit-

tle Mary plays the part of a girl who is

suddenly plunged from wealth to poverty.

She has been reared in India, where her

father was a captain in the British army,

and when misfortune overtakes her and she

becomes a scullery maid in the fashionable

boarding school where she has been a fa-

vored pupil, she accepts her faith with

pathetic stoicism and finds comfort in the

companionship of Becky, the little slavey

of the institution.

The film abounds in terse, epigrammatic

sayings. When the two servants are smell-

ing the exquisite odors of Christmas cook-

ing—of which they cannot partake—Sara

says she hasn’t eaten well for so long she

must be full of hollows.

In the first part of the picture Sara tells

the girls stories of Arabian night, which

are shown on the screen and display lavish

Oriental settings.

Sara is not destined to remain a common
drudge-girl, however, for though her father

has died, his partner arrives with news of

tremendous wealth, and when restored to her

rightful sphere she does not forget Becky.

T MMEDIATELY upon finishing “The
* Clever Mrs. Carfax,” Julian Eltinge, the

celebrated female impersonator, had to re-

pair to a fashion shop and replenish his

wardrobe. Fifteen minutes of gazing upon

the pictorial events in this photoplay con-

vinces one of the necessity of such a move
on his part, because he wears more clothes

in this feature that the busiest model in

the heyday of her popularity. “The Clever

Mrs. Carfax” is a clever photoplay with a

clever star, and it will prove a clever way
to enjoy yourself.
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Beautiful Beverly Bayne
(Continued from page 32)
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honor of Madame’s shop. And when the

Countess heard of Mrs. Gilbert’s admira-

tion of the lovely thing-, she insisted on

presenting it to Miss Bayne.

Miss Bayne’s favorite relaxation, when
she is not too tired to go out, is the opera.

She has the greatest admiration for the

golden voice of Geraldine Farrar, and

never misses an opportunity to hear her.

The new plays call her, too, although she

does not heed their call as promptly as

she does the opera. Of course, she sees

new pictures, but that she classes with

her work—for it can scarcely be called

a recreation to one who spends all one’s

time making them.
One old-fashioned—at least in these

modern times, it seems old-fashioned

—

and very beautiful trait of hers, is her

hatred for gossip and such uglinesses.

I remember one evening, after a quiet

little dinner at her apartment, some
friends were gathered in her living-room,

and, all being connected, in one way or

another, with motion pictures, some one

mentioned “the latest scandal.”

Miss Bayne listened in silence for

awhile, then turned swiftly from the

piano where she had been playing softly.

“Oh, but that’s so unfair—to repeat

things like that, when one can’t prove

them,” she cried. “That girl has given

the very best of herself to the public

—

and they reward her by these slanderous

things. Even if you could prove them

—

wouldn’t it be kinder not to repeat it?

We professional people give, give, give

—

our youth, our looks, our strength, our

vitality, all that is best in us—to the pub-
lic, and this is our reward, these cruel,

unkind, often false tales. Don’t let us do
it any more. There are plenty of sub-

jects which we can discuss, without harm
to any one—why not try some of them
and leave reputations alone?”

AMERICAN AMBITION
(What Every Mortal Needs) The Magazine with the

Purpose of Helping You in Your Purpose

THE fundamental object of AMERICAN AMBITION is to exploit the

talents of unknown aspirants in all lines of endeavor and to explore

untraversed regions in Literature, Drama, Photoplay, Art, Science,

Music and Life. To arouse ambition seven notable contests are being

conducted. $775 in Cash Prizes are offered for the best Photoplay,

Comedy-Drama, Novel, Short Story, Poem, Song and the most useful

Small Invention. OPEN TO ALL.

Don’t lose any time in getting acquainted with such an

ideal comrade as this—it is the loyal guide for all

ambitious people—it is the most fascinating journal in

America today.

WtT IT’S FIFTEEN CENTS A COPY— $1.50 A YEAR

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER!
If you would save 50 cents fill out the coupon below

and mail it today to

AMERICAN AMBITION
Delbert E. Davenport, Editor 422 LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I

Please find enclosed herewith One Dollar, for which send me
I AMERICAN AMBITION for One Year, starting with the next number.

I

Date of Order :

I

I

I

Name

Address



Go to the theatre that shows
Petrova Pictures!

Madame Petrova is now “on tour."

Not in person, but in personally^

produced Petrova Pictures.

“Daughter of Destiny," the first of
these dramas, is now being shown
throughout the United States. It tells

the story of a brave American girl

whose love for a crown prince involves

her in a network of European intrigue.

There is a morganatic marriage; a
sudden twist of destiny; a tremendous
adventure in which the girl's American
ideals must stand or fall. You will

enjoy the exciting outcome—you will

say: “Give us more Petrova plays like

the 'Daughter of Destiny.'

"

Look for the sign that dis-

tinguishes these films from
all others—Petrova Pictures

Press of
Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.

Philadelphia

The foremost theatre

in your town will show
Petrova Pictures Petrova Picture Company

25 WEST 44th STREET, NEW YORK
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